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), d Foreword (-

This fsinal report.descrikes the results of the first year of 'a

three year research project investigating the effects of using handicapped'

students as tutors. Inehe firlt section of the report two main 'experiments

are described in which handicapped students tutored students from the

regulai classroom. In the second section twoloOditional experiments are

reported in which handicapped students tutor other handicapped students..

Because each experiment can be viewed independently, 'figures and

tables are numbered within each separate part of the report, rather than

consecutively. Since some of the instruments and procedures are identical

from study to study, appendices containing these items are placed at the

ends of the entire report, rather than with each individual experiment..

An attempt has been made throughout the report to present a rich

mix of all types of data collected during the year. While quantitative

"experimental" data form a central corps of each of. the "Reults" sections,

case studies of individual students, parent and teacher comments receive

equal emphasis in the report. With the inclusion of many types of data

experimenters felt that the overall value of the research would be greatly

enhanced. Special education research in the,past has often suffered

from a total reliance on either inadequate, experimental approaches or

descriptions of single case studies. One of the purposes of this report

is to show that experimental and naturalistic methods can be combined to

provide a more useful approach to research in special education..

iv



a.

HANDICAPPED CHILDREN AS TUTORS

1983-84 -- FINAL REPORT

Social rejection and academic deficiency are theitwo primary problems

faced by handicapped students. As many of these students have moved

into. less restrictive educational environments, these problems have not

been solved, buf have presented new challenges. While there may be

greater opportunities in a regular'classroom for interaction between

handicappeand nonhandicapped students, there is also gredter opportunity

for social rejection.' And. while handicapped students in the regular
by

classroom may benefit from observing. nonhandicapped students' academic

behavior, there may be less, individualized instruction tailored to the

specific needs of the handicapped students.

'Previous research conducted primarily with nonhandicapped students

has suggested the following potential benefits of cross-age and peer

tutoring (Osguthorpe, 1980): A

1. The instruction can be individualized. Each tutee 'can move at

a separate individual pace. Instruction can bedpilored to the specific

needs of each tutee based on the results of diagnostic tests and

.parent/teacher recommendations.

..2: Tutors are given decision-making re5bonsibility for another

student. Since handicapped students are most often those who receive

service, tutoring provides unique opportunities tor personal and social

development.

1
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3. Peer tutors Can interact "Iirith tutees in a socially structured

setting. When handicapped students tutor their nonhandicapped peers,

new social behaviors may form because traditional roles have been reversed.

In spite of demonstrated social and academic benefits, few well - designed

studies on tutoring have been conducted with handicapped students. The

great
/majority-

of .tutoring research has focused on the nonhandicapped
. 41).

population. The tutoring studies that have included handicapped students
4

have nearly always used these students as tutees rather than tutors. It

would appear that the group of students who have the most to gain from

tutoring have been least likely to participate in the research.

The purpose of this project was to investigate the effects on both

academic achievement and social acceptance of involving handicapped

students as tutors. Four separate studies were conducted, each employing

handicapped students in one of the following tutoring configurations:

1. Handicapped children to tutor their nonhandicapped peers in sign

language. .

2. Handicapped children to tutor younger nonhandicapped children

in reading.

3. Handicapped children to tutor younger handfCapped children in

reading. - .

4. Handicapped_ children to tutor handicapped peers in reading.

2
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. Using each,' of the four tutoring .configurations, the' following

questions were addressed during .thig first Year of the project:
Y.

.110
1. When. handicapped students function as sign language,iutOrls,

What are then effects on fret-play interaction between, handicapped and

students during the regular.school .day?

handicapped students function as reading tutors, what

h

nonhandicapped
,

2. When

PO

ere the effect's on tutors' and tgfees' reading achievement as measured

by standardized and criterion-referenced reading tests?

3. What are the' effects of the four tutoring configurations on

nonhandicapped students' attitude toward handicapped students?

4. What are parents' perceptions and attitudes about their handicapped

child's participation in the tutoring program?

.5. What are the attitudes of teachers and school admini:: strators
h 01.

who have participated in and observed the tutoring programs as to the

strengths and relative effectiveness of the programs?

In the remainder of this report a full description will be given of

each of the fur major studies conducted during 1983-84. Following the

accounts of individual studies a summary section will be included in

which overall conclusions, recommendations and implications will be

emphaSized.

.3
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Before describing each separate study, some summary impressions

and statistics may be appropriate. As researchers. we have been extremely.

pleased with our reception in Davis District. Both regular and special

education staff have,' een refreshingly cooperative and.'open tothe

project. Beeeuse regular class students are essential to this project

s tutees, this, cooperAion has been particularly important.

. .

.A total. of six elementary schools in. Davis District participated

during the first year. Of-these six, two were essentiallyfot comparison

groups -with four schools implementing tutoring progfams. I,Iluding both

treatment and comparison groups, a total of 11S harwli pped sudefits

participated from Davis District.. Of these 115, 30 were attending

self-contained classes for intellectually handicapped (IH), 2S were in,.
.

self- contained classes for learning disabled (LD), 30 were in self-contained

clas$es for behaviorally handicapped (BH) and 30 were attending a resource

program. In addition to ,the handicapped tutors, 82 first ,grode students

and SO upper gfade elementary students participated either as tieatmenr

or comparBon tutees. If we consider that four tutofs tutoring for 1S

minutes equalit one person

reading instruction arid 400

ha .been delivered as part

hour, approximately 800 tutoring hours of

tutoring hours of sign language instruction

of the studie$ conducted in Davis District.

h
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Bcpejipent 1:

handicapped Students * Sign Language' Tutors ,

The pbrpose of the first experiment wds to measullthe effects on

social acceptance' of having handicapped students tutor their regular

class peers ih.sign language. Specific research questions for thi.s
.

A
study are previously stated in the introduction' of the'report. Because

of the uniqueness of. the two spttings involved in experiment one, the
.011

results of the experiment are reported in tWoseparate studies. In

Study 1 a group of 17 mentally retarded students taught sign language

to their upper grade elementary peers from the regular clasroom. In

study 2 a smaller grip of 7 learning disabled students participated as

sign language tutors for their regular class peers.

While 'the first study reported in this section is replication

and,extension of a previous .study (Osguthorpe and Custer, 1981), the

second study is unique in several respects. It is common knowledge that

sign language is frequently Used with retardedstudents.as a communication

aide and speech elicitor. With learning disabled students, however,

signing has seldom been used in the classroom. In the initial planning

stages of the research one special educator felt that sign languap would

be highly inappropriate for.LD students because it would further set

them apart as "handicapped. There was also some concern regarding

parent reactions to their LD child learning sign language, reducing the

amount of time available for reading instruction which many view as

their child's most serious deficiency. For these reasons the data

collected on sign language tutoring are reported separately for mentally

retarded an learning disabled students.

fi.v 6
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A ten-month project was proposed to investigate the effects that
.

.

--..,
using handicapped students as tutors of nonhandicapped peers has on

social acceptance. 'Sign language was chosen as the topic for tutoring

for the following reasons,:

1. Sign language was a new and novel _skill to most students,
. 0

handicapped and nonhandicapped, and seemed encoyr4ing to students

in the past. Such a new skill also enabled ,the handicapped students,

with some. extra training, to be more Advanced than the tutees in sign

language.

2. It was noted in the Osguthorpe and Custer project that sign

language was one skill that fifth and sixth grade intellectually handicapped

students were. able to learn and teach. The following section describes

the experimental setting, students, materials, instruments and procedures

used in .implementing the study.

Desiwt

DaviStSchool District, located north of Salt Lake City, agreed to

participate 4n the study. The district is. primarily Caucasian middle

class composed of-agriculture and light industry occupations. Meadowbrook

and Whitesides Elementary school's were elected to participate in the

study based orlhe distribution of students and similiari4 between the

two schools. Meadowbrook was randomly selected from the schools in the

district having 41f-contained classes ter serve as the experimental

school while Whitesides was selected as the control school. Both school,

although given the opporturaty to decline, chose to participate.

7
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The experimental design can be seen as a version of a nonequivalent

control group design. ,rThe main variance froura conventional nonequivalent

control group design is that the posttests were repeatedly administered

4
during the treatment-period and the number of posttests administered to

the treatment group differed from the number of posttests administered

to the controL group. This is explained in the procedures section.

Setting

As noted previously; arrangements were made with Davis School"''`'

District for conducting the study. Two schools were involved in this

study; `Meadowbrook Elementary as the experimental school and Whitesides

Elementary as the control school. These schools were selcted because

total enrollment and the ratio of handicapped to nonhandicapped students

-he comparable: Meadowbrook enrolling 425 students with a ratio of 17

:'408 handicapped students, and Whitesides enrolling 626 students with a

ratio of 16 610 handicapped to nonhandicapped students. Both

selF-contained. IH (intellectually handicapped) classes represented

approximately equal portions of the school district: Meadowbrook bussing

students from the southern portion of the district and Whitesides bussing

students from the northern portion of the district. Both schools had

similar populations, primarily Causasion lniddle class composed of

agricultural and light industry occupations.

Although the two schools were similar regarding administrator
4

and teacher commitment to the .program, the experimental and control

groups possessed unique characteristics. Meadowbrook 'Elementary (the

experimental school) had many windows creating a' bright and pleasant

atmosphere when in the square-shaped building. One double sized classroom

8
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housing the intellectually handicapped was in the center of the school

with all of the other classrooms bordering it. With entrances into two

opposite hallways, students from most other Classes in the school passed

by thissroom'on the way to recess.

The interior of the IH classroom was decorated from floor to ceiling

in what appeared to be layers of arts and crifts.projects created by the

students. Half of4the room was arranged with traditional rows of desks

with the teacher's desk, shared by the full time aide, to the rear. The

centerpiece of the otherkalf of: the, room was two pAnt splattered

easelS which usually displayed their latest. user's creations: Against the

far wall was a trampoline which, wh6n not covered with on-g9ing -craft

projects and a balance bea, was pulled away from the.wall for noon hour

recreation. One of the mds,/ striking characteristics of the roomwas

the variety of/brilrYgnt colors found in the verous student projects

on the walls, other wafl °hangings. the carpeting, and the posters and

signs which were also a part of the0.ayers of materials on the Walls. While

the classroom was cluttered and aimbsf chaotic, a compensating order was

created by Mrs. Beckstein, the teacher: She allowed for a variety of

avenues of expression for the students while simultaneously maintaining

a definitive system of rules, schedule and procedure.

The atmosphere'af Whitesides Elementary's IH class was equally

taught by Mts. Hammer, was

the schoolc/Traditionally

unique. The IH class,

the main hallway in

centered in the room.

. ,

Found at the end of

arranged desks were

Mrs. 'Hammer's desk was in the front with one
( "

student's desk pushed updflihtly against hers. The back wall was windows

with three foot high shelving beneath. The other three walls were



,colorfully decorai d with a bulletin board on one, posters on another

and art work on the other. The classroom aide's desk was placed at the

fear of the room wit parable adjacent. A typewriter, used as a reward

for completed work rested on the table. While the room's many decorations

revealed an element of freedom and creativity fostered,by this class, an

atmosphere of rigid rules kept both the students and teacher reserved

andonschedule.

Although both of thee teachers and their classroqms differed

in style, they shared concerns about their students' degree of social

interaction and:encouraged any activities, ftrmal or informal, to achieve

positive social contact` with regular class students.

Students

All of the students in each of the IH classes participated in the

study: the experimental group of 17 students at Meadowbrook and. the

control group of 16 at Whitesides. These classes contained students

with several different handicaps according to the state of Utah guidelines

for classifying handicapped children: Meadowbrook having 11 intellectually

handicapped, S severely handicapped and 1 multiply-handicapped, while

all 16 students at Whitesides were intellectually handicapped. Meadakrook's

IH 4udents ranged from fourth to sixth grade'le61 while Whitesides's

IH students were all fifth graders.

The 17 nonhandicapped students included ak tutees in the project

(students at Meadowbrook) were seleCted from age mates of the handicapped

students in the experimental group. Three,additional-nonhandicapped

students were also identified to be used as alternate tutees in case of

absences of any of the original 17.

10
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Iftterials

Training materials for implementing, the project were further developed

from existing materials utilized in previous research. Prompt cards

were used On which the handicapped tutor saw a photograph of the object

1

or word, graphic representations of the hand shapes Lsigris), and the

printed word to be signed. The reverse side of the prompt cards consisted

of only the printed word to be signed. Groups of cards were bound. with

large rings and mounted on small, cardboard table easels enabling the cards

to stand independently the tutor to flip from one card to the next.

Two table gamed were also used --,a version of Bingo and a simple

board game. The Bingo game incorporated a stack of sign cards consisting

of the graphic representations and printed words of signs. Before

placing a token on the Bingo card, each player picked a cat* and signed

the appropriate sign to the other players. Fifty of the signs being

learned were included on these cards. The other table game consisted of

a board mt.-which a colorful path of squares stretched from one side of

the board to the other. Every third square had either a star or a

question mark'on it (an equal number of each across the 35 squares).

'
Two stacks of cards were created, one with stars on the back and one

with question mark4. Graphic representations of various signs and their

respectiire printed words were found on,the..mieverse sides of the cards.

When a player landed on one of these special sqles, the appropriate

card was to be picked and signed. Dice were used to move small, plastic

toys from one square to the next trying to reach the end of the path

as fast as possible.

78



Additionally, study. packets Were "created for each handicapped

student. These packets included graphic representaiioris of the signs

along with the respective printed,words.

The sign language vocabulary used in these materials included

numbers, colors, the alphabet, a number of complete sentences and 148

nouns and verbs faihiliar to the handicapped children. The complete sign.

language vocabulary list used in these material$ is shown in Appendix A,

the Meadowbrook Sign Language Test.

Instruments

\

Five instruments were used to assess either the degree to which the

treatment was being effectively administered. or thel extent to which

social interaction was enhanced. Each instrument is described below.

Free-Play Interaction Form. Free-play interacition data between

handicapped and nonhandicapped students were collected for each handicapped

tutor. These data included the date, the duration of time a handicapped

student was interacting with a nonhandic'apped $tudent, how many students,

Were involved in the interaction, the names of tAiltudents involved

(when possible), dotation if the handicapped student was interacting

with a tutee or children not in the tutoring program, and a positive or

negative interaction, rating from the observer.

Positive interaction was defined as Follows; any time'a handicapped

student experiences contact with nonhandicapped student in such a

manner that it reduces social distance, displays mutual friendshipping,

and/or dissolves subordinating or superordinating roles between the

student. Negative interaction was defined as any instance of interaction

J.

12
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contrary to the above stated positive definition. An example entry is

shown beloW:

Date: 3/2/84

Duration: 5 minutes

No. of students: 3 students - 2 IH, 1 fifth grader

Names of students involved: Nancy and Donna

Tutee or other: Tutee (1)

Judgement: + ( positive)

(See Appendix B for Free-Play Interaction Form.)

Parent Phone Interview Guide. A parent phone intervI ws guide was

Created consisting of 10 forced-choice and 5 open-ended questions. The

forced-c4oiced questions elicited the parents' general reactions to the

tutoring program: their child's feelings,about their tutoring experience,

any noticeable changes in Social interactions, and the parents' feelings

and recommendations pertaining to the 'program. Such questions were,

"Did your child mention anything to you about the tutoring program? Yes

I

or No", and, "How would you describe your child's feelings toward the

project? Very positive, positive, negative,ery negative, no opinion".

The open questions elicited additional information pertaining to previously

answered forced-choice questions': The interview was designed to require

no more than. 15 minutes to administer (see Appendix C for the Parent

Phone Interview Guide).

Tutee Interview Guide. A tutee interview guide designed to be

administered individually consisted of 18 open-ended questions pertaining

to the'tutees' feelings toward handicapped children generally, towards

chose who were the tutors, and their perceptions of any changes in the

13
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handicapped students' feelings or attitudes towards ponhandicapped

students. Such questions were, "What have you learned abput mentally

rerhrded.kids?", "What do you think the tutors learned from this ex-

perienceg", and, "Do you feel differently toward mentally retarded kids

now that you've had this experience?" The interviews were designed to

require no more than 20 minutes to admit-Aster (see Appendix D for the Tutee

'Interview Guide).

Tutoring Skills Record Form. Data were coilected-for-lach of the

handicapped tutors pertaining to their .success tutoring sign language.

For each session of tutoring the aide judged the tutors' success on

eight variables such as, "How well do they demOnstrate each sign? Poor,

good, or excellent" and "How well do they monitor the learners performance?

Poor, good, or excellent_."

Form).

Sign Language Test.

(see Appendix E for the Tutoring Skills Record

A complete list of all vocabulary words,

letters and sentences taught to the tutors was compiled as an instrument

for sign language skills. The words were organized on the page in the

411y;

groupings used on-the prompt cards (see Appendix A for Sign Language Test

Procedures tv

The procedures used in selecting stddents for the project, training*

the tutors, and conducting' the tutoring sessions are described below.

Additionqi explanation of procedures used for administering-each instrument

and analyzing the data is also given. For a summarized schedule of the

procedures, see Appendix F.

Selecting the students. All of the students in each of the-1H

classes participated in the study. The nonhandicapped students included

14



as a part of the experimental group were selected by asking ithe regular

classroom teachers to nominate students whom they thought would benefit

,from participatifig in the program and whose regular academic Work Would

not suffer from participation.

,Parents of each student, nonhandicapped and handicapped, participating

'in the study received written explanation of the study describing their

child's potential involvement as a tutee or tutor. Parents who agreed

to have their child participate in the study signed a Parental Consent

Form (see Appendix G).

Training the tutors. Training of the tutors began two months prior.

to the actual tutoring. A special area for the sign language project

was'des,ignated an' separated from the rest Of the room by temporary wall'-

dividers. During the first month of training the handicapped students

-mer taught'the alphabet, their names and several simple signs. Two

training sessions of approximately 30 minutes in length were conducted

each week -involving the entire group of 17 handicapped students. No

materials were used for the first three weeks of training as the sign

langliage teacher taught the beginning signs by demonstrating one at a

.* 4me: The handicapped students were taught to be helpers by, checking

each other to see if their classmates were signing correctly. If a

classmate was not signing correctly. the helper would demonstrate the

`".'.sign again.' If the classmate continued to sign incorrectly the helper

would demonstrate the sign again and, if necessary, help the classmate

position the hand correctly. Once the classmate signed correctly the

.helperwasencouiagedtopraisecortecdsigning. The sign language

is



1.

teacher organized the'helper checking so that only one handicapped

"111

student was checking at a time.

The sign language teacher also spontaneously created a number of

sign language learning games. One such game was a "Pass the -Sign"

game. The teacher announced .what she was about to sign and with her

hands in the appropriate position, she touched one of the studentts

hands. Thili student then created the sign and passed it to a classmate

in the same manner. This continued until all of the students had

demonstrated the sign.
4k

During the fourth and fifth weeks the ,classroom aidefor the program .

began working. The sign language instructor separated the class into.

grdips of approximately fivt or six students. The aide began learning

the signs by joining the handicapped students' learning groups as well

as meeting with the signlanguage teacher for an additional 5 minutes

each training day. During these additional 15 minutes the aide was. able

to learn the tutoring procedure and enough signs to begin teaching the

handicapped students on a danyegasis.

TheN training period during the sixth, seventh and eighth weeks was

more individualized -- the aide working with just one or two students at

a time for about 15 minutes each. Often during this time the handicapped

students worked with each other using he prompt cards interchanging

alternately the role of tutor and tutee. The aide taught the handicapped

students the proceduie for tutoring as is shown below:

1. The tutor demonstrates the particular hand sha4pe (sign) for

the letter or word being taught. (This was provided r the prompt card.)

2. The tutor asks te tutee to do the sign with the t utor.

.
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.
4 . .3. The tutor asks the tutee to do the sign alone. '

4. After the tutee ha mastered a.group of ten signs, the . tutor

calls the aide for a mastery eCk. If the tutee has mastered the .group

of signs, the tutor is instructed to proceed' to the next group, of :prom

cards:

Mrs. Beckstein permitted time for the aide to continue training

throughout the, duration of the year in order to keep the tutors, ahead of
e,

.

)
, ,

t e tutees in learning new signs. Two-thirds of the vocabulary,yere

aught to the tutors after the tutoring sessions had begun.

Because the aide was hired part time for this project and-worked

well with the students, the school hired her for the remainder of

time during the week. This allowed the aide to develop relationsh p

with each child and to organizt the sign language project to be compatible

with both the students' and the teachers' classroom schedults.
C

Tutoring sessions. During a 10-week period the handicapped students_

tutored the nonhandicapped students in 15-mincute afternoon sessions:"...

three days a week. Five 15-minute sessions with a 5-minute transition

period between each was necessary in ordeer for all of the students to tutor. .

Prompt cards were orgeized by the aide,assuring that each of the

companionships worked with each set of prompt cards. By using the

prompt cards the handicapped student had a constant remindet of how the

various hand shapes were to be made while the nonhandicqpped child was

assured to know what word or letter was being taught, After the first

three sets of cards Welt learned the companionships were able to play a

sign game during the tutoring time once a week. These games were used

such that the tutor, although playing the game with the tutee, maintained

17
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the tutoring role. Throughout the tutoring the aide conducted mastery

checks befqre each companionship proceeded to.the next set of prompt

cards,, The aide also monitored the companionships to assure that the

handicapped students were staying on task -- following the basic tutoring

procedures, giving praise for correct.signing, etc.

Free-play observation., It,jwas necessary foi the observer to be

well. acquainted with both the tutees and the tutors in order to identify

them from various distances on the playground. Therefore, the aide was

trained,as the free-play observer. This alloWed for a greater number of

observations to be conducted as the aide was able to observe almost

every lunch and recess free-plaY time. A second observer also familiar

with the children conducted five observations to serve as a reliability

check. Because no rating selles were included in the Free-Play Interaction

Form reliability was calculated by determining the percentage of all

accounts of interaction noted and judged the same by both observers. This

resulted in a 98% reliability,

Observations were also conducted at the control school in the same

manner by two observers; one being the second observer at the experimental

school-and the other being a third observer for the study. Again reliability

was caltulated as dekribed above resulting'in 99% reliability. Reports

of observations of free-play interaction were also collected from the

handicapped studentS' teachers. Because of limited time and the logistics

of'conducting observations. at recess time, when both schools had the

. same .recess times, fewer observations were conducted at the,contrdP1

school. This, procedure was adopted after several observations and

teacher interviews were conducted at the control school which indicated

18
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there was,4iero interaction between the handicapped and nonhandicapped
)

students. Therefore, one "Pretreatment" and three."during treatment"
.16

observations were conducted at the control school while 20 "pretreatment"

and 68 "during treatment" observations were conducted at the experimental

school.
1

Free-play observation data were analyzed by dividing the observations

into series of 10. This was dOne in order to monitor change in interaction

both "pre" and "during" treatment. - Eighty-eight observations were

conducted at Meadowbrook; 20 "pre"- and 68 "during". Therefore, two

series 'of ten observatiQns were defined "pfetreatment" and seven series

of ten were d9tned as "during treatment ". While the last series "during

treatnient had two less observations, the iota: minutes of observation

were comparable to the other series. The, following information was

calculated for each series of ten observations:

1 Total number of positivg and negative
O
incidents per 6tudenr

and for the total of 17 students.

2. Total amount of minutes of positive and negative interaction,

per student and Xor'thg_otal of 17 students.

3. Total percentage of interaction minutes involving tutees.

4. Percentage of total observation time each child was interacting

positively.

$. Percentage of total observation time each child was

interacting negatively.

6. Percentage of total observation time ppsitive

in the group of 17 students.-

interact ion occurred

7. Percentage of total observation time negative interacri-orioCcurr71

4^'

in the group of 17 students.
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`. Once this -informatfon was 'collected, mean scores reflecting' the

above informatimuttre- calculated for the 'two divttions of these series

of of "pretreatment and:''auring treatment!' means.
00

: .

Two paired t-tests were, calculaVd comparing "pretreatment" with

Muring treatment" mean percentages',.of positive and negative interactions.

Pup* interviews. During' the last week of school the tutors'

-parents'were interviewed, over the phone by one of the research assistant's

u

'Whom the parents .had met once before at an evening parents' meeting.

One of the pgrents,of each tutor, usually-the mother, was interviewed.
ryi

The interviews requireckapproximately IS minutes to administer
%

Appendii C for fhe Parent 04one Interview Guide).

(see

Tutee interviews. At the end of the study the nonhandicapped

' 'tutees were interviewed by two individuals unfamiliar with the children.

law, interviews, conducted privately in the teachers' lounge, followed

the Tutee Interview Guide found in Appendix D and required approximately

20 minutes to administer.

'Analysis of both parent and tutee interviews required data analysis

for each item: the number of responses given fcir each possible response

for each item. Qualitative data collected from open-ended questions

were analyzed by creating categories of responses given and categorizing

the various responses accordingly. )(Once catagorized, percentages of

responses in each category of each answer were calculated.

S/ P

Assessing tutorina skills. ' The tutoring skillS of each of the

'intellectually handicapped tutors were assessed on the following items

as found on the Tutoring Skills Records Formplo

t
How well do they.demonstrate each sign.
How effective is their feedback-to the learner. .%

20
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How well do they monitor learner performance of each sign.
How enjoyable is.tbe tutoring task for the tutor.
How enjoyable is tutoring for the tutee.

Each tutoring day during the 5-minute transition period between each of

the rive sessions,. the aide evaluated the tutors. Ahalysis of data from

the tutoring skills record was made to compare success rates of the five

different skill items rated. The three levels of rating were numerically

defined as follows; pdor=1, good=2, excellent=3. Totals' and means for

each question were calculated for each day of tutoring. Grand means,

were also calculated for each of the five skills representing the 30

days of tutoring (see the Tutoring Skills Record Form; Appendix E.)

Sign language testing. During the last two weeks of school both'

the tutors and tutees were administered the Sign Language Test by either
2

the sign language teacher or .a sign langudge specialist. Prior to

administering. the test, the sigh language specialist, sign language

teacher and the aide met to assure agreement for the correct signs

elicited from the test. The testers then met individually with each

student. After asking the student to make each sign, the rester circled

any that were signed incorre ctly or not at all. If the student, particularly

a handicapped -student, appeared unsure about which sign was being elicited,

the tester used the corresponding prompt card showing the student the

photograph as an additional' stimulus for what was to be signed. Each

test required approximately 15 minutes to administer:

The Sign Langauge Tests required the calculation of:a percentage of

known signs, a word score mean and a sentence score mean for each child.
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These scores were then totalled and the mean calculated for each group,

tutors and tutees (see Appendix A for the Meadowbrook Sign Language Test).

RESULTS

1,
The following section discusses the results obtained from the five

measurements administered in the study: Free-play observations, parent

interviews, tutee interviews, sign language tests and tutoring skills

records. A case study on one Of the handicapped tutees is also ihcluded.

Free-Play Observations ti

The amount of positive interaction which occurred in the experimental

and control groups during observed flee -play time "pretreatment" and

'dung treatment" is summarized in Figure 1. While the horizontal axis

represents the two points of "pre" and "during" treatment, the verticle

axis represents.the group mean peicentage of positive interaction. The

results of the t-test indicated that the experimental group' s mean percentage

"during treatment" was significantly higher than the "pretreatment"

mean. (11'. 2.66, P = .017, DE = 16). The control data indicate no

significant difference between "Pretreatment" and "during treatment".

%Figure 2 delineates further the mean percentages of positive

interactions across time for both the experimental and"control groups.

The horizontal axis is divided and labeled 1 through 9, representing the

9 series of ten observations' which were described in the procedures

section. The first two series represent "pretreatment" observations

while the remainder represent ' observations "during treatment!'. The

vertical axis represents the mean percentage of interaction time. Figure
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1

2 shows the variance in positive interactions across time as well as the

significant difference between "pretreatment" and "during treatment"

observations for the experimental group. It also shows the lack of

variance and difference across time for the control group. Column 4 of

Figure 3 shows the mean gains of positive interaction for each student

in the experimental group demonstrating that 41% of the experimental

group experienced a mean gain'of at least 6% in positive interaction'

while 58% of the experimental group experimental group experienced negligible

change, gain or loss. In calculating, any individual whose percentage of

change fell between -5 to +5 was considered negligible. No significant

difference in negative interaction is indicated between "pretreatment"

and "during treatment". (T = .91, P = .374, df=16). It was also found

that 19% of the positive interactions experienced by the handicapped

tutors were with tutees in the program. Column L and Column 4 show

further that 13% of the gains were experienced by s'p verely intellectually

handicapped while 87% were .experience by students classified as

intellectually handicapped.

In order to clarify the nature of this data, excerpts are given

below. These excerpts typify the positive interactions in which a

significant increase was indicated.
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12:21 Brenda sits on a bar on the jungle gym. A girl sits across from
her and talks to her. The girl moves a little closer to Brenda and
swings on an overhead bar. She continues to talk to Brenda as she
swings. She asks Brenda if those are new shoes. Brenda looks at her
shoes and smiles. -They, talk. Another girl joins these two and listens
as fitenda and the first girl continue their conversation. The second
girlseets to notice Brenda's shoes and compliments Brenda. I can't
tell' what they continue to talk about but it seems very pleasant.
(Positive, 10 minutes)

12:31 Brenda and Nelly continue to be pushed on the swings by their
tutees. ..At the baseball diaMond Andy is up to bat. One boy is pitching,
another catching-and one waiting to bat. Andy swings.

The pitcher calls, "strike."
The catcher says, "No Way! Give him another chance. That's no

strike." Andy gets another try. "Strike
Andy gets another try.

"Strike again!" says the 'pitcher.
The catcher replies, "No way. That's 1 walk...okay, Andy, it's

okay. Go head and go to first." The pitcher seems to agree now. The
atmosphere is friendly. Two more boys join in the game. One goes to
first base. The other is waiting to bat.. It's a pitch and a hit. Andy
runs it in. The" next boy' is up at bat, hits it and goes to first.
Andy's turn to bat again. there are six kids playing"now; two of them
tutees. Andy hits a ball and runs to first. The recess bell rings and
the game instantly dissolves into a crowd of children running for the
doors. (Positive, 15 minutes, Tutees)

Parental Questionnaires

Fourteen (82%) of the parents (representing fourteen families)

of the 17 handicapped tutors were interviewed at the conclusion of the

Study. Three (18%) of the parents were unavailable to be interviewed

The percentages reported here are based on the 14 parents who were

interviewed. When asked if their child mentioned anything about the

1

tutoring program 93% (13) of the parents reported their child either

talking about the.program or demonstrating. sign language at home as

shown in these excerpts:

"Brenda didn-'t really say much aboutit, but she signed at home and

tried to share it with us." ,
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"Mia said, 'It's tat/Ito learn sign language; now I can talk to

deaf kids who can't talk' ..and I get to be a teacher, Iget to teach."

One parent (7%) reported that the only knowledge she had of the

program was from the papers.her child brought hale. In describing

their child's feelings about the tutoring program 100% of the parents__

reported that their child had positive or very positive feelings towards

the program, while 86% (12) expressed positive or very positive personal

feelings about their child's participating in the program. The other.

14% (2 of the parents reported that they were unsure of the purpose

and potential benefits of the program. Several parents expressed that

they were "unsure" of the program at first, not understanding what its

purpose was and concerned that it would deti-act from other more important

school' activities. One mother commented "At first I wondered about it,

but as I began to see the,benefits, I changed." One of the parents

reported still having concerns about her child's involvement saying,

"He's not really physically handicapped, so he really doesn't need it."

When asked if they had noticed any effects on their child's language

skills due to the program 50% (7) of the parents reported an effect.

These parents described _Improvements in creating sentences and in the

child's ability to express himself/herself. In discussing her daughter,

one patent described that, "Signing has helped her to e xpress herself

more clearly." The other 50% (7) of the parents reported that they had

not noticed any changes in language skills.

Pertaining to self esteem, 64% (9) of the parents reported a noticable

0

improvement: One parent explained, "Donna felt good that there was one

area that the other kids could lc arn from her in." The remainder 36%

41, 28
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1
(5) of the parents reported that they had not noticed'a change. Several

.of these parents noted that their child did not have a problem. with

self-esteem and, that noting a difference would be difficult.

When asked if their child's social interaction seemed to have been

affected 71% (10) of the parents reported noticing a difference. A

mother explained, "Andy's interactions with his brothers and sisters is

aore.mIture-lie-d6aisith everyone -better:'- A£- parents.interviewed,J

29% (4) reported that they did not .notice an effect in. social interaction.

Concerning the amount of: conversing. the child does, at home, 43% (6)

Of the parents reported noticing an increase while 57% (8) of the parents

reported that it had stayed the same. Two parents expressed that they
a

experienced frustration when their child would sign rather than verbalize,

but added that usually the signing was used as a supplement to verbalizing.'

In reporting if they% had done anything at home to supplement or

reinforce the signing skills being learned 71% (10) .of the parkits

reported practicing signing with their child or encouraging their handicapped

child to teach the other children in the family.

When asked, 93% (13) of the parents reported that they would like

to see the program continued and have their child participate. Seven
A

percent (1) of the part* reported that she didn't feel it.was a worthwhile

use of school time.. According ,to the teacher, this 0,tficular parent

displayed a continuous difficulty is grasping various concepts of her

,child's educational experience.

Recommendations for improvementsto the project were also elicited

from the parents. The main suggestion for improvement was to involve

the parents more, perhaps by having a meeting early in the year explaining
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the program. One parent suggested that the parents be taught some

signs so they could work with their children. . Another recommendation

was to take note of motor skills and sentence structuring iimprovements.'

'Agee Questionnaires
1

Fifteen of the nonhandicapped tutees/were interviewed at the end of

t`he study: Tale T "represents .the percentage of vaous. responses of

the tutees when asked what" theyliked about learning sign language.

When risked what they disliked about the program 93% (13) of the

tutees reported there was nothing they disliked. The other 7% (1) of

tutees said that he was nervous the first time and 'that he didn't like that.

When asked what they had, learned from the experience 57% of the

tutees said sign Yanguage was the main focus of their learning.. Forty

three percent of the tutees reported that they had learned to appreciate

I people more; specifically,handicapped kids like those in Mrs. Beckstein's

1

1

1
4

4it

class.%

In describing what they learned about mentally retarded kids, 82%

of the tutees' £sponses were positive reporting that they learned that

mentally retarded kids have feelings, that they're nice; that they were

smart at some things. The other 18% responded.neutrally, reporting that

they were unsure about what hey learned about mentally retarded kids.

When questioned how it felt realizing that a mentally retarded

kid knew something more than they did, 64% of the tutees reported that

they were pleasantly surprised. Eighteen percent of the tutees said

they felt uncomfortable discovering that a mentally retarded kid knew

. ,

more than they did while 18% of the tutees were unable to express how

they felt.
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Tab re 1

Tutee Attitudes Toward Learning Sign Language

Type of Effect Frequency
Percent of

Total Responses
Percent of
Total N

Learning to Sign 8
1

40% 3%

Getting to Know Kids
from Mrs. Beckstein's
Class 7 35% . 47%

Learning something new 3, 15% 20%

ft

Getting out of class 1 5% 6%

Talk to friends in
class without voice 1 5% 5%

Total Response 20 100%
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When asked how they felt being helped by a mentally retarded kidin

order to /remember a sign, 91% of the tutees reported that -eelt

41

comfortable, while 9% (1) of the tutees was unsure how he felt.

When asked if they had ever heard Mrs. Beckstein's students called
4'

names, 92% of the.tutees said they had heard them called names. Thirty-nine

percent of the tutees have heard them called '.'retards",- 33% heard them

called otlifr negative names they wouldn't repeat, and 17% heard them

called "stupid". Eleven percent of the tutees said they couldn't remember

or had never heard Mrs. BeCkstein's students called names. Of those who

had heard the mentally retard kids being made funbf, 86% said they responded

to the teasers by saying, for example, "Leave them alone and get out of

here."; or by responding directly to the handicapped kid saying, for

exampld, "Don't listen."
.

Mhen asked what -they perceived to be the benefit for the mentally

retarded kids 75%of the tutees were, able to express at least one benefit

for. the mentally retarded students., Further, 53% of these perceived
.

benefits related to the mentally retarded student having the opportunity

-to make friends and "feel. up with the rest". The remainder of the

perceived benefits varied greatly, but centered around the idea that it

was a chance for the mentally retarded students to be disciplined enough

to learn something new, well enough, to share with others.

After being questioned if they felt differently towards their

tutors, 100% of the tutees repOrted that they felt,differently and in a

positive way. Remarks such as, "I uld to feel sorry for them, now I

just like them", "I'm friends with her now, I don't ignore her anymore."

"She scared me at first, but now she doesn't bother me at all" are
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indicative of these responses. Other than the variety of responses as

excerpted 4ove, 54% of the tutees reported that the main difference is

to

that they now know each'other and can b*.friends. When the tutees were

asked if they thought the tutors feelings about them had changed, 100%

of the tutees said tty thought the tutor's feelings, had changed, and

for the positive. Seventy one percent of the tutees sail that the

tutors like them now, whereas before they didn't seem ifo. One tutee

remarked, "He used to probably think I was mean Ai Now he's friendly with

me. I mean we're friends." TWenty- nine percent of the tutees responded

saying that the tutors were more relaxed about being around the tutees

towards the end of the study.

The tutees' last question elicited whether they would like to be in

the program again sometime: 100% of the tutees said they would. "i

liked learning sign language.and making new friends", is representative

of these resp9nses. All of the tutees expressed that their experience

had been positive.

Sign Language Test

Sign language tests were administerd to all 17 of the tutors and 15

of the tutees. Two of the tutees were unavailable for testing. The

results of the sign language test indicated that the tutors' overall

mealoopcore was 78% (SD=18) while the tutees overall mean score was 66%
,''--I °

(SD.15.10. Two other scores were calculated from the tese,i'M.WeV.!ii-dt7:Vcore
. ::.,..,- ,.43'

mean andand sentence score mean. The tutors' word score mean wa. 82%

(SD.12.717) while the tutees' mean for that score was 67% (SD=12.48).

The tutors' sentence score mean was 71% (SD.33.04) while the tutees' "mean

score wasP64% (SE0,25).

ar
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TUtoring Skills Records

Mean percentage of the total possible scores for the entire group

of 17 tutors were calculated for the five questions on the Tutors'

Skills'Record Form and are shown in Table 2.

In order to interpret these mean scores it should be noted that a

0
Mein score of 33% would represent consistent "poor" ratings, with a mean

score of 66% representing consistent "good" ratings, and a mean score of
A

100% represents consistent "excellent" ratings. All of these mean

scores kfall in the "good" to "excellen" range.

Case Study

The following case study on Meloddoy Jones is a synthesis of observer

impressions and parental and program worker's reactions to her experience

with the program.

My first recollection of Melody as an individual distinct from the

16 other eager faces vying for attentibn occurred the day that her-

father 'tame as a guest speaker to her class. As the children formed a

semi-circle with their chajrs, Mrs. Beckstein, the teacher, asked Melody

to introduce her father to the' students. With chubby hand extended, she

moved toward him and confidently grasped his hand. Eyes on the floor,

but with .a shy smile of pride, she led him to the front ofdthe room,

paused for a moment, then dropped his hand to take her place among the

circle of students. ) The class listened quietly as Mr. Jones, an ears, nose .

and throat specia ist, gave a brief explanation of the function and

proper care of the ears..
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Table 2

Results of tbe,Tut,pring Skills Records. '

Question

How welly do they
demonstrate each sign?

How effective-is their
feedback for the learner?

How well do they monitor
`learner performance?.

How enjoyable is the
.tutoring task for the tutor?

How enjoyable is the
tutoring for the Tutee?

Percentage
Standard

Deviation

74% 8.5

69% 8.1

70% 5.7

81% 7.8

70% 4.3.
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Melody was inAile sixth grade Of the Meadowbrook self-contained

unit for the intellectually handicapped. A Down's Syndrome child, her

curly brown hair framed a round face and large brown eyes glanced at me

from. behind glasses as I talked with her after the presentation. By her

smile, she seemed pleased that I had noticed her, but she said little as

I told her that 'I was happy to have met her father and that f will be

seeing her again when I come to teac.4 sign language to the class. Her

eyes brightened at the words "Sign Language" and she responded by telling

me that she had a Sesame Street sign language book. I asked her if she

knew some signs,0-stinoded an affirmative "yes".

As I returned to the class on subsequent occasions to teach, 1

noticed that Melody was attentive and willing to learn, but that she was

sometimes shy about demonstrating the signs. Atadeutically, Mrs. Beckstein

told me that Melody can decode simple words, 'but that she dees_not

comprehend much of what she reads. Many of the children in the class

cannot read, so most of the sign language materials include photographs

along with printed words and graphic sign illuStrations. Hopefully,

this combination of cues can strengthen the student's understanding of

the connection between, the words, the signs, and the subjects to which they

refer. Melody required some repetition and practice before.her short

fingers would form the proper configurations, but she was.able to retain

J4hat she learned and over a two-month period, she mastered the-alphabet,

her Own fingerspelled name, and various signs for familiar nouns and verbs.

During the time that Melody was learning to sign at school she said

little about it to her family but she began signing a few words at

home. Her mother sometimes asked her if she knew the sign for a particular
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word and Melody was often able to exhibit her skills. As .mentioned

earlier, Melody had some prior experience with. sign language from learning

to-sign "Silent Night" the previous year. As a result of that experillp,

her siblings had also become-interested in signing. She began to teach

them signs almost everyday and became the sign language "expert" at

home. Her mother felt that this had a powerful impact on her feelings

about herself and noted that "she really felt good about having a' skill

and being the only one in the whole house who knew and could answet

questions about it." Melody gained'a sizeable signing vocabulary--by

the end of the year she had mastered approximately 175 different signs.

Mrs. Jones admitted that in the beginning she had some concerns and

questions about why sign language had been introduced in the classroom.

Although Melody had a slight hearing loss, it was not severe enough to

interfere with normal oral communication, and her mother wondered if the

program could b of any value to her. Mrs. Jones stated that her

reservations 'about tle program diminished over time because "Melody

loved sign language so much, and as I began to see the benefits, I Changed

. . . Signing is so much a part of her life now that she uses it a few

times everday just when she talks. Sometimes she will move her hands

and I will ask her whfitshe is signing - -she laughs at me because sometimes

She isn't signing anything!" As one of the benefits of the program,

Mrs. Jones noted a positive change oin Melody's language skills: "Too

often, MelOdy leaves out connecting words and adjectives. This past

year, especially since Christmas, she has made a lot of progress. The

signing seemed to reinforce her language skills because she had to think

through what she was doing."
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As a tutor to a nonhandicapped student, Melody .quickly adapted to

the role of the tiaCher. The aide.who supervised the tutoring consistently

rated Melody as "excellent" or "good" on her abilities to demonstrate

signs, to give effective feedback, and to monitor the performance of the

tutee. At the conclusion of the year, Melody's tutee (a fourth-grader)

described the sign language program as "fun" and said that she liked

"learning with the special educations how you could talk." In addition

to learning sign language, the tutee responded. that she had learned

that the mentally retarded kids are "really nice". When asked what she

thought of the students in Mrs. Beckstein's class before she became

involved in the signing program compared with her present feelings, she

stated, "I kind of felt sorry for them, then I started liking them." As

the interviewer probed for the reason for the change in attitude, the

tutee explained, "I don'l Know, I just like them . . . they started

being nice to me. All through second grade and third grade and first

grade and kindergarten I didn't .like special education "because. I was

scared of them, but I just started liking' them." Perhaps the tutee

learned something more valuable than sign language 'from her association

with Melody.

Since, part of the sign language project aimed at assessing the

handicapped students social acceptance by their non-handicapped peers,
Ve

Melody was observed in her natural school setting. Although she generally

got along well with the other students in her class, she often chose to

play alone at recess. She enjoyed spending this free time singing,

dancing, and engaging in imaginary dialogue in an area near the swingset

which she had designated as her "stage". Most of the negative interaction
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that occurred with students from the other classes resulted from their

attempts to mimic her,,

eithe0

r 'ignored them or

The negative interaction was one way, for Melody

was so involved in her own world that she was

unaware of the teasing. None of the sign language

involved in these incidents. As the year progressed,

became a part of her recess repertoire.

tutees wee ever

silted songs also

According to observer comments, Melody's soci 1 interaction at

school did not increase during the year, but h ability to sign won

recognition for her al chulth. Each child was asked to prepare a special

talent that could be shared with the, others on a program. Melody and

her mother decided that she could show them ohe of the signed songs that

she had,learned at school.. Her mother describecrthe children's reactions

in this way:

Melody had a chance to share her signing in Primary . . . I explained
about sign language and how Melody had been teaching another child in
the* school how to sign. She had to be the teacher and decide what to
teach and when'to go on. I told them that she had learned a signed song
at school that she wanted to share with them. As the recording of
"Bless the Beasts and the Children" started and Melody began to sign,
the kids did not make a sound--they were really fascinated. Later many
of them came up to us and said, "That's thetest talent we've ever had
on the program!" Before,ehis time Melody was often ignored, but since
the program, I've noticed a few more kids make an effort to smile at
her. One girl, without any prompting from her mother, baked cookies and
gave themq Melody with a note that read, "I love your talent."

eriough Melody will be attending a Jr. High School next year, we

asked he mother how she felt about the program and if she would like to

se4bdt continued in the' school. She rated the sign language program as

being "very positive" and as a recommendation, she urged us to expand

the program with these cdmments, "I just think that the purpose of it
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was fantastic. I would love to see how it wodfd work in a Jr. High--to-

See if the benefits would to as good."

Melody's teacher also expressed her enthusiasm fof continuing

the program and cites the benefits that shehas seen: "Melody used to

.look only at the floor. She would never look directly at the other

person and she could not interact with the other children effectively.

She is now interacting "beautifully" and doesn't retreat to the floor as

often. Overall, when the children see other children in the halls there

is friendly interaction."

The worth of the signing program in Melody'.s life cannot be adequately

captured, by quantitative meaurements. The evidence of the influence

that it has had in her.iife is best understood by examining the comments

of her mother, her teacher, and a newly found friend- -her sign language

tutee.

40 ;earning Disabled qtudents as

Language Thtors

Because of the unique nature of the sign language studies, each is

reported separately. In this second study learning disabled stud6ts in

a self-contained classroom tutored their nonhandicapped peers in sign

language. The method and procedures were similar to those used in the

first sign language study, but the students and setting were substantively

different. The main question in this study, as with the first study

dealt with social acceptance. While measures were taken of signing ability,

tutee attitude toward the handicapped, and parent/teacher perception,

free-play interaction between tutors and regular class peers was the

primary' dependent variable.
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Setting

Study 2 was also conducted in' ite Davis School District. For this

At'study, 7 students attending a self-contained learning disability46nit at

Crestview Elementary mere compared with a control group of 16 students

attending a self-contained unit at Washington Elementary. Total enrollment

at Crestview Elementary was 492; total enrollment at Washington was

546. The majority of handicapped students in both schools were bussed

from surrounding areas. The population from which the students came was
4

previously described in Study 1.

The classroom environments differed in several respects from those

in the first study. The rectangular room where the Crestview treatment

group met for class seemed too large and vacant for the teacher, the

aide, and the seven students. "Spacious windows on the outer wall overlooked

a nearby street and parking lot. Inside the room, student desks were

arranged in rows facing the opposite wall where the doorway and one of

the large black boards were located. Discipline was strictly enforced;

students who created a disturbance, who did not complete their homework

from the previous night, or who failed to finish the morning's assignment,

were not allowed out for recess. The students worked individually

on math and reading during the morning hours; the afternoon was spent

ingroup learning activities. ihe number of students gradually increased

through the year as students who fell behind in other schools were

transferFed into the unit.

The Washington Elementary school building was. T-shaped with the

lower grade classroom wing perpendicular to the. upper grade wings. Near
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the end of the upper grade wing was Mrs. Ford's class for learning

IIdisabled children in the fifth *and' sixth grades., The room was quite

IIlarge, twice the size of a regular classroom, with a space for the

traditional arrangement of desks, 4 rows of 6 desks across, an area with

II.table and chairs for learning, groups to, meet, and an open area for

playing games or viewing films. The room had been carefully decorated with

proportional. "white space" between each of the student art projects

that hung on the wall. The wall opposite the door and parallel with the

student desks was colored with § bright bulletin board that was changed

11

on a monthly basis.or with the seasonal holidays. Facing the students'

desks and near the door was a large blackboard ln front of which Mrs. Ford

and her full-time aide had their desks aligned perpendicular to the student's '

desks. One student's desk was forced up against Mrs. Ford's desk.

There was only one small, three-foot wide WIndow in the corner of the

room, but the lighting and coloring of-the place compensated comfortlbly

for the minimal daylight

The schedule for the classy was rigid a94 ordered although

special times of the-day were designs ed for. free time which the students

controlled themselves twithin certain limits set by Mrs. Ford. The

students seemed to think that their environment was "strict",, judging

from tVir reaction to Mrs. Ford and Iheir comments to eh other.

HOwever, Mrs. Ford was accommodating to each student's needs and took

time to understand each student's disability.

I/ Students

11

The 7 students,in the treatment group at Crestview were between the

ages of 10 and 12. In the year prior to the study, these students had
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been involved in resource programs at their regular schools, but because

of inadequate academic achievement, they had been transferred to the

newly established learning disability' unit. Although their I.Q..scores

were within the normal range, the majority of these students read on a second

or thirdgrade level. Three additional students joined the class after"'

the study had already begun. They were also involved in the sign language

tutoring but were not included as part of the study. The control group

consisted of 13 fifth and sixth-grade learning disability students at

Washington Elementary. Seven nonhandicapped fifth-graders from Crestview

were selected to serve as tutees.

Materials

Two copies of a sign language packet were prepared for each of the

7 students. The sign packets consisted of stapled sets of pages containing
1/4

the words to be signed and graphic illustrations showing how the signs

were to be made. The vocabulary included the alphabet, the colors',

numbers, and a variety of othet simple words. In addition to single

words, combinations of previous signs and new signs were foiMed into

sentences and printed on several pages. Four sets of these packets were

attached by rings to cardboard stands to be placed on the tables and

used during the tutoring sessions. A game similar to Bingo was also

developed which required students 4N. draw one card from a stack, make

the correct sign corresponding to the one shown on the card, then to

find and, cover with small paper squares the same word and illustration

included on the larger board cards.
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Instruments
vb.

Free - Play Interaction Form. Free-play observational data between

the handicapped and the nonhandicapped students were collected by observers

during morning and lunch recesses.. These observations included the

date, the names of the students, the type of interaction students were

involved in, the amount of time in each interaction, and a judgement

'about the positive or negative nature of each interaction. A list of

students who were held in. detention each recess period was also kept.

(see Appendix B).

Parent Phone Interview Guide. For a complete description of the

Parent-Phone Interview Guide refer to Study 1 and Appendix C.

Tutee Interview Guide. For a complete description of the Tutee

Interview Guide refer to Study 1 and Appendix D.
41.

Non -Tutee Interviews. In order to assess the attitudes of students

not involved in the sign language program, interviewers modified the

interview questions given to the tutees and presented them toetwo groups

of three fifth-grade students in Crestview Elementary who had not received

tutoring.

Sign Langauge Test. A complete list of vocabulary words, letters,

and sentences was compiled as an instreit for conducting a test -(see

Appendix H, Crestview Sign Language Test).

Procedures

Selecting the students. All of the original students in each of

the learning disability classes participate4 in the study. The

nonhandVapped students who served as. tutees were selected by their
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classroom teachers on the basis of academic achievement that would allow

them-tobe absent from the regular classroom for short periods.

Parental Consent Forms.were obtained for each of the participants

as described in Study 1 or Appendix G.

Trainingothe tutors. The training of the tutors began the second

half of the year and two months prior to tutoring. During the first

three weeks, the entire group of students were taught three times per

week in 30-minute sessions. The instructor would demonstrate the sign,

ask the students to copy the hand positions and finger configurations,

and monitor the correctness of their signs. Later, she would ask them

to demonstrate the signs from .memory without any prompting. Two sign

language packets were given to each student allowing one to be taken.

home and the other to be left at school. The packets followed the

sequence in which the signs were taught; the alphabet, the colors%

famlly members, numbers, and other simple words were taught sequentially.

After the initial three weeks, the sign language instructor continued

to work several times each week ,with the students on an individual basis

or in small groups of two or three. In these 20-minute sessions, conducted

at a table located on one end of the room', the students were encouraged

to monitor their peers and to help one mother when necessary. They were

also prompted to-give feedback and praise to each other.

A variety of methods were used to teach additional signs. On

several occasions, the instructor would teach a series of new signs:to

one student. After that student learned the signs properly, a second.

.

student would come back to the table to be taught by the first. The

45
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students continued to rotate teaching untirall of the class meAlks had

learned the new signs.

In another review strategy, the sign langlege teacher would hold up

a printed word, seen only by the student, and ask him or her to sign the

word. As the student signed the word the instructor would verbally

guess the word that the student signed. If the student could not read

the word, or did not remember the sign, the student would make the sign

for "picture" and the instructor would uncover the graphic illustration

that showed how to make the sign. The student would then make a second

attempt to sign the word correctly so that the instructor could name

it. If the student was still unable to sign the word, which rarely

happened, the instructor would demonstrate the sign. This approach

emphasized reading as well as sign memorization'skills.

Tutoring sessions. Three times each week over a seven-week period,

41
each of the learning disability students was paired with a non-handicapped

tft

student for 15-minute tutoring sessions. Adternating between two rooms

which were not being used on specific mornings, four sets of students

worked together from 9:45 to 10:00 and the remaining sets worked together

from 10:00 to 10:15. Although each tutor was primarily assigned one tutee,

some changes were made due to seUdent absences or to allow the tutees an

opportunity to get to know more of the tutors.

Each tutor taught using a sign language packet mounted on a cardboard

stand. This allowed the tutors to proceed through the words in the same
.

order that they had learned them. The tutees could not see the printed

pages in the packet; therefore, they had to depend on their tutor fqr

all information and feedback. The aide, who in this circumstance was
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the sign language teacher, gave minimal direction to'the tutors. She

fl

answered an occasional question, reminded the tutors to review with
4

their tutees, and prompted them to give feedback. For the most past,

the tutors were allowed to teach independently and to proceed at their

own pace. During the final month of the program the students also played

a form of signed Bingo together approximately once each week.

Free -play observations,. It was necessary for the observer to be

acquainted with the tutors in order to identify them on the playgroultd.

Therefore, the sign language instructor and teacher's aide from another

classroom were trained as free-play observers, These two observers

alternately monitored the students during their free play time. Both

obserVers also noted which students were kept in detention.. instead of

being allowed out for recess.

Observations were also conducted at the control school in the same

manner by one of the observers mentioned in Study 1. In addition, the

teacher focepha handicapped students contributed observations of her

students' interaction with other students in the school. As explained

in Study 1, fewer observations were made at the control school because

no interaction,was occuitherefore 3 "pretreatment" and 4 "during

treiatment" observation were made at the control school while S "pretreatment"

and 30 "during treatment" observations were conductediat the experimental

school.
1110

Parent interviews. For a complete description of parent interviews

refer to Study 1.

Tutee interviews. For a complete description of tutee interviews

refer to Study 1.
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Non-tutee iiiterviews. At the conclusion of the study 6 non-tutees

trom the experimental school were interviewed by two individuals not

familiar with the students. These interviews were conducted in private

areas away from the classrooms and involved the same type of questions

regarding attitudes toward handicapped students that were included in

the Tutee Interview Guide. These interviews lasted approximately 20 minutes.

Sign language testing. At the conclusion of the year, sign language

test$ were administered as explained in Study 1 except that there were

no photographs for the students to work from. The vocabulary also

differttd slightly.

In order to avoid scheduling conflicts with the regular classroom

teachers, the tutees were administered a shortened form of the test

which included only 142 vocabulary words.

Data Analysis

Free-play observations. Free play interaction data were analyzed

by grouping the observations into series of fives. This allowed changes

in interaction occurring in the."pre" and "during" treatment periods to

be monitored. At Crestview, Elementary 5 "pre" and 30 "during" observations

were made.

The following information was calculated from each series of five

.r

observations:
a)

1. Total number of positive and negative incidents per student and for

the total of 7 students.

2. Total number of minutes of positive and negative interaction per

student sand for the total of 7 students.
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3. Percentage of the total observation time that each child was interacting

positively.

4.- Percentage of 'the total observation time that each child was interacting

negatively.

5. Percentage of total obsprvation time that positive. interaction

occurred in the gfoup of 7 students.

6. Percentage of total observation time that negative interaction

occurred in the group of 7 students.

7. Percentage of total observation time that each c ild spent in detention.

After collecting this information, mean scot reflecting the abe

information were. calculated for the "pre" and "during" observation

periods. Using the "pre"'and "during" mean percentages of positive

interaction, two paired t-tests were used on the data to check for

statistically significant differences.

Parental and tutee data analysis.' For a complete description

of parental and tutee data analysis refer to Study 1.

Non-tutee interview data analysis. Non-tutee interview data analysis

was conducted in the same manner as the tutee interview data analysis

described in Stud I.

fir
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RESULTS

Free-Play Obgervation

Free-play time prior to and during the treatment is summarized

in Figure 4. The horizontal axis represents the two points for 'pre"

and "during" periods; the vertical axis represents the group mean percentage

of positive interaction. Results of the t-test indicate that the

experimental group mean percentage "during" treatment was significantly

higher than the "pre" treatment at the .05 level (t=2.74, p,.025, df=6).

Figure 5 further clarifies. the mean percentage of positive interaction

across time for both the experimental and control groups. The horizontal

axis, labeled 1 through 7), stands for the series of observation sets

described in the procedures section. The .first set shows the "pre"

observation period, while the! remaining sets show the "during" observation

period. The vertical axis represents the mean percentage of interaction

across time as well as the significant difference between "pre".treatment

and "during" treatment observations for the experimental group. The

control group percentages 'are also shown by the dotted line. Figure

6 describes the mean gains in positive interaction, with non- handicapped

peers experienced by each student in the experimental group contrasted

with the mean percentage of time that each student spent recess in

detention. Since each student had a "pretreatment" interaction mean of

0$, the bars describing social interaction represent mean. increases

occurring in the "during treatment" period. These increases are often
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inversely relatedito the mean amount of free-play time that each student

spent in detention. The only student to experience no interaction gain

was not allowed:out for recess approximately half of the time. As a

group, 57% (4) of the students were held in detention for over 20% of

their free-play time.

Parental Intftviews

A total of 6 (86%) Esf the parents of the 7 handicapped tutors'were

interviewed at the conclusion of the study. The percentages here are

based 0 the 6 parents who were interviewed.

When asked if their child mentioned anything about the tutoring

program at home, 100% of the parents stated that their child had mentioned

the signing program in favorable terms and 100% choose "very positive"

or "positive" as the term that best described their child's feelings

about the program. Also, 100% of the parent chose "very positive" to

describe their own feelings about their child's i volirement in the program.

From the three-part question asking pare s if the sign language

program had an effect on their child's languag skills; self-esteem, ,or

social interaction, the igilowineresponses weie given: 0% felt that
1

their child's language skills had been influenc d; 100% felt thai their

child's self-esteem had been influenced positi ely; and 83% (51 felt

that their child's social interaction had been po it ively influenced. Some

specific examples cited by parents concerning how the sign language tutoring

program had affected their child are given below:

He often signed things like "I love you" and he showed his sisters
how to sign it. As the youngest child he sometimes gets put down and
signing w something he could do that his sisters couldn't. I think
that he realizes "I can do something'on my own." He can. even sign some
of the things that he sees on TV.
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think that he felt at he did well at that. He was excited
about learni*sow;thing t t he could do well. He talked a little
about being special or different because .of that. The only other time
he,has mentioned something like that was in third grade--and that was
beckuse he was the littlest--not a very positive thing. I think that he
is a little more confident about himself now. He has initiated more
conversations and talks a lot about sign language.

When he is given an opportunity to teach others it makes him more
positive towards himself. I. don't know abut the social interaction,
there are not many kids on the street his age.

I think that it helped him to feel-like he was on top of something.
It was difficult for him going into a special class this year and I

think that it helped him to know Something and to be able to teach t.
He also felt more at ease around his aunt and uncle, who are deaf,
because he could communicate with fheat,

It made things a littlebetter fbc her. She's more thoughtful
of others now. If she finds someone wl s has a problem she doesn't
want to leave them out. If someone can't hear she tries to involve them
in a conversation.

Because of possible concerns that parents might have about whether

sign language would in any way be detrimental to their children's expressive

verbal skills, the parents were asked if the amount of conversing tha

their child did at home increased, decreased or stayed the same: 33%

(2) said that the amount of conversing had increased; 67% (4) said that

the amount of conversing had stayed the same.

Although the parents had not been asked to reinforce or supplement

the program at home, 100% of them spontaneously provided some support by'

allowing their child to demons4rate signs or to teach signs to family

members. Examples of parental responses are listed here:

At least every couple of days he would sit down and try to teach us
something. He'd also teach his little sisters. It was cute. He would
sit down and explain it to them, then show them the signs. He also used
it with Lydia and Leo (deaf aunt and uncle) whenever they were around.
He was the only one in the family that could really talk to them that way.

We had him show us what he learned. I noticed that he learned more
on some days than others and I asked him if he had it everyday -he said
"No". Anyway, on the days that he had it he would show us new words.
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He spots all kinds of things connected with sign language and shows them

to us.

In conclusion, 100% of the parentttwanted to see the program continued

and would want their child to participate in it again. When asked for

additional comments about the program, several of the parents made these

remarks:

When Dennis brought home the paper for me to sign he didn't say
much. But he was really happy when I signed the paper. I guess maybe

he didn't think that I'd let him be in it. His older brother was also

in resource and later had a chance to teach others in math. The gave
him a boost--he didn't feel like a dummy' if he could teach someone
else. I think this is the same.

Maybe we have a.special interest in this because of having` relatives

who are deaf and knowing.a few others who are deaf.. The common barriers
can be broken down by knowing sign language and how to communicate. It

makes our kids understand them so that they don't treat the deaf as
different. I really liked /he program.

I'm a professional clown so I work around a lot.of different people.
I have also done substitut-teaching and one time I taught at a handicapped

school. I thidk that it is important to edify ouselves by learning and
teaching. It was good for Pete td not always-have to ask Mom or his
sisters. It was a chance for him to know more and develop a feeling of
self-worth. ,Anything that a person can dehrn adds to that. 414tused.td

live in California and Isometimes we would see the deaf there. I really

hope that other parents understood the program and that you keep it next

year. It is a fantastic, superb, program.

Three and Non-Tutee IntOviews

All 7 of the nonhandicapped tutees were interviewed at the end of

the study. In addition, 6 non-tutees were asked similar question relating

to the sign language tutoring program and attitudes toward the learning*

disabled student's.

When asked to describe their feelings about the program,.100% of

.
0 the tutees stated. that they likedbeing in the sign language tutoring

.1r

program. The two most commonly given reasons for why they liked it
41

were: 1) because it was fun to learn sign language; and 2) because they
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were able to make new friends. Of the non-tutees, 100% reported that

they had heard positive'comments from students who.had participated as

tutees. One non-tutee said, "It 's fun, they brag about it. They have taught

some of us ,,a few signs." None of.the tutees stated that they disliked

anything about the program; none of the non-tutees said that they had

heard anything negative about the program from participants.

In.describing general student attitudes toward the learning disabled

students, 71% (5) of the "tutees admitted that they had heard the. students

from Mrs. Blandsbury's.class called names and felt that the other students

in the school felt negatively towards them. A sample of.their responses

are recorded here:

me people call them dumb.

They just think they are really dumb and everything..lsome of the
kids think they are smarter.

Mean kids'call them "retards" and stuff.

They see them as different because'they don't know them.

They were called things...some were "stupid" and "dummy" and I

won't tell the rest because theyeare dirty.

The remaining 29% (2) said that they had not heard the learning disabled

students called any names. Of the non-tutees, 33% (2) remembered having

heard other students make fun of the learning disabled students, while

67% (4) had tot. When asked in what ways the learning disabled students

were similar to or different from the other students in the school, 100%

of the tutees and non - tutees .felt that they were similar in their

personalities, their likes and dislikes, and their family backgrounds.
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On questions relating to how they personally felt about the learning

disabled students and whether they felt differently now 'than before, the

tuts S answered:

They are slow leafners

1

They are handicapped...I hAven't really thought about it.

The are not retards. They are a lot nicer than some giber
,kids..." They're normal pebple.

Well, we used to think that they were weird and stuff. It took
the first week, it was kind of uneasy, and then the second week
we all got along.

I learned to retpect the mentally retarded. I was surprised about
what fun it was. I thought it was going to be bad.

Most of the non-tutees were reluctant to express how they Celt on the

subject. One of the oonctutees said the the learning disabled students

acted "weird", but the others preferred not to.comment or simply said

that they didn't.know them very well.

The tutees were, then asked how they felt when they heard other

students calling the learning diSabled students names and what they

would do if .they heard that happen. All of them replied that "it would

feel pretty bad" or that they would "feel sorry for them." Other comments

included:

A pretty bad feeling. I didn't feel as bad as I do now...because
\I know them more.

I don't know.
0

I would tell them
really nice and they

In a particularly candid

that they weren't retards and that they were
are nicer than other people. They,are.

statement, one of the tutees said:

I learned not to be mean to them...and like if I- used to bug her
(Lorraine), which I did, I didn't know...We would bug her, you
know, because...if she accidentally bumped into me, I'd say "knock
it off" or something.

r?,
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The non-tutees also expressed that they felt "bad" when they heard the

learning)kiiabied stuants called names. One of the pon- tutees expressed

his belief thht the students who did participate in the tutoring felt

differently than those who did nir have the 4portunity. A portion of

his remarks are included in the following excerpt:
, .

Int: Do you think the kids who learned signing feel differently
about the kids in Mrs. Blandsbury's class now?

Boy: Yes. Thejr like 'em more. Thqy're friends.

Intl What about you. Do you feel differently towards these
kids from the beginning of the year?

OP
Boy: Well, yeh. I like them more. I know 'em a little better.

Int: Do you think you'd feel differently than you do if you
could have-been in the sign language program?

(7,

Boy: Yes.

At the beginning of the yeai- I didn't care and feel sorry
for them sometimes. But I don't really feel like I'm

4 friends with them.

Int: Why not?

Boy: There's just, no chance' to get. to know them.

If I could be in place where I could get to know them I
would like them more and be getter friends. As it is, I

can't be very good friends.

(Pause...) Yeh, and I think if ere friends I'd probably
'feel real bad when I heard Randy de fun of..
Maybe...

(Pause...)

Int: hbybe...What?

Boy: Well, I don't know. Maybe then I might not care if

anybody made fun of me. if I stood up FA him.

All of the tutees and the non-tutees agreed that the opportunity

to tutor had been 'a good experience for the learning disabled students
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because it had given them a chance to "make new friends" and to "feel

good" about being able to teach something. The tubes agreed unanimously

that their tutors had improved as the program continued and felt that

their tutors had done a good job of teaching sign language.

In general, 100% of the tutees said that they would like to be

involved in the tutoring pAgram again; 100% of the non-tutees alSo said

that they would like to have an opportunity to participate in the future.

Sign Language Test

Sign language tests including vocabulary words (215 points) and

simple sentences (107 points) were administered to the 7 tutors which

allciwed a maximum possible score of 322 points. Results indicate that

the tutors' mean word score was 70% (SD=10) of the vossible score; the

mean sentence score was 77% -(SD=35) of the possible score; and the mean

score for total points possible was 73% (SD=18). Because of time

limitations, the tutees were given a modified sign language test which

included only vocabulary totaling 142 polnts. The tutees mean score for

vocabulary was 74% (SD=20) of the total.

Case Study

Randy's placement in the self-contained learning dis'ability unit at

Crestview Elementary came prior to Christmas and after a long series of

transfers between other schools. Because of family moves, Randy had

attended three different elementary schools by the time he began the

O

fourth grade. His resource teacher from the previous school guggested

that he be placed in the third grade again, rather than the fourth, 4

because of his academic defiiencies. The school followed that

recommendation for. two weeks, then returned him to the fourth grade because

a
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his'large physical size made it difficult for him to be accepted by the

other third-grade students.

At this point, his teachers began noting behaviOral,problems that

they felt interfered with his learning. His behavior was monitored by

the resource team, aqVthe following year he was sent to a behaviorally

handicapped unit. On Buike's Behavior Rating Scale, Randy was Fated by

his father and his resource teacher as being significantly low_in academics,

intellect, and attention. After attending the behaviorally handicapped

class for several months, however, his teacher there felt that his

problems were not severe enough to warrpnt that classification and it

was decided that he would once again be transferred, this time to the

learning disability program.

Shortly thereafter I met Randy and the six other students in

Mrs. Blandsbury's class. Although Randy was only' 10 years old, and

several of the other students were 11 or 12 years of age, he was noticeably

larger and heavier than the other students. After the initial sign'

language lesson, I stayed to work with a few of the students on their.

other academic assignments. On a conversational level Randy was very

bright and loved to talk. He could describe in detail, and with great

enthusiasm, the movie that he saw on T.V. the previous night or a joke that

he recently heard, but as I helped him through his first- grade -level

reading book,lhis progrep was slow and painstaking. As each letter was

sounded out, each word mouthed, and each sentence pieced together, I was

ti

amazed.at the tenacity that he exhibited for such an arduous task.

Randy's signing skills developed rapidly. I also noticed that his

reading improved when he signed words and sentences to me instead of
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fo?Ti'ng on reading them aloild.. The most difficult part for him was

ingerspelling because he could not visualize the correct letter order

without actually seeing the word in print. During one visit I worked

with the students individually and I-noticed that Randy 'coked unhappy

after struggling unsuccessfully with some math problems involving division.

I asked him if he was frustrated with math and he said "Yes", so I

showed him the sign for "frustrated". I asked him a few other questions

about what he liked and he replied that he "didn't know". I then

showed him the signs for "know" and,"don't know". After that, his mood

improved and we continued signing a conversation aboUt his dogs. I

observed on later occasions that his moods could fluctuate rapidly over

a short period of time. .

Randy seemed to particularly enjoy the opportunity to tutor another

student, and with his sense of humor, his tutees seemed to enjoy him.

In an interview with one tutee, a fifth-grader, the interviewer asked

what other kids in.the school thought of'the student's in Mts.Blandsbury's

room. With somqhesitati9n: He repied, "Um...some 'people call them

dunib.0 stating his own opinion, however, the tutee asserted, . "Weil

they're not dumb...she (the sign language intructor) WaS havingkus sing

a song in sign language and I went in there and I didn't even know' it_.
.

These kids were sitting there already doing it". The tutee also admitted

that he had heard negative labels applied to many of the Students and
C)1

that he had specifically heard Randy called "Chubs". As the interviewer-

questioned the tutee on what he would do if he heard Randy being called

names now, theetutee answered, that he would say, "I'd just bet anything

that he's-smarter than you." The tutee sensed that the benefits of the

9
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signing program went beyond just learning to sign. When asked if he

thought that the opportunity lo-tutor had been good for Randy,, the tutor

replied that it had because, "He started liking me.! Randy's social

interaction did increase dramatically during the period of tutoring:

During observations made before the tutoring began, Randy did not interact

at all with his nonhandicapped schoolmates; during recess observations made

during the tutoring period. 19%Of his free play time was spent interacting

with nonhandicapped students. Randy became a regular participant in

baseball games played with students from Qther classes.
7

Parental support for the program also reflected the positive impact

that signing and tutoring had. on Randy's life. His mothei noWed that

Randy was always excited about learning Sign language and said, "It's

the one thing that he would come home from school and practice of without

being reminded. He was always signing somethingtand saying "'Look, Mom,

do you know what this means?'" She expressed her surprise over how

readily Randy was able to develop signing skills:
AT

I was really impressed by the program. I was impressed that he
could learn it so easily when he's never been able to pick up most
thing6 in school. It made me feel better to realize that he is not
lacking in knowledge--that although he has specific disabilities,
he is generally intelligent.

Although Randy has problems in reading and in math, he was
able to look at the sign language-visuals and do it. I didn't know
that he was tutoring other students before, but I think it was good
for him to do that--to know that he could help someone else.. He
gets tired of being the one that doesn't know things. With this,
he could help himself and others to learn. It was something that
he could excel at. I would be interested-in'findinvoUt if there
are possibilities for him to pursue thi4 either for a profession or
just so that he could volUnteer and help others.

Randy likACrestviet Elementary quite well. Most years he really
slows down in school from January to May. This year he- ,gent up
one-and-a-half years in math. The only negative connehts he made about

were that his teackitr didn't likerhim. She gave him too
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much to do. Most years he complains about people, picking on him.
But he didn't in this school. Being involved with your program 'may
have helped.

Randy's successful social integration into the new school_ setting-

was not matched by all.ofthis classmates. The ways in which his involvement

in the sign language program contributed to that acceptance by nonhandiCapped

peers can only be inferred from the informatipn presented here.

Anecdotal

The social worker, who had-not been informed about the program

previously, noticed improvements in the students' self-esteem that she

attributed to the program:

Shortly after we began the signing program some of the students
began signing some words while she was involved in various activities
with the group. She asked them what they were doing and they proudly
respond that they knew sign language. They stopped what they were
doing that day and she allowed the students to show her a few signs
and how to spell her name. Lorraine was particularly proud of her
new skills and announced: "We can sign, you know. We'll teach
you, but it's hard!" Mrs. Powers said that that was the first
positive comment that she had ever heard Lorraine make about herself.
She also mentioned that each of the students portrayed an enthusiasm
for signing. 'Even Ray, who generally refused to interact wtih
activities in the group, became animated when talking about signing.

On subsequent days the students asked her if she remembered
how to sign her name. They often took the last few minutes of time
together to have the students show her.more signs. She believes
that the program has been excellent for the student' self-esteem
and emphasized the pride that the students showed in their signing
abilities. Another specific incident she related occured while she
and Randy1'were walking down the hall together.. Randy made her, stop
in front,76f.a bulletin board that the students put up using hand
configuritions from the manual alphabet to spell "Have a safe and
happy summer". Randy fed her if she could read it and helped her
when she read part ofp t incorrectly. Later Lorraine did the same
thing.

Mrs. Bowers is thusiastic about the signing program and

the positive influe ce 'that it has had on the students. She would like

to see the progra repeated and expanded.
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acperiment 2:

Handicapped Studts TUtoring Younger

Nonhandicapped Students in Reading

There ate three general purposes for this study in addressing

the previously described research problems:

1. To systematically examine the effects on both academic achievement

and self-esteem when handicapped students tutor non-handicapped students.

2. To carefully and systematically examine the academic effects on

the non-handicapped students who are tutored by handicapped tutors.

3. To more fully understand the attitudes and perceptions of parents

and teachers concerning reverse-role tutoring program.

Research Hypotheses and Quest ioq

To meet the previously described general purposes of the study,

threespecific research hypotheses will be tested:

1. Reverse-role tutoring will significantly improve the reading

achievement of handicapped students, as measured by standardized and',

criterion rodaing achievement tests.

2. Reverse-role tutoring will significantly enhance the general and

academic self-esteem of handicapped studnet, as measured by standardized

self-concept instruments.

3. Reverse-role tutoring will significantly improve as measured by

standardized and criterion reading tests.

This study will also address two specific research questions:

1. What are parents' perceptions and attitudes about their handicapped

child's participation in the reverse-role tutoring program?
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2. What are the attitudes of teachers of the handicapped tutors

and non-handicapped tutees concerning the strengths and relative

11

effectiveness of the reverse-role tutoring program.

//
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Subjects

MEI'HODS

Students selected for participation in this study came from Utah's

third largest school district, Davis County School District. The district

.is comprised primarily of suburban schools. Four elementary schoolS

were selected for participation in the study because they contained'the
--,

special education classes and students needed for the study and also

because the four schools represented a cross-section of special education

students in the state. A total of 78 special education students were

involved, in this study- -- 39 students ea h in the treatment and control

groups. The handicapped students in this study came from three types of

spAcial education classes -- self-contained behaviorally handicapped

(BH), self-contained learning disabled (LD), and resource students.

Twenty-four BH students from two self-contained classes (12 students

in each class)- participated in the study. These Vtudents were assigned

to a self-contained behaviorally handicapped class on the basis of

ecdatal recor 'of teacher& and administrators that indicate serious

discipline,/ havioral, and/or emotional. problems. Placements were done

upon the recommendation of school special education assignment teams

which were comprised of the principal, resource teacher, speech therapist,

psychologist, nurse, and social worker. The recommendation'for placement

in a self-contained clas$ must also be apVroved by the district placement

committee.

BH students have typically been assigned to self-contained classes

as a result of long-term, aggressive behavior and/or academic motivational

problems. Of the 24 BH students, in this study there were 21 boys and
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three gis; three fourth graders, nine fifth graders and 12 sixth

graders. Academic achievement was not a consideration in the placement

of BH students to self-contained classes. As a result, there were some

diversity-of age within the classes and considerable academic diverSity

among the students with reading achievement ranging from first to twelfth

grade levels.

Also included among the-78 special education students of this study

were 26 learning disabled (LD) students from two self-contained classes

-- thirteen students from each class. Placement in a self-contained LD

class was based on a serious learning deficiency, in both achievement

level and grade placement. The Davis County School.District criteria

for placement in a self-contained LD class required a 40% deficiency,*:,
4

114,`

stanflardized,achievement tests and a 40% below-grade- level performance

in at least two academic subject areas. These subject areas were (a)

writing ability, (b) reading, (c) spelling, and (a) math. Placement

in a self-Contained LD class was s'milar to the placement prOess of BH

students. The student must be rec ended by the school special-education

team and be approved by the district placement committee. The 26

self-contained LD students in this study were comprised of six girls and\\

20 boys; 16 fifth graders and.10 sixth graders.

The remaining 28 special education students in this study came Erom

ir

the.resource classes at Washington and Crestview Elementary schools.

Fourteen resource students from each school were selected for participation

in the study. The group of 28 resource students was comprised of 10

girls and 18 boys; eight sixth sraders, 12 fifth graders, and e4ght

fourth graders. A resource student canebe classified eithes learning
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disabled or behaviorally handicapped. Of the 28 resource students in

this study 19 were classified as LD and the other nine were identified

as BH. Resource students were assigned to regular classrooms, but were

Alkired to attend a remedial resource class for a certain period of

time each day determined M the severity' of the handicap. Placement in

-a resource setting as opposed to a self-contained class was determined

by similar, yet less stringent criteria. For example a student that is

40% deficient in achievement or below grade level in only one subject
40

! could qualify for resource placement, but would not qualify for

self-contained placement. Similarly, placement of a BH student to

resource. would indicate less severe aggressive behavior or motivational

problems, although serious problems would still exist. Although the

resource students had less severe learning or behavioral handicaps, they

were identified as special education students and were assigned to

resource for remediation upon the recommendation of the school special

education team.
gkty

All of the fourth, fifth, and sixth grade resource 'students from

Washington and Crjstview elementary schools were selected for participation

in this tudy. This Was-done to correspond the self-contained LD classe

also included in the study,

Besides the 78 special education students in this study, there were

also 82 first graders who participated in the research.- Each of the ten

first grade teachers from the three schools, where. a specialedutation

treatment group was located, identified 8-10 students who were not

classified as special education students, but were below grade level in

reading skills.
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Alsorkiecluded in the study as important sources of .data were the

ten first grade teachers, the3four special education teachers, and the

parents of the 39 special education tutors in the treatmeinroup.
. .

Re $ea *ch Design

Due to the constraints of self-contained classeS, one BH class and

one LD class were randomly assigned to the treatment group. These two

0
classes were from J. A. Taylor Elementary and Wa 'ngton Elementary

schools respectively. The other two self-contained ass were assigned

to the control group. These were Sunset Elementary. and Crestview Elementary

respectively. This design was determined to be preferable to complete

randoniization due to the threat of contamination that would occur with random

assignment of students from the same class to the different groups.

Because the 28.resource students were ih regular classes and attended

resource only part-time, it was more feasible to randomly assign these

students to the treatment and control groups.

From the total group of 28 resource 4Tudents, 14 were randomly

assigned to the treatment. group and the remaining 14 students were

controls. Eight resource students from Crestview School and six from

Washington School were assigned to be tutors.

. With the inclusion of these four self-contained classes in the
Ilk .

study, a quasi-experimental design was selected because the self-contained

clas'ses formed naturally-assembled, interest groups rather than
.

randomly-created groups. Since all of the subjects were not assigned

randomly to either the treatment or control group's, a "non-equivalent

control group" design was used (Campbell' and Stanley, 1966). This

design utilizes4a pretest and posttest for Loth the treatment and control
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groups used -to control for differences between groups due to history,

maturation, testing, instrumentation; and other threats'tO validity.

From the pool of 82 first graders selected for participation in the

.study, 39 were randomly assigned to be tutored by the handicapped students

with the,rest serving as controls. Twelve first graders were assigned

to the treatment gioup from Taylor Elementary schools, along with 19 and

eight first grade tutees. from Washington and Crestview Elementary Schools

respectively. These number corresponded to the number of handicapped

tutors at each school.

Shortly after the study commenced, two first graders were transferred,

upon parental request's, from the treatment to the control group. This

resulted in the treatment group being comprised of 37 tutee with 45

firSt graders assigned to the control group.

Since the first-grade tutees and controls had been randomly assigned

to their respective groups, a posttest only research design could have

appropriately been utilized for that group. It was, however, decided :to

use a similar, yet slightly modified, "non-equivalent control group"

design to contfol for any initial differences between groups and across

school or §ocio-economic strata. By making the research designs similar

ler both groups of the study, consistency in data analysis was also insured.

Instruments Used

Four instruments were used with.th handicapped subjects to measure

the dependent variables-----one standardized reading achievement test and

three separate self-esteem instruments.. The three different types of

'self-esteem tests were utilized in response to. the corvrns-raised An

the literature regarding-the difficulty of measuring self-esteem.
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For the first graders in .this study, only one dependent

variable--reading achievement, was measured. Two separate. reading

tests were utilized---one standardized and one criterion test.

Subtests 13, 14, and 15 of, the Woodcock- Johnson 'Psycho- Educational

Btery, Part 2; Telts-of Achievement, were administered before and

after the treatment as pretests and posttests respectively. Subtest13

was used to measure the students' letter and word identification skills,

subtest 14 was used as a measure of word attackskills,44nd subtest 13

was used to measure passage comprehension. A speciman copy of the answer
4.

booklet for thiol standarized reading achievement tot is found in Appendix

H.

The Piers- Harris Children's Self-Concept Scale Entitled, "The Way

Feel About Myself" .a self-report-instrument designed to measure the

general self-concept of children over a wide range, of grade levels

administered. When administered.as,a group test, it reqdires only a

third-grade reading ability. The scale is comprised of 80 statements to

be marked with'a "yes" *or "no" answer. The student'marks "yes" if the

statement is like him most of the time and "no" if it is not like him.

Included in the general self-concept scale of eighty items are six subscales:

behavior, intellectual and school status, physical appearance, anxiety, -.

popularity, and happiness and satisfaction. This study examined not

only the total score of general self-concept, but also three of the

subscales -- behavior, intellectual and school,status, and happiness and

satisfaction. Time required fpr testing is approximately twenty minutes,

however, there is no time limit for this test (Piers, 1969).

A speciman copy of this instrument is found in Appendix J.
A

).
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The Student's PerceotiOn of Ability Scale (SAS) is similar to the

Piers-Harris scale in..its self-report format comprised of 70 statements

that the child determines to be "like" 'or "un-like" himself.. The child

marks "yes" if the statement is like himself and "no" the statement

Ok

is unlike himself. This instrument' was: developed to measure a more

specific part of the overall self-6D6Cflit-of elementary school children

-- the academic self- concept. This academic self-esteem instrument has

been utilized with success among elementary school children and has been

specifically tested using special education students (Boersma and Chapman,

197 Boersma, Chapman, and Maguire: 1979; Boersma, Chapman, and Battle,

1979

ontained in the instrument are six subscales designed to measure

ferent aspects of the total academic self-concept. These subscales

include: academic ability, arithmetic, school satisfaction,
146,

reading and

spelling, penmanship, and confidence. This study focused on the total

score and three subscales believed to be most directly related to the

treatment.-- academic ability, school satisfaction, and reading /spelling.

A specimen copy of the Students' Perception of Ability le is

found in Appendix C.

Each of thf two previously described selqconcept instruments'

are self-report instruments with students reporting their own perceptions

Yri

of self. A'rdifferent type of self - concept instrument was 4,6 selected

go

for use in this, study. The Inferred Self-Concept Scale (McDaniel, 1973)

was developed with the underlying assumption that self-esteem can be'

inferred from behavior. This assumption seems especially important for

use with handicapped students. The Inferred Self-Concept Scale consists

7S .
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of thirty statements about student behavior that the teacher ra es on a

five point rating scale. Scoring is accomplished by adding'tt eJnumbers '

. in each coltipn to give a total inferred self-concept score. The total

kscore can be thought of as a point on a cltinuurif betweeq 30 and 450,

with 30 representing a socially undesirable or negative self-concept and

150 representing a socially desirable or positive self-concept. Besides

the total score, this study also exa ined the two subsc4les. SUbscale

A, comprised of 13 iteiiS is designe to measure "Serf-Conformance" or

interpersonal relationships. Subscale consists of 11 items and measures

"Self-Attitude."

A speciman copy of the Inferred lf-Concept Scale-11r found in

Appendix L. -

The Beginning Reading I (Harrison$980) criterion diagnostic

test was given as a pretest and the criterion poWest was administered

at the conclusion of the treatment period. The Beginning Reading I

criterion posttest consists of five parts: consonant sounds, short vowel

sounds, combination sounds, blending or decoding, and sight words. The

sight words.section of the criterion test was not administered as part

of this study. A speciman copy of the test instructions and:the actual

criterion Beginning Reading I tests is fOund in Appendix M.N
Unlike 'the Beginning Readii I criterion tests that were used as

both.- .pretests and posttests with the first grade tutees and control;,

1-,

the Woodcock-Johnson reading sub tes t s previously described were adaiinistered

.to the first-graders as a posttest only.

Each of these instruments Ias)been widely used and has demdnstrated

acceptable, levels for reliability and validity An in-depth summary of

' J
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the available validation date for each of tife three self-esteem instruments

is found in Appendix N.

Instructional. Materials and Tutor Ttaininz.

The Instructional materialS and the. tutor training procedures

ere'' adapted from the Begioning Reading i structured tutoring program

developed by Grant Von Harrison-(1980). The structured. tutoring manual

was originalty developed to be used by parents, Aides or older.students.

Tutor training was designed to be self- instruc4ional with the guidance

of the training manual and a supplemental training auto tape. For .this

particular study, the handicapped tutors could hot be trained by the

self- instructional manual because most of the tutors - themselves were

deficient it reading skills. As a result of this unique challenge, the

handicapped tutors were traineec011ectively following the procedures for

trainingOasdicapped tutors suggested by Osguthorpe.. (1984). The tutor

training consisted of demonstrating and practicing four impOrtant tutoring

skills: demonstrating the learning task, prompting the tutee as needed,

monitoring tutee performance, and providing praise and corrective feedbackl

Three one-hour training sessions were conducted with the handicapped

tutors. The tutors were given the opportunitsPas part of the training

1

sessions to practice the tutoring skills under the supervision of a

paraprofessional'aide who had been trained using the training manual and

tad supplement. After the training sessions and several in-clast

practice sessions, each of the handicapped tutors underwent a mastery

check of their tutoring skills. Each of the handicapped tutors demonstrated

their mastery of the tutoring skills before they could actually begin

tutoring a first grade tutee.
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4in administrative skills of$ecord keeping- and monitoring student progress;

such as tutor log which recorded.daies; length of tutoring sessions,

--lessons covered, and completing the learning gains summary sheets. The

,aide was also oriented to dealing with the handicapped tutors and the

unique challenges associated with each type of special. education tutor.

The paraprofessional aide also supervised the tutoring sessions and

provided on-going- inservice for the tutors as needed. Such inservice

included meeting with the tutors to review tutoring skills and discuss

student progress and problems encountered and solutions to those challenges.

General Procedures

Written permission for participation in this 'study was obtained.

from the parents or guardians of all of the students involved in the

study. Separate parental consent letters And permission forms were used

for tutors, tutees, and tile, students in thecontrol groups. Copies-of

The paraprofessional aide was trained in the tutoring skills outlined

in the training and instructional materials. The aide was also trained

A
the information letters and the parental consent f rms are found in

Appendix 0. After parental consent was obtained, e ch of the groups of

handicapped students were preteste1, with the reading and self-esteem

instruments.

Those handicapped students in both the treatment and coOrol groups who

. scored less than at a third grade level on the Woodcock-Johnson reading

tests were also given the Beginning. Reading 1 diagnostic criterion test.

Each of the 82 first graders who had. been selected for participation

in the study and had been granted parefital permission to be in the study

was giVen the Beginning Reading I diagnostic criterion test. This
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diagnostic pretest was administered to determine that the first grader

could indeed benefit from the tutoring treatment and also to insure

statistical equivalence of the treatment and control groups. Having

obtained parental consent and 'completed the pretesting, the first phase

of the study was completed. The next phase of the study was, the training

of the tutors and the mastery checking of their tutoring skills. This

phase wag completed within two weeks. After finalizing the scheduling

of the tutoring groups with the firSt grade teachers tutoring began.

The handicapped tutors and first grade tutees were divided into'pairs or

tutoring teams. Three or four tutoring teams would tutor per each

session. The aide would accompany the teams to the tutoring location,

,

would have the daily tutoring assignment for each team and then supervise

'the tutoring session. Each team of tutors would work on the assigned

-tutoring'assignment for a period of 15-20 minutes. At the conclusion of

the session each tutor would report the tutee's progress and each of the

Students would return to their classes. When the first group. of tutors

completed their session, the aide would then take the next group of

tutoring teams. This process was repeated until all of the groups of

tutors at each of the three schools had Completed their daily tutoring

assignments. This proceduite was followed four days a week for a treatment

period of 14 weeks, or approximately 18-20 hours pf'actual treatment.

To make the time on reading tasks comparable to the treatment

group, the first grade control group of students received additional

reading help. The first grade teachers reported that the control students

received approxiftfely the same amount of-time in additiorial teaditig

help by participating in a program of reading to fifth graders from the
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regular"? classes and receiving' additional, individual help from the

teacher or a teacher's aide. 4
At the conclusion of the 14 week treatment.period, the self-esteem

and reading posttests'were administered to the handi- capped tutors and

controls. The handicapped students Who were pretested at'.below a third

grade reading level :on the Woodcock- Johnson reading. batt6ry were also

given the Beginning Reading I criterion posttest. 82 first grade

utees and controls were posttested with the Beginning' Reading I criterion

Os

posttest and also the Woodcock-Johnson jeading subtests.

After the posttest data were gathered, the-researcher interviewed

the parents or guardians of the handicapped tutors, the ten first grade
R.

teachers who had students who received the tutoring treatment, and the 4

special education teachers of the handicapped tutors. To insure consistency

and reliability of these telephone inIterviews, a structured, interview

schedule was. developed and utilized to gather information concerning

teacher and parental perceptions of the tutoring experience. The use of

the structured interview schedule also facilitated easier summarization

and categorization of the interview data for analysis. A speciman copy

of each interview schedule may be found in Appendix P.

Data Analysis

Two important conditions existed with this study that dictated

the type of statistical analyses that could be 'appropriately' used.

First, the research design called for a prqtest/posttesr,deAin with

non-equivalent control groups. With this type of design, it'was important
.5

that an analysis of covariance be conducted. The use of the analysis of

covariance procedure was to control statistically, for initial ditferehtes
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which might have been present and which might have confounded the post-

treatment differences between the two groups of students (Huck, Cormier

and Bounds, 1974). This type of analysis provides a more svnsitivt

statistical analysis than merely analyzing the posttest data.

. 'Secondly,-be6use of the potential for a relationship between

many variables, such as reading ability and self-esteem; and that the

data included simultaneous measurements on many variables of interest a

TNanalysis is required (Johnson and Wichern, 1982).

TN These conditions and the types of data collected made it necessary

to oonduct three types of statistical analyses: 1) multivariate'analysis
!VI

of covariance, 2) simple one-way analysis of covariance, and 3) content

analyses of the qUalitative data.

M4ltivariate analysis of covariance made it possibletcrsimultaneously-

measuretreatment effects on and relationship; between many variables.

Covariates are used to control'fof initial differences and are selected

by the criterion of being highly correlated until the variables of
9)

interest -. For analysis of the handicapped students' data, two covariates

were selected as being the most highly correlated variable (using Pearson

correlation coefficients) ---SPAS Total Score and the Woodcock-Johnson

Total reading score. Thaiwtwo covariates were used in the multivariate

analysisof self-esteem and reading achievement, respectively.

In testing the first two research. hypotheses, thee multivariate
10

analyses of covariance were conducted, This was done to examine the

effects of 'reverse-role tutoring' on.both reading, achievement and

self-esteem. The first analysis examined the three self-esteem posttest

total scores and the Woodcock-Johnson reading posttet total scores.

fir
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Since both the dependent variables of relit ng achievement and self-esteem
4.

were being examined simultaneously both covariates were included,in the

analysis. This first multivariate analysis of covariance yielded a

general or overall picture of the effects of the tutoring treatment on

the total scores of self-esteem and reading achievement.

In continuing to test the, first two research hypotheses, it was

decided tcy conduct additional analyses to examine more exactly the

effects of the tutoring .on specific aspects of self-esteem and reading

skill.. To this separate- multivariate analyses of covariance were

conducted. A second multivariate analysis of covariance wg%

to examine the treatment effect4r17;alecIsed ;4f-est

Since this analysis 'was only concerned with self-estee

conducted

em subscales.

variables,_a

single covariate was used (SPAS Total pretest score) with the reading
_.

covariate being dropped fiom4ot model.

The third multivariate analysis of covariance was an additional

test- of the hypothesis that reverse-role tutoring would significantly

improve reading achievement.- The effects of the tutoring on specific

reading skills, as defined by the WoodcockJOhnson reading subtest, were

examined. Aince thishalysis only examined reading achievement the

self-esteem cbvariate was dropped from the model and only the

Woodcock-Johnson total pretest Score was used as the single covariate.

As an additional analysis of reading achievement, a simple one-way

analysis of covariance was conducted r. the Beginning Reading I Decoding

. posttest-data for the 50'haridicapped tutors and controls who were below

a third grade reading level when pretested with the WiNadcock-Johnson

Reading battery. A simple one-way analysis of covariance was done

80
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because only one variable was being examined--decoding skills. The

Beginning Reading Decoding,, pretest score served as the covariate to

control for the initial differences between the two groups. This st4t isti4ock.k...00

prOcedure also produced for comparison purposes adjusted or estimated

posttest mean scores for each group.

Since the study did not examine the effects of the tutoring on the

self-esteem of the first grade tutees and controls, two separate multi-

variate analyses of covariance were conducted to measure reading achievement

in general, and specific 'reading skills affected by.the treatment. The

Beginning_ Reading .1 Decoding pretest score was used as the covariate for

both analyses. The first analysis examined the effects of the treatment

on the four subtests of the criterion prAttest, Beginning Reading I.

These four subtests of interest were Consonant sounds, Short Vowel

sounds, Combination sounds, and Decoding or blending skills. A second

analysis was conducted examining the treatment effects on the six variables

of the norm -reference Woodcock-Johnson Reading battery. These ,ik

variables of interest were Word Attack raw score, Letter-Word Identification

/17raw score, Passage Comprehension raw score, Total Score, Adjusted Grade
\

Level and,Adiusted Age Level. Included -in the multivariate analysis of

covariance procedures is a statistical procedure.that,giveS an adjusted

posttest mean for both the treatment and control gro4 on each of the

variables of interest. The adjusted means for the t groups represent

the best possible estimates as to the mean scores.t e groups would have

actual1105btained on the posttest if they had started outlWith identical

pretest scores.

81
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The con ntof the qualitative data gathered through the structured

intervie,,ws` wit parents and teachers was analyzed in two ways. First,

frequenciel and, percentages of responses were reported for certain

4
categor.kes. 1Secondly01 verbatim responses, examples and anecdotal

ri4:tio4 S of effects were also reported to confirm or disconfirm the

A.buti,vn data findings and to answer the research questions conqerning

d .c ieptons of parents and teachers regarding the tutoring experience.
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RESULTS

This section will report the finding of the study in three separate

areas of the research: (a) self-esteem and reading achievement of the

handicapped tutors and controls, (b) reading achievement of the first

graders who served as tutees and controlS, and (c) parental and teacher

perceptions of the effectiveness and benefi of the tutoring program.

Self-Esteem and Reading Achievement of. Han illrd Students

The fire multivariate analysis of covariance showed that there was

indeed a significant difference between the treatment and control groups

due to the tutoring. The multivariate test Of significance indicated

that on at least one of the.throi; self-eSteem total scores and the

Woodcock-Johnson reading ttoal score significant differences existed

betweJrn the treatment'and control groups. The Hotillings T2 multivariater-
test's significance level was .003. Byexamining the univariate F-tests

and the pretest, pogttest and adjusted means, it can be seen that there

was indeed a significance difference between the groups on the

Woodcock-Johnscin reading total score. Table 3 summarizes the univariate

oirtests and gives, the pretest, posttest and adjusted means for each of

the variables. It can be seen that there were no statistical significance

differencesbetween the groups on the self- esteem total scores, but a

strong significant difference (p=001) existed between the groups on

the Woodcock- Johnson Reading-pretest total score. The adjusted posttesi

mean for the control group was 477.5 compared to the treatment group's

adjusted mean of 485.5.. .

The second multivariate analysis of covariance examined the effects

due t'o the treatment on the selected self-esteem subscales. Onceagain
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liable 3

Ilpwary of Multivariate Ana1y0.s of Covariance of the Treatment
.

,

a d Control Grompq' Performance op Ole Total Scores of the

teem and Reading Standardized Tests

ilmmary of Multivariate Analysis of Covariance

Ire of Test Value Hypoth. df, Error df 'F Signif.

.252 4 71 , 4.49 .003
.1k's Lambda .798. 4 71 4.49

1Q23

11

mmary of Pretest, Posttest and Adjusted Mean Scores and Univariate F-tests
Significance .

Pretest Posttest Adjusted
riable Group M SD M SD

iers-Harris Treatment
tal Control

SPAS Treatment
lital Control

nferred Treatment
-Concept

tal Control

liodcock-
hnson

Treatment

adtng Control

53.4
50.0

41.7
34.8

12.6_
13.7

11.8
15.1

'54.7
52.8

43.8
37.7

12.6 52.7
13.5 54.8

11.3 40.6
15.5 40.9

.65

.03

102.6 15.9 104.3 10.0fr"44.8

104.5 10.5 104.4 13.6 104.0 .08

479.0 20.7 489.9 18.1 485.5

468.9 16.6 473.2 17.5 477.5 17.79**
Total .

1-
Treatment Group N=39

ntro' Group N-39
44.
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the. HOtellings T2'multivariate test showed that there were significant

differences between the treatment and control groupf on of least one of

the self-esteem subscales tp..017). A careful examination of the

multivariate F-tests showed that there were significant differences due

the treatment on two of the variables, of interest -- SPAS General

Ability (p..024) and the SPAS Reading/Spelling subscale (p..049). There

were no statistically significant differences between the groups Onany.
I

of the other self-esteem subscales. Table 4 summarizes the pretest,

posttest, adjusted posttest scores, and %the univariate F-tests of

significance for each of the self-estepm subscale scores'. From Table 4,

it can be seen that the adjusted posttest means for each group on the

SPAS General Ability subscale is 5.6 for the control group compared tte

7.3 for the treatment group. The adjusted means on the SPAS,Readihg/Spelling

subscale were 6.3 for the corifrols goup and 7.6 for the treatment grotip.

Pretest and posttest scores as well as the revels of significance fd

all the other self-esteem variables canfabe seen in greater 'detail in

Table 4.

Probably the strongeSt and most conclusive data in the study were

regarding the reading achieyement of the handicapped tutors. third

multivariate indlySis of covariance showed
.
strong significant difference i

(p=001) befween the experimental groups on at least one of the subtests

or variables of interest of the Woodcock- nson Reading battery. An

examination of the univariate F-tests show that there were significant

differences bet4en the trearmept and control groups on three of the

five reading achievement variableS of interest Word Attack (1)=.001),

?wage Comprehension (p=.004), and the Adjusted Grade Level (1)=.041).

8S
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Table 4

lummary of Multly4riate Analysis of Covariance of the Treatment and Control

roups' Performance on Selected Self'- Esteem Subscales

il

immary of Multivariiate Analysis.of

I/pe of Test

Hotelling's T/
Ilk's lambda.'

Value

Covariance

ilypoth'.df

I)

Error-"df

"7"

F Signif.

.301

.768
8

8

68. 2.56 .017
68 2:56 .017

mmary of Pretest
Significance

, Posttest and Adjus-ted Mean Scores and Univariate F-Tests

Niers-Harris:.
havior

ters-Harris:
tellectual t;

boor Status

RIte'rs-Harr-is:
ippiness

neral Ability

adineSpelling

SPAS:
nfidence-

Inferred
Illf-Concept4,
If-Conformance

Inferred
la-Concept:
lf-Attitude:

11

eatment Group
ntrol Group ,

Pretest
Group M SD

PosWest 'Ad'usted
M SD . M F

Tre ent
Con rol

Treatment

Control

11.2
10.8

11.2

10.5

3.7
3.0

3.6

4.5

..--

r1.8
11.0

11.5

11.0

r

1

Treatment 8.\ 5 4.3 8.0
Control 7.5, 2.3 7.8

Treatment 6.1' 2.7 7.6
Control 4.6 3.1 5.3

Treatment 7.7 2.8 8.1
Control 5.5 3.8 5.8

Treatment 2.4. 4.8
Icontrol 3.7 2.5 4.4

Treatinent 46.4 11.9 45.8

Control 46.1 7.5 43.3

Treatment 35.7 36.5

Control 37.5 4.9 38.0

I139
N.23§

98

N.4 11.5
3.6 11.3 .12

3.4 10.9

31.8 11.6 .96

2.1 o 7.8
2.1 8.0

.
.33

3.1 7.3
5.6 5.32*

2.9 7.6
3.7 6.3 4.01*

2.1 4.4
2.5. 4.7 ..61

7.0' 45.9

-8.9 43.2 2.00

5.4 .36.3

5.4 38.2 1.19

BEST ri'

.05



Only the "subtest Letter-Word Identification and the Adjusted Grade Level

variables showed no significant differences due to the treatment. Table.

5 summarizes in detail the pretest, posttest, adjusted'posttest scores

and the'sikniiitance levels for each group on' the separate variables.

On the Word Attack subtest, the adjusted posttest mean for the control

group was 8,.8 compared to a significantly different trea ent group's

adjusted posttest mean of 14.3. On the Passage Comprehension subtest,

the adjusted posttest mean for the control group was 11.0 as compar'ed to

the treatment group's adjusted mean of 12.5. This is a very important

result because Passage nomprehension is usually the most difficult of

the reading skills to significantly affe with a short-term treatment

intervention.I. On the adjugted 4eade level variable, it can be seen that"

there was a half-year differliif in reading level as a result of the

tutoring treatment.. The adjusted post - treatment grade level of the

control group was 3.3 as compared to a 3.8 adjusted posttest mean grade,

level for the treatment group: For the handicapped tutors and controls

who were initially below the third grade reading level, an analysis of

covariance showed a 'significant difference between the treatment and
..

control groups on the Beszinnirig Readin. I criterion Decoding posttest.

.er

Table 6 illustrates the difference due to treatment at .001 level.
ft

Table 6 also gives the adjusted mean scores for both groups which controls

I.

for the initial differences that existed on the BeRianing Reading I

`criterion Decoding pretest. The treatment groUp had an adjusted criterion

decoding mean of 51.5 compared to 30.9 for the control group.

7
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Table 5

41

t.

ImmarY of Multivariate Analysis of Covariahce o( the Treatmen;_and Control
P

roups' Pgrformane on the Woodcock-Johnson Reading Subtests and Selected

Itariables

mmary of Multivariate Analis of Covariance

it

*MN

Tape of. Test Value Hypoth.df Error df * .F Sigtiif.

5 71 11.40 ,.001.
Wilk's lambda . .555 5 71 11.40 ,.001

summary of Pretest, Posttest,
Significance

ir-

and Adjusted

s,

Prestest

Mean

SD

Scores and

Posttest

Univariate

SD

F-Tests-

.
Adjus ed

riable

.,

Group M M
.

M F

Treatment 28.5 6.9 30.5 6.0 29.0Letter-Word
entification Control . 25.7 5.9 ,27.4 5.9 28.9 .04

rd Attack Treatment '10.0 4:5 15.0 4.54' 14.3
, Control 7.6 3.2 8.1 3.9 8.8 49.75**

k..

"sage Treatment 11.3 4.0 13.3 3.8 12.5
Comprehension Control 9.2 3.4 10.2. 3.4 11.0 8.99**

'lade Level Treatment 3.4 1.9 4.2 2.3 3.8
Control 2.7 .9 2.9 1.1 3.3 2.03

eatment GrOU1)
Control Group

I

N=39
N=39 ,
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11 444 A

able 6 4

s43

Ato
IIIMMarY of Analysis or Covariance of Below:llird Grade Reading Level Tutoxs'

and Controls' Performance on Criterion BeRiAnning Reading I Decoding Skills

osttest

/

immary of Analysis of Covariance

1urce

1(

eatment

gression

Ivariate

Errot

SS di F Significance

5226.76 1 5226.76 59.3 ,.001**.
4.

1149.59 1 1149.59 ' '13.0 .001

13766.26 1 13766.26 156..1 ,.001

4144.53 47 88.18

!ummary of Prestest, Posttest, and Adjusted Posttest Means on Criterion Beginning
ading I Decoding Skills Test

ir

111 Pretest Posttest

IL
Obtained Adjusted

. perimental Group N M SD M SD M
1

....

Ileatment 23 22.3 11.0 52.1 8.8 51.5

At" 27 19.6 14.0 30.4 11.8 30.9

11

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Reading Achievemel3t of First Graders

For the first grade tutees and controls,

1/4

separate mtivariate

analyses of covariance were conducted on the results. of the criterion

posttest and the standardized .reading achievement test. In'each case

significant differehces due to the treatment ed control groups. Table
A

7 shows a summary of the ultivariate. analysis of covariance of the

Beginning Reading I criterion Posttest. The Hotelling's T2 multivariate

test of significance (p= .001') indicates a strong statistical s,ignificance

on at least one of the criterion subtpts. As can also be seen from

Table 7, all of the Beginning Reading I criterion subtests showed a

significant difference between the treatment and control groups dui to the

tutoring.treatmept. On the subtest-ConsonantS, the treatment group's

adjusted posttest mean was .19.1 compared to 17.6 for the! control group.

For the .subtest - Short Vowels, the adjusted or estimated posttest

means, adjusted to control for initial differences, were 4.5 for the

treatment group and 3.1 control group. On the posttest measuring

Combinations, the treatment group scored significantly higher than the

control group with adjusted means of 4.3 and 3.1, respectively. On the

important subtest which measured Decoding skills, the adjusted mean of

the treatment group was 41.2, which was significantly higher than the control

AM.
,group's adjusted mean'of

1

24.7. The adjusted posttest means for each of

the four criterion subtests showed strong significant differences between

the treatment and control groups.

While it could be assumed that the treatment group would make

significant gains on a criterion measure, the results also show that
A

thete were likewise significant differences between the experimental
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Table '7 N .. k

4 - 4
immary of Multivariate Analysis of Covariance of the First Grade Treatment

#

and Control Groups' Performance on .the Criterion Beginning Reading I Posttests

II

r-

ummary of Multivariate Analysis of Covariance

tpe of Test

telling's Tt
lk's lambda

s,

'Value Hypoth.df Error d;., . F lw" Signif.

Ik 1.482 4 75 9.04 '401
.675 4 75 9.04 O01-

1
1111 mmary of Pretest, PostuteNt, 'and Adjusted Mean Scores and Univarlate F-Tests
i Significance. Q

,

11----
.

Variable Group

II--onsonants Treatment
Control

owels Treatment
Control

.

lhort

lombinations

'coding

t

. 1,

Treatment
Control

Treatment
Control

1.2 1.2 4.2 1.1
1.1 1.2 3.3 d.2

I

3.3. A 3.0 ,40. 17.2
4.5 7.5 25.1

t
18.3

Pretest Posttest Adjusted
M SD M SD M F

.

15.3 3.8 19.1 1.7 19.1
15.4 3.7 17.6 2.0 17.6

V 2.6 1.6 4.5 1.0 3.5s
'2.4 1.7 *3.1 1.6 3.L

4.3
3.2 23.40*.*

41.2
24.7 24.1**

15.07**

25.53**"

eatment Group' n=37
Control Group n=45
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groups on the standardized WoodcOck-Johnson ReadIng subtests. Ainultivariate

analysis of covariance showed that there was a significant .difference

due to treatment on at least one of the standardized test variables of

interest. Table 8 summarizes the multivariate test (4 significance and

the univariate'.F-tests with the obtained and adjusted posttest mean

scores. No pretest score is given because the Woodcock- Johns-on standarized

reading test was given as a posttest way and was analyzed using the

criterion Decoding pretest as the covariate. Itcan,be seep frOm 'able

i 8 that only the Woodcock- Johnson Subtest: Word Attack showed a significant

difference due to treatment between the two groups. This difference was

significant at ,.001 level:- The adjusted Word Attack posttest mean for

the treatment group was 10.0 compared to 6.8 for the control group.

In summary, the results show that the first grade students who

pgfticipated in the reverse-role tutoring experience made significantly

greater gains or the four criterion subtests (Consonants, Short Vowels,

Combinations, and Decoding) and the standarized Word Attack sub test than

. the students who were not tutored by the handicapped tutor4.

Parent and Teacher Perceptions of the Tiltorialt Proi ram

Thirty -four (87 %) 4f the parents of the 39 handicapped tutors were

interviewed at the concluion of the .study. Parents of five (13%)

handicapped tutors were unable to be interviewed. The percentages

reported here are based on the 34 parents who were interviewed.

When asked to describe how their child feld about their participation

as tutors in this study, 25 (73%) reported that their child felt "Very

Positive" about the program, 7 v(21%) Sported that their child had

"Positive" feelings about it.. Only one (3%) parent parent reported that

U-
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Table 8

!+

immary of Multivariate Analysis of Covariance of the First Grade Treatment

d Control Groups' Performance on the Woodcock-Johnson Standardized Reading

. OR
btests

I
Itmmary of Multivariate Analysis of Covaciance

Alk

l[pe of Test - Value Hypoth. df Error df F Signif.

telling's TT . .257 4 76 6:158- ,.001

lk's lambda .743 4 76 6.58 ,.001

mmary of Posttest and Adjusted Mean Scores and Univariate F-Tests of
gnificance

1
Variable

illo

etter -Word
dentification

rd Attack

ll
ssage

omprehension

lital Score

Posttest
Group M' SD

4

Treatment 20.0
Control 20.1 c

Treatment 9.84
Control 7.0

Treat ent 6.2
Contr% 1

Treatment 457.2
Control 444.6

'rea-merit Group
Control Group

. Adjusted

4.4
3.6

4.0
3.8

k

2.4
6.0

13.0
68.5

I

20.2
20.0

10.0
6.8

7.3

457.4
444.5

.07

17.Z1**

1.07

1.24

4.

n=37
n=45
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their chid had "Negative" feelings about the- tutoring experience. One

parent (3%) report "No Opinion" because the child'had made no comments,

9
about the prog ram. None of the parents reported "Very Negative" feelings

from, their children concerning the tutoring. ,Even the parent who reported

that their child had negative feelings about the program qualified her

'response by saying .that even though he felt negative about it, "it was

good for him to participate."

In reporting their own personal feelings as 'parents about their

child participating in this reverse -role'tutoring experience, no.parents-

, report "Negative" or "Very Negative" feelings. In contrast, 28 (83%) of

the parents reported 'that their feelings were "Very Postitive" and 6

(18%) of the parents responded that their feelings could be clasifled

as "Positive." ,phis overwhelmifig positive parental perception of the

tutoring program was not initially so positive. Several of the parents

commented that they were very apprehensive about having their child, who

had special academic needs, taken oust of their regular class to tutor

others. Some ared that their.child would not be able to tutor because

of their academic limitations. All of these parents reported that these

initial concerns dissipated as their child spent more time: in the tutoring

experience..'

When. asked whether the tutoring program had had observable effects

on flaeir'Ohild's reading ability, self- esteem, and social interaction,

the responses of the parents were somewhat mixed.. Twenty-seven (79%)

parents reported that the,tutoring experience had positively' affected

their yhild'sreading ability compared to seven (21%) whojelt tftht
g ,

there -had been no observable efiect on reading ability. Concerning the

s.oe
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tutoring program's effects on the self-esteem of the handicapped tutors,

the parentS' were overwhelmingly in agreement that self-esteem had been

affected most. positively by the tutoring 'experience. Of .the 34 'parents

interviewed, 31 (9.1%) reported observable improvements in the self-esteem

of their child. Only three.parents (9%) indicated that they had seen no

change, either positively or negatively, in their child's self-esteem.

Of these-three characteristics, the parents indicated that social interaction

skills was the least likely to be affected as a result of the reverse-role

tutoring. The parents were quite evenly split in their respires with

15 (44%) citing positive effects on social interaction as compared to 19

parents. (56%) that felt that there had been no observable change as a

result of the tutoring.

table 9 reveals the specific types of effects. of th6 tutoring

program cited by the parents could cite more than one effect and sortie

parents did not cite any. Asp. result, .the percentages reported are

based -on the total number of effects cited and the total number of

parents interviewed.. It can be seen in Table 9 that' improvement in

reading skips was the most commonly cited effect on reading /(47%).

Closely associated with this effect was a marked improvement in the

students' attitudes abaft reading in general,(29%). The most profoid'

effect of the tutoring experiehce on self-esteem, as reported by 85% of

the parents, was an increased feelingof self -worth and capability. The

Most commonly cited effect on social interaction was increased firendliness

and being-more outgoing (23%), with parents also citing that their children

had more involvement with others in activities and games since the

tutoring 421%).

.1
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Table 9
0

ilummary of Parental Responses Concerning Specific Types of Effects of,the.

Tutoring Program on Reading Abilitt, Self-Esteem and Social Interaction Skills-

",

y.pe. of Effect

lEADING Atl
4

Y A

. Increased amount of readi'ng
"proved att'i'tude about reading
proved reading skills

Improved comprehension
rester confidence about reading

I/

SELF-ESTEEM:,

Total Responses

Increased academic .confi..dence
Greater feeling of self-worth

^,...ca
etter attitude about school.

.

Total Responses

4-
CIAL INTERACTION SKILLS: 4.

!I°etter.relationship with family
telt like andaccede-05d more by others
realer involvemet in activities
d games with others

Increased friendliness and
lore outgoing personality
ncreased desire to help others
Improved communication skills

Total Responses....

Frequent), :Percent*
(N =34) Parents

8

29

5

5 15% 13%
10: 2,9% .26%

16 47i, 42%
5 . 15% 1-3%

2 . 6% 50 ;.

100%

23% 19%

85% '

15%
2.69%

12%

42 ,co 100%

4 12% 13%
6 18% 19$-

7 21% 23%

8 23% 26%
5 15% 16%
1 3% 396'

31 00%

Percent**
Responses

* Percentages in each category are based on the numbers of parents
interviewed. The table of percentages exceede 100% because many
parents gave more than one response.

** Percentages in each category"are based on the number of efftts
cited rather than on the- number of parents interviewed..
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While.thr table can illustiatethe frequencies and percentages

of responses , the anecdotal respOnses"Tf.parents give ever greater'

insights into the perceived benefits of this study on the handicapped

tutors. It would be virtually impossible to cite all of fhe verbatim .

accounts of the paients, but a few anecdotal accounts of parents will be,.

highlighted in this report'which represent the feelings add responses of

the parents intervieted.

One mother of a sixth grade, leirning disabled student said that as

a result of this tutoring experience, "For the first time sine he has

been in school, he was able to sit down and read a book to me." -Another

mother of a learning disabled tutor reported that since her daughter has-

now mastered some of the basic reading, mechanics she has started reading

more difficult and challenging books that she would not have even attempted

a few months ago. Besides the actual reading improvement, many parents

reported an improved at about reading. One Of the parents

characterized this by report ng that her son practiced ,reading a lot

more at home to make sure that he would be'a good tutor. This additional

practice led to reading many more books and as a result, 'reported' this

mother, "Our son discovered that he enjoyed reading."

Maly specific examples of how self-esteem had been affected by the

Atli-spring experience were also given by the parents. The parents, of a

fifth-grade LD tutor stressed the increased feeling of self-worth.

6From previous experiences in school: he thought of himself as a real

dummy," reported theloparent. "This made him feel capable that he

could actually do something important in school. Now he loves to go to

school and even enjoys dding his homework and he used to just hate it."

.97
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Another parent emphasized this increased feeling of self-worth as she,

told of her LD daughter decorating her room with the small ribbons,

-stickers and recognitidOR'that she,had received'in the-tutoring program.

"She constantly talks about the ,tutoring," the parent said. "She is

very proud of herself and what she.was able to do. She,took this tutoring

'very seriously. It was the highlight of her school. year." Another

mother an LD/Bitstudent stressed the value of ehis experience in ehlping

her son feel competent ,and helping raise his academic sights.

really feels like somebody now. He told ustat his goal now is to be a

doctor. We were taken back by this lofty goal from a sixth grader who

can barely read. We told him that/ he would have to have really good

grades in school. He responded by saying, 'I'm doing a lot better in'

1 now because I'm teaching another kid to read.' He now feels he

c n- achieve academically."

The parent of a BH student reported that 'this tutoring experience

had helped her son feel accepted and liked by others. "He viewed that

little first-grader as one of his best friends," she said. "He used to

be resentful of school because he was so often ostraetized and made fun

of, but now there is a feeling of acceptiarice and impo1lance." Other,

parents discussed the social interaction benefits from participation in

the tutoring. One mother of a Resource LP students reported lat her

son becametmuch easier to get along with at home, "He used to be so

resentful of his four year old brother, but he now shows greater interest

in him. He really enjoys reading stories to him." Another parent reported

that the handicapped child now has been teaching his younger first grade

sister how to read, using the tutoring skills he learned. Other social
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interaction benefits were also highlighted by the parents. The grandmother

of a fourth grade Resource spudent reported, ^He used to be quite withdrawn,

afraid to try new things to get involved. But I have seen a big change

.since this tutoring. ,He is much more willing to be involved in air"-

kinds of activities in and out of school. It has really helped bring

him out of-his shell."

Another interesting result of participation in the tutoring program

reported by the parents was the dramatic increase in the amount of

reading that the handicapped tutors did at home. Of the 34 pa -rents

interviewed:I-lone of them-reported'.a decrease in the amount of reading

their child did at home. Nine parents (26%) said they saw no change as

compared to 25 parents (74%) who felt-their child did considerably more

rending at home since the tutoring program began. This increase in the

amount of reading can be interpreted as a benefit of the tutoring experience

in and of itself. This increase is closely related to the actual reading

skills improvement and the improved attitude toward reading. As one

mother of a BH student reported, "All of a sudden he started on his own
1

to read about things in the encylopedia. It was totally self-initiated."

Another parent reported that their son had received over 80 Disney

storybooks from his grandparents, but had never read any of them on his

own. He now was reading the books each .night before bedtime. She

reported, "He even had his grandfather take him to the library to get a
7

library card so he could check out books from the library. Before.the

tutoring,he wouldn't even read the books he had at home."

When asked if they would like to see this type 'of reverse-role

tutoring program continued and/or expanded in the schools, 33 parents,
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(97%) expressed the desire that it be continued and expanded. Only one

parent (3%),said that she would not want to see it expanded or continued,

becaus'e she felt that students were being taken but of their classes too

much for special programs.

The parents were similarly very positive about' having their -own

children participate again in the tutoring program. Only three (9%) of

d/'
the parents "did not faint their children to participate again in the-

program as compared to 31 (914) who said they definitely want their

child to participate again 4'this type of tutoring expedience. The

three parents who did not want their thila in the'program'again because

their children had gotten behind in their academic work becauge of the

time out of their regulatclasses.for tutoring.

The parents were also 'aske4 to,make recommendations as to how the

tutoring program could be'enhanced. The majority of the parents (19

parents or 56%) said they had no recommendations and felt that it should.

be continued as it was done in this psearch study. Of the remaining IS

parents (44%) who cited recommendations, the two most commonly cited

suggestions were to (a) educate parents more about the tutoring program

so they could e more supportive at home (47%), and (b) improve the

scheduling to' reduce the amount of time out of class and minimize missing

out on academic work (26%).

Te4Mrs of the students.involved in this study, both first grade
tr

tutees and handicapped tutors, were strongly supportive of the reverse-role

tutoring experience. All 10 (100%) of the first grade teachers reported

that their students felt "Very Positive" about participating in the

program. Seven (70%) of the first grade teachers reported their personal
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feedings about the tutoring program as "Very Positive" with three'(30%)

citing "Positive"°feelings.- It is also interesting to note that seven

of these first-grade teachers reported'that they had strong apprehensions

0

or negative feelings about reverse-role tutoring before the study actually

began. 'In contrast to these initial negative perceptions, noneof.the

teachers reported any negative feelings about the tutoring program at

the conclusion of,the study.

/
The four special education teachers,also shared these positive

feelings about the !tutoring program. Two (SO%) of the teachers 'reported

that their handpapped students felt "Vet' Y Positive" about their

participation with the other two (SO%) reporting "Positive" student

feelings.' One teacher qualified her response by saying that her students

were,. initially quite negative about the program, but as it progressed

and as they received awards and recognitions for their efforts, their

feelings became very positive.

Reporting on whether the tutoring program Lid had obervable effects

on the tutees, nine first grade teachers (90%) felt that there were

indeed observable effectS due the tutoring. None of the teachers

said that there had been no effects. All four (100%) of the special

education teachers reported that the tutoring had had considerable,

observable effects on the handicapped tutors.

Table 10 gives the specific types of effects of the tutoring program

on the first grade tutees and the handicapped tutors as cited 11( the
ti

fourteen teachers. The teachers cited reading skills improvement as the

most obvious effect on the first grade tutees. It was cited most frequently

by the teachers (60%). The teachers' most frequently cited Effects of
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Table 10

of eachers' Re se onc r in of E fect f'th

iTutoring Proaeam on First Grade Tutees and Handicapped Tutors

illype of Effect

I

"MST GRADE TUTEES:

Reading skills improvement
kwroved'attitude about reading
'hater academic confidence
proved self-esteem

iLositive social interaction
with older students
re difficult to work independently

. Total Responses

INDICAPPED TUTORS:

Improyed self-esteem
Itcreased sense of responsibility
creased kindness/courtesy
(appropriate social interaction)

1r

proved school behavior
proved heading "skills

of behind in academic work

4,

II* Percentages for each grbup are based on the number of Lpachers who
cited the effect: The total of percentage§ exceeds 100F1 because

Total Responses
.64

t-

Frequency

(N.14)

Percent*
of

Teachers

Percent**
of

Response

12 86% 60%
1 7% 5%

3 21% 15%.

2 14% 10%

1 7% 5%

1 7% 5%

20 100%

7
,...

S \

50%
361

28%
20%

5 36% 20%
3 21% 12%
3 21% 12%

2 14% 8%

25 100%

141any respndents 'cited more than one effect.

** Percentages for each group are based on the number of effects
. cited rather than on the number of teachers interviewed.
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tutoring on the handicapped students were' (a) improved self-esteem

(50 %), (b) increaserresponsi liiy4006%), and (c) increased kindness

and courtesy toward others (36%

Table 11 shows the specific "Strengths" and "Weaknesses" of the

reverse-role tutoring model as cited by both the first grade and special
-".

education teachers. Most of the teachers cited several strengths and

weaknesses and some did not cite any. As a result, the percentages

reported in the table are divided into two categories: 1) the percentage

of the total number of responses, 2) the percentage of the teach4who

cited the specific response. -.It can be seen from Table 11 that the

teachers felt that the three most impoil*tant strengths o reverse-role

tutoring, Rs done in this study, are (a) academic growth 40 oth groups

(64%), (b) individualized instruction. (50%) and (c) providinig an a itional

resource program for the benefit olf students 03%) . The primary weaknesses

of this program, as reported by the teachers were the difficulties in

scheduleing (57%) and that students% may get" behind in their schoolword

because of being pulled out oPclass to tutor or be tut (0%).

In responding to whether they would like to see this flora tutoring

program continued and/or expanded in the schools of the future, 13 (93%)

wanted it continued and expanded None of the teachers expressed the

desire to see the program discontinued, but one teacher (7%) was "undecided"

because she' felt that she did not know 'enough' about the program or its

benefits. All 14 teachers expressed an enthusiastic desire to have

students from their respective classes participate again next year in

this type of tutoring experience.

'I.
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liable 11

Immary of Teachers' Responsels Concerning Strengths and Weaknesses of the

Reverse- Role ''Tutoring Program

lirecific Response Frequency percent* Percent**
of of

(N =14) TeaChers0 Responses

.
1

Academic growth for both groups

11

(reinforcement/review of reading)
dividual-ized instruction ,

ditional resource program
Improved'self-esteem for both groups
laching responsibility to tutors 1

sitive social. interaction between
handicapped and non-handicapped

1 ResponeS.

grheduling
Wing students out of clasS causes them

to miss or get behind academically
sruptive to classes and classtroom

Illi

instructional activities
nagement/Administra.tion

Total Responses-

.1)

),.

.

\60

9

7

6

5

2

3

64%
50%
43,%

. 36%
.14%

21%

.

-

28%

22%
lg%
'16%

6%

9%

4.'

32 100%

40%

35%

20%
5%

8

7

4

1

57%

SO%

29%
7%

20 100%

*. Percentages fore each category are based on the number of teachers who
cited the response: The total of percentages exceeds 100% because many
teachers gave lirore thap one response.

category
II

** Percentages for each tegory are based or? number of responses
cited rather than on the number of teachers interviewe4.

I
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Suggestions for improving the tutoring experience for both teachers

and students, as cited by the 14 teachers'centered on three important

recommendations. First, the teachers felt strohgly that the scheduling

of the tutoring had to be improved to lessen the disruptiveness to their

ins t ional activities and to.insure that students were notrmissing

out in important instruction or assignments -in their classes. This was

the most frequently cited recommendation (31%). iecondl, the teachers

called for greater education of both teachers and parents regarding the

tutoring program. They felt is was very important toiknow exactlyWhat

their studente were doing and what aterials were being used. This was

the second most frequently, cited suggestion (27%). The third most

frequently cited recommendation for im- provement was calling. for a

closer coordination of the tutoring with the actual reading instruction

of the first grade classes (15%).

lookimmarizing
the perceptions of the parents and teachers concerning

the effectiveness, and benefits of this reverse-role tutoring experience,

it can be stated that b,9th groups were overwhelmingly positive. While

many in both groups expres nitial apprehensions' and fears abou

having handicapped students tutor younger non-hnadicapped students in and

academic subject, they overwhelmingly approved of the concept 414cLexpressed

a strong desire that such a system be continued in the schools with their
.

students. ,The primary benefits of the reverse-roltutoring experience

cited by both groups was the dramatic increase in reading ability by

both tutees and tutors and the increase in feelingA of self-worth among

the handicapped tutors. While the quantitative data results indicated

reading improvement as the greatest beneficiary of this study, the

.qualitative data gathered from parents and teachers seemed to indicate
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that the affeQtive domain, such as self-esteem and attitudes about

reading and school in general,swere benefitted most from-the reverse-role

tutoring.

g
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EXPERIMENT 3:

'Y
LEARNING DISABLED AND BEHAVIORALLY.

DISORDERED STUDENTS AS PEER TUTORS

. The objective of' this part of the project was to determine whether

40
handicapped students could effectively tutor other handicapped students.

Outcomes investgated in this study included acadoic (reading) functioning

and social/emotional functioningyas measured by attitude's toward self,

school, anel-eading. In this investigation, tutors were expected to be

similar in age and ability level, although all were expected to be

functioning well below grade Level academically and/or socially.

AlthoUgh handicapped students have.often been employed as tuteesDin-

1

investigations such as this, researchers have rarely addressed the use of

Learning disabled or behavibr lly disordered students as tutors tutoring

other handicapped students -(see literature review in Appendix Q). The

benefit of peer tutoring 16 special education settings was expected to be

that (a) both stUdents'of each tutoring pair would ostensibly be directly

workin-q-:on material at an optimal ,academic level for each tutor, and (b)

because,varticularly in resource rooms, students teh to be scheduled to

resource settings and ability groups, it was felt that peer tutors could

more easily be fit into regular academic schepling. In addition, it was

thought that the peer tutoring intervention might be of particular benefit

to the resource or self-contaAed teacher 'in that, if properly implementer

the teacher. could rely upon students to tutor each other while the teacher

himself or herself .was directly engaging other students in teacher-led

instruction. To this extent, peer tutoring in these settingsvould be

hegarded as a potentially more effective way to monitor practic6 activities

..

beforeAr after teacher - implemented 1pssons in are classroom.
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. .Althou0 the se of peers as tutors was thought to he benefici'al. 16

II. many wane several d awbacks were. hypothesized at the beginning of this '.% 1

project. These potential drawbacks included the following: *(a) that-

neither student would necessarily be function g at a level of maste'r)cdn

the materials and, therefore, the possibility of difficulties With
P.

appropriate corrective feedback or the potential fdr.erroTI kit to,, be

..

corrected would be expected to be much more substantial.than.ins..crots-age '

,

)11

tutori g, an<b).since previous researchers such as Allen (1.970 have,,:.
,

ind*/ated that one benefit of tutoring was the fact that the younger tUtee.
,_

may look up to the older tutor, ,this benefit would not be obtainable in a

peer tutoring setting. In addition, there was the.potentialthat this la

of a predetermined "tutor" could result in some difficu.lties, particularly

with respect'to the observed deficits in social functioning andmaturity

commonly observed in learning disabled and behaviorally disordered students

(Bryan & Bryan, 1981).

The outcome of the following tutoring intervention, therefore, was far

from a foregone conctilsion. Literature reviews conducted by the present

investigators (see Appendix Q) failed to shed light on the particular issues

of importance to utilization of age and ability peers as in tutoring

interventions in special education. In. addition, the choice of appropriate

academic and social measures for this project was in some question due to

the often conflicting evidence of benefit on self-esteem and attitude toward

11

school measures (c.f. Allen, 1976; Cohen, Kulik, & Kulik, 1981).- It was

thought necessary, therefore, to employ a pilot investigatioA in which a

small sample of handicTOid students would be chosen to act as peer tutors

to each other so that an opportunity would thus be gained to investigate and.

to evaluate the effectiveness of this type of program on a small scale and
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also tO investigate the effectiveness of potential measurement deviqes tp be

sensitive to this.type of intervention.. The pilot investigation was
AL

conducted ,on a small scalp so that it could be observed carefully and

decjsions could:be made regarding the best method to proceed with the larger

t. .

peer tutoring experimental study later -.in the school year. Although it was/

not possible to employ a contregroup,in a small study of this size, it was'

possible to gain insight into the manner i which this type of tutoring

intervention might proceed and the ability, f selected measures to record t

any progress.'

.

Pilot Study

,Subjects

4'

Subjects were four eleme416-dge students involved in two tutoring

pairs from each of two schools in the Cache School District. These four

students represented grade levels e2 through 5 and had all been identified as

:learning diltabled (LD) by Public Law 94-142 and. local schOol district

criteria which included a 40% discrepancy betWeen actual performance aild,

ability in each of at least two(specificacademic content areas. These two

pdirs, had -been recommended by each of two teachers in the two separate

sChools as*having potential for effectively implementing thisNtutoring

procedure. Three of the subjects were boys and one was aNgirl.

Materials

Tutoring materials. Materials to be used during the tutoring
.

intervention were Grant Von Harrison's "Beginning Reading" materials (1979).

These materials had been developed and previously employed in interventions

referred to as, "StruttUred Tutoring" (Harrison 1976) and had been found

12.1
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effective in Apeting several necessary requiremepts of effective-tutoring

interventions:

1. These materials follow a. specific scope and sequence in lesson

fprmat with individual steps including letter sounds,. letter blends

nonsense words, whole words, sight words, sentences, and, linally4 stories

that are read in carefully sequenced Order. In these materials, one Skill

builds directly upon previously acquired, skills and also reviews those

kills-Which have previously beerr.learned.° Materials presented in this

fashTon have been found in. the past to be particularly useful with students

in, special 'education plgemeAls.

2. It was 'important to use a mater4i0 that was not being .currently

used in the regular classrooms for two reasons: (a) pit could provide a

\ source of continuity cross settings: where otherwise ferent materialt may

be employed, .and (b) an gains 4n these measures whc

not so easily be interpr ted as having been learned in t

reading program since; ostensibly; other materials were

observed could

e students' regular

ing employed

outside the tutoring intervention. One major difficulty foreseen in the use

of readin.g as a i4pleetrea, even though it has, great content validity, was

the fact that much reading instruction-was concurrently taking place in the

11
classroom; therefore, it was thought that a material not directly related to

classroom instruction would facilitate the evaluation of tutoring. effects.

In spite of the overall dcceptability of. the Harrisbn

major problem remaiped. The Harrison materials as published were inAended

for use for the adp4 or parent tutoring, a younger chi 1p and,thereiOre had

many notes, comments, and directions to the tutor interspersedd-thilou0out

the materials. Learning disabled and behaviorally disorderedelelOtar

students could not be expected to be-able to read and o these

' 1.10
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directions, and there was some concern that the superfluous material might

act as a distracting influence on students already kwn for exhibiting

distractibility (Hallahan & Reeve, 1980). In addition, since it had been

determined that students would be pre-telt on tutoring skills using simple

instructional sequences, the simplest presentation method .possible would be
0 A

the best. Therefore, Beginning Reading I.and Beginning Reading II were

redesigned by the investlgators to exclude all extraneous information and-

directions to the tutors, and to present as clear, simple and

straightforward a procedure as the materials themselves would allow.. This

was relatively easily accompliphed, and the result was a set of materials

"JO followed clearly simple steps and lessons and which could easily be

follovied by learning disabled and behaviorally disordered students in

tutoring settings.

Academic measures. Two basic measures were included to be used as

evaluation procedures for the tutoring interventions. One measure was taken

from the Von Harrison materials and was intended to be a direct criterion-
.

referenced measure of the exact content taught in the tutoring program. The

other measure was a more general norm-referenced instrument expected to test

for generalized gains of the tutoring program to a more global measure of

a.
reading competence. Although.the most direct measure of the ability of

students to tutor each other would be the criterion-referenced measure, an

additional measure of the abilify of students to. apply Atcp information from

these materials to more general reading tasks was also employed.

The criterion test was taken directly from'Von Harrison's materials and

consisted of a set of tests of consonants, vowels, digraphs, basic sight

words,' decoding, and two tests of sight words. These words were taken from

the criterion-referenced test for the Reading I book. StUdents involved in
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Reading II'woujd be administered a diagnostic test relevant to the second

book which also included a test of letter-sounds, basic sight words,.and two

q

parts decoding, phonetic skills, modified vowels, word segments, and sight

words. These tests were not exhaustive with respect to all the material

covered by the tutors, but they were representative of the type of material

being covered in the reading program. The norm-referenced test chosen was

the Woodcock-Johnson Psycho-Educational Battery and was chOsen for several

reasons: (a) it was an individually administered test which would serve to

minimize error variance, and (b) it did, allow a direct assessment of reading

competence in each of three areas: sight word reading, word attack skills,

and reading comprehension assessed .via cloze passages. This measure has

been assessed to have high reliability and validity. In addition, it is

relatively simple to use and.has a carefully standardized procedure which

would help reduce variance across different administrators(see Appendix I).

Attitude measures. The Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory (Coopersmith,

1958) was chosen to be used as a measure of self-esteem for this particular

project. The Coopersmith Inventory has in the past generated 'adequate

reliability and validity and doesprovide for measures of attitudes towards

self, home, and school. The$e are reflected in questions contained within

the measurelwhich lalloW for test comparisons. The Coopersmith has often

been used as a dependent measure in tutoring interventions (Cohen, Kulik,

Kulik, 1981), although benefits as measured by the CoOpersmith Inventory

have been equivocal in tutoring prograMs. In addition, an Inferred Self-

Concept Inventorty was given to the partiCiPiting teachers to fili out pre-

and post on the students' inferred measure of the teacher's perception of

the student's perception of himself and consisted of se*eral statements'

followed by. a Likert rating scale (see Appendix R).
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Procedure

Project personnel met with the students involved in the pilot study

individually,. administered the pre-tests, and introduced- them to the

tutoring process. Af r the pre-tests had been administered and some

rapport established between the student and the investigator, basic rules

for tutoring were outlined:

1. Sit nextirt9iwrather than across from, the student you are tutoring.

2. Remember to give positive feedback and praise A pften as possible,

and never criticize or ridicule the other student's performance.
)-

3. Be certain that the student has mastered the material in each step .

before proceeding to. the next step.

4. When a student does Make an error, correct him or her immediately

and ask that the student read the word or words correctly immediately

following the correction by the tutor.

After the basic rules for tutoring had been outlined to the student,
do ts

the investigator and the student.role-Played a tutoring situation in which

the investigator was the tutor and the student the tutee. Following several

minutes of this, in which the student declared that he understood the

situation, the roles were reversed, 'and ,the student was asked to be the

tutor.By this method, models for prompting, correcting, modeling and

praising student responses were given'to the student, and he/she immediately'

was able to practise them. Finally, when the student had exhibited to the

satisfaction of the investigator competente as a tutor, he was asked to

tutor with the other student under observation of the investigator. After

four weeks of dally intervention which took place for a period of 1/2 hour,

and was implemented with each student acting as tutor for half of the

period, students were both post-tested on the criterion measures. Results
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of the post-tests are difficult tointerpret unequivocally due to the lack

of a comparison group and the fact that some ongoing reading instruction by

the resourEe teacher may have influenced the posttest score. It can be

stated however, that substantial progress was documented between pre- ani

post- testing on the criterion measure, and it' s thought that much of this

r
progress was due to the tutoring intervention IMprov ents on various

subtests of the criterion-measure were noted ran g from 10% to 73% with

no decrease found on any posttest measure. In fact, on the level I

posttest, both students scored close to ceiling levels. It was noted that

the attitude measures were not sensitive enough to pick up adequately the

students' attitudes, and a ceiling effect was anticipated. All four

\students responded extremely positively on the Coopersmith Self-Esteem

Scale.

As stated previously, it is not known for certain whether all of the

observed gains on the criterion measures were due to the tutoring

intervention. However, considering the fact that'the tutoring materials

were different from the classroom materials,: that the tutoring intervention

was of relatively short duration, and that similar gains have 4een observed

in other pilot investigations, it was felt,that peer tutoring as employed in

this instance has provided a strong supplement to the students' educational

program.

Implications

The implications of the pilot investigation indicated to the

invesit gators that the tutor'ing intervention as designed was a viable one

with which to investigate a larger sample of students under appropriate

controls. It was reported by the teachers that they thought up to three

pairs of students could be involved in tutoring project at one time
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without unduly disturbing the classes. The pre-poSt gain scores were

encouraging to the investigators and indicated that handicapped students

could be effective teachers of each other with respect to critical reading

skills. The Woodock- Johnson Test was not used as a posttest because of the

general nature of the test and the tutoring project 14.; so short, but the

measure was considered adequate because of the performance levels of the

students and the fact that strong reliability and validity had previously

IP
been established on this test. It was determined, however, to not use the ,4

Coopersmith Self-Esteem Scale because (a) many of the questions did not

directly reflect on any attitudes or, behaviors which were likely to be

affected by tutoring interventions (i.e., "My mother yells at 'me at home").

It was decided, then, to use a different measure of attitude in the

experimental, study. For this measure, the investigators chose the Attitude

Towards Self, School, and Reading Measure developed by Marascuilo and Levin

(1968). This test directly assesses attitudes of direct bearing to

elementary-age students and for which the potential for tutoring to modify

the attitudes scale was thought possible. This measure has good reliability

and has been seen to significantly discriminate between good and poor

readers g,(Warassuilo 81 Levin, 1968, see Appendix S).

Experimental Study

Subjects

110
Subjects for.the larger experimental study were 30 elementary-age

learning and/or behaviorally disordered students attending five different

elementary schools in the Cache Valley public school system. Participating

,itteachers inithe Cache District were asked to identify pairs of students who

1'5 would be apprbpr44,te for the peer tutoring intervention (i.e., for each
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pair, teachers were Ask@d to select students who would get along well, read

at about the same level while being in the same grade level, and pairs of

students who would not present substantial scheduling difficulties). In

this manner, a total of.16 learning disabled and behaviorally disordered

children were identified for tutors and tutees in the experimental group.

In addition, 16 childrenqwere selected for use as control students. These

students were taken from the same settings, same schools, and same teachers

As the experimental students, with.the only exception being either

schedOling or matching difficulties preventing them from easily being

integrated into the tutoring program. This sample of 30 elementary-age

students included 11 second-grade students, 8 thfrd-grade students, 4

fourth-grade silents, and 7 fifth-grade students. 'Average reading

percentile assessed by the Woodcock-Johnson pre-test was 19. In addition,

all students had been officially classified by the school district as
4

learning disabled and behaviorally disordered according to Public Law 94-142

and local school district criteria.

Materials

Tutoring materials.. Tutoring materials were the same as employed in

the pilot investigation. Four books were compiled which were modified from

the two Beginning Reading books by Harrison (1979). The first two books

represented the'content taught in B ginning Reading I, while the third and

fourth tutoring books represented the first and second half of Beginning

Reading II (see Appendices M and R).

Academic measures. The criterion tests from the Harrison materials

were again employed as pre- and post-measures of direct reading skills being

taught in the tutoring setting. In addition, probe sheets were developed
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based upon 100 randomly seledted words covered during each reading book.

These probes were expected to be used as continuous measurement to document

progress which may have occurred in reading skills during the course of the

program. Although it was thought that the criterion tests were good pre-

and post-measures, it was also felt that an adaptation of these criterion

tests administered as one-minute timings at frequent intervals would give a
4

good indication of ongoing progress which may have occurred during the

tutoring intervention. Copies of the probes used and criterige tests are

given in Appendix )F. Three separate versions of each probe were developed

so that students would not simply be ab)e to memorize the order of the words

in each probe.illinally, the three,reading subtests for the Woodcacrohnson

Psycho-Educational Battery were administered as pre-post measures: Word :

attack, sight word reading, and reading comprehension (see Appendix I).

Attitude measures. The Attitude Towards School Measures develOpe0 by

Marascuilo and Levin (1968) were employed as measures of attitude change for

the exp4rimental study. An example of this measure is given in Appendix

S.

Procedure
1

Ths...talakepeer tutoring intervention lasted on the average 10 weeks 1

including one w ek of pretesting and tutoring instructions, eight weeks of

;
direct tutorin , and one week of posttesting and feedback. First, all

experimental and control subjects were administered all the measures

described above. Then, students identified as'peer tutors were met with

individually by project staff and introduced to the methods 'of structured

tutoring as outlined in.the pilot study. It was not intended that even a

one- or two-meeting orientation with supervised practice would be sufficient
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to completely teach all that was needed to learn about tutoring. It was

Celt, however, that the best exercise was tutoring itself. Therefore, the

tutoring started soon after general instruction withthe assumption that

correct tiveofeedback along lie way in the best practices of tutoring would be

most helpful. Although the amount of time spent for most tutoring sessions

remained the same across the district at 30 minutes per session, the number

of sessions per week varied considerably. Therefore, six experimental

students were involved in tutoring intervention five,days a week, four

experimental students were involved in tutoring four days a week, and six

experimental students were involved in tutoring only two days a week. The

tutoring occurred during the spring semester of the school year, and each

session was directly supervised by project .staff who, without actually

delivering the lessons, were available when students had questions about a

word or to deliver corrective feedback on tutoring pgaiedures. At regular
"'

intervals, tutors and tutees were administered one-minute timings an the

criterion probes, and numbers correct were recorded for each student. Small

stickers were used to support good performance by tree tutors. At the end of

the eight weeks of direct tutoring sessions, students were met with

individually, given all posttest measures; given feedback orCthe tutoring,

and adminAtered a questionnaire regarding their own feelings about

tutoring. This quesyonnaire is inckuded in Appendix u .

Re'su ts

Results on academic measures. Number of words read per minute on the

oprobes administered for formative evaluation were listed in tabular form.

Different forms of these probes were employed to prevent students from

memorizing word order. Because the different forms of the probe represented
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doubtless differentially difficult items for each student, depending upon

which words were presented first versus last on the kist, data are presented

in .graphic form as a moving average (N = 3). In otii0 words, each data

point on the following charts indicates' the score on a given day weighted

with the score of the previous assessment plus the follOwing,assessment.

This method of moving averages does not allow a phaecise assessment of'day-

to-day functioning, but does remove much of the observed variability due to

different forms. As can be seen in the charts beTow, substantial progress

as assessed by these measures was observed on virtAlly all pairs of

students. Also interesting to note, when tutoring pairs data are presented

together, is that the slopes of acquisition of reading skills seem to

parallel each other very closely. Although these are not single-subject 12

1'

Y charts in a purely experimental sense (i.e., no baseline measures were

taken, and reversal or alternate treatment measures were not administered),

it still seems quite possible from these measuresito infer that handicapped

students can, in fact, tutor each other in critical reading skills and learn

from each other in thismanner. On theope chart in which it seems that

very little, if any, progress on these particular probes were made (Figure

2), it must be noted that these students were involved in the intervention

of the very least intensity, i.e., two days a week, 15 minutes per day.

From the data on this chart, it does seem to appear that tutoring sessions

of this level of frequency may not be optimal for facilitating reading .

ot

'skills in- this population.

Data from pre- and post-measures are given in Table 1. liOn the

criterion test, percentage of words correctly read was computed on pre- and

.posttest scores. The pretest score was subtracted from the posttest score,

and a new variable,-gain score on a diagnostic measure,.was developed.
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TABLE ONE

CACHE DISTRkT.RESULTS

N

PRE
-x- (SD)

POST
li (SD)

PERCENT GAIN
x (SD)

POST

'ADJ. Ti

EFFECT

SIZE+

Letter Sounds - Test 1
E 13 27.92 (1.71) 29.23 (1.30) .04 (.05) 29.82 .82*
C 10 27.40 (1.35) 27.80 (2.44) .01 . (.11) 27.82

.

Sight Words - Test 1
E 13 77.15 (19.58) 86.23 (16.41) .08 (.09) 91.51 .30
C 10 . 87.4e (25.18) 90.40 (40.39) .103 (.09) 85.31

DeCoding Nonsense Words - Test 1
E ' 13 12.23 (8.76) 18.23 (9.28) .19* (.22) 21.41 .97*
C 10 21.20 (5.41) 15.20 (9.73) -.19 (.29) 12.02

Sight Words - Test 2
.

.

E 2 105.00 (7.07)'117.00 (2.83) .09 (.07) 120.10 .93
zjiC 4 117.00' (6.48) 117.00 (6.68) .00. (.03) 113.90

Decoding Nonsense Words - Test 2
,

E 2 22.00 (9.90) 27.00 (7.07) .10 (.06). 28.63 .32
C 41 25.50 (12.50) 26,25 (12.42) .01 (.05) 24.63

Overall Gain on Diagnostic Tests aft
,-_./

E dp 15 .10* (.07) 1.18*
C , 15 -.03 (.11)

Overall Gain on All Decoding
I

Subtests - Tests 1 & 2 - - ,

E 15
, .18 *. (.21) 1.20*

C 15 -.12 (.25)

if
Nerall Gain on All Sight Words .

Subtests - Tests 1 & 2 .

15 .08 (.09) .0*
C 15 A .02 (.07)

----11

PRE POST GAIN POST EFFECT
N I (SD) 7( (so, x (SO) ADJ. ii* SIZE

.

WJ Letter /Word-ID
.

,E 15 22.67 ( 3AT) 23.80, (A.46) 1.13 (2.17) 26.02 -.05
C 15 25.27 (4.61) 26.47 (5.08) 1.20 (3.21) 25.25

WJ Word Attack
E

it5
15 7.93 (3.37) 10.07 (4.06) 2.13* (2.88) 10.59 .19

C

wJ PassAge Comp.

9.00 (4.02) 10.20 (4.90) 1.20 (2.37) 9.67.

E 14 8.29 (3.41) 8.57 (2.95) .29 , (2.13) 8.97 ..36
C

wJ Percentile Score

15 9.40 1 (3.14) 10.53 .(3.23) 1.1 (2.39) 10.14

E

C .

14

15

15.86 (14.99)
20.93 (16.92)

15.79
20.87,

(9.98)
(14.55)

-.07

-.07

(9.83)

(12.83)

17.18
19.47

-.16

Attitudes
E 15 27.73 (6.56) 29.00 (6.22) 1.27 (3.53) 30.18 -.15
c. 13 31.62 (3.50) 32.07 (4.70) .46 (6.28) 30.90

*Effect size computed by dividing the experimental-control difference by standard deviation of control group
Posttest.

*tatistically significant (2. c .05) difference on adjusted means or pre-post gain!
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According to this measure, students in the experimental' group gaine4 an

average of nearly 15% on the diagnostic measure (SD = .12), while the

control group gained virtually none (3%, SD .06). These differences in

gain scores were highly significant, 2 < .003. In addition, the

experimental group gained 2.1.words on the word attack subtest of the

Woodcod=Johnson, while the control group gained only 1.2 during the same

time period. This increase was highly statistically significant for the

experimental group (t = 2.87, 2. < 11,, but only approached significance for

the control group (t = 1.96, 2. < .07).

Social measures. The teacher survey results were completely positive

in that all teachers invOlved (7) thought tutoring was a good idea in

special education, thought the students benefited from this project, and

ibelieved that tutoring 000 help improve social skills. 'Although two

teachers thought the tutoring materials employed were somewhat limited in

that they may have represented an interest level lower than Athe age of the

students, all teachers were ..in favor' of tutoring interventions as applied in

special education and suggested several other interventions including math,

spelltng, and writing.. All students reported enjoying the intervention, and

thought that it was a good thing to do in school. Two children reported

some social difficultly with their particular tutoring companion.

Effects of tutoring on student attitude were nonsignificant, with

students in both experimental and control groups repoNg highly positive

attitudes in personal, school, and reading areas.

Irt%
Results and Discussion

Information from the individual progress charts as well as thp strong4

pre-post differences on the criterion measure and the significant gains in
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word attack on the Woodcock-Johnson strongly suggest that learning disabled

and behlviorally disordered students are able to teach each other in peer

tutoring settings and learn critical reading skills via this type of 4r

structured tutoring. The gain scores were considered to be particularly

strong, considering several of the tutor pairs were not involved as often as

the project thought optimal. It must also be mentioned that the students

involved'in peer tutoring were not taken away from their regular resource

room or self-contained direct instructional time, but were involved in

instructional activities supplementary to the reading programs they were,

already receiving. Since scheduling these pairs of students across a wide

O

variety of settings was a complex task, it is not possible to specify

exactly the activities of the control students. Indeed, this would be

impossible to assess as experimental students tutoring was undertaken at

differing times from early,in the morning until late in the afternoon,

4
depending upon the schOol and the tutoring pair. It was known, however,

that control students received an equal amount of time in resource and self-

contained settings and that it is highly unlikely that tutoring students

received any additional allocated time for the task of reading. In fact,

the control apivities most commonly replaced by the tutoring intervention

were indi 1 seatwork or teacher-led instructions. To this extent, then:-

it can be th the tutoring gains were quite strong and represented a

positive alterna e to alternate activities of special education students

when not engaged directly by the teacher in one-to-one teaching or small -

group instruction. This information is considered to be of. substantial

1

interest,cbecause commonly, teachers in resource or self-contained settings

do not have time or scheduling convenience to be completely on-task with all

students at all times. This type of peer tutoring, then, apparently can
4
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to

meet
4
the needs or teachers to (a) provide students with additional practice'

activities in a structured setting, and (b) provide a method for monitoring

their activities without being in direct contact with thein.

One difficulty in interpreting the present results as completely ,

generalizLle was the fact that project personnel from outside the classroom

supervised the tutoring, rather than the teacher. This was done for two

reasons: First, to provide additional assistance to teachers whose
4

schedules were already demanding, and secondly, to monitor the tutoring

sessions in a fashion which will be consistent across the many different

school settings utilized by the investigators. To this extent, and

particularly in the schools in which only one pair of students may have been

involved in tutoring at one time, the.supervision may have been more intense

than could be reasonably expected were these interventions applied directly

in special education settings. It was demonstrated in the study, however,

that one indftidual who could have been a teacher's aide, could monitor as

many as three pairs of s.tudents at one time, and that monitoring even one

pair of student?could provide those students an opportunity to practice

positive social responses in addition to the regular reading skills. It

must also be mentioned that in an informal sense, much.off-task behavior was

observed in several tutoring pairs, particularly ones below fourth-grade

level, pnd that the level of social maturity necessary for effectiye

tutoring performance is something which needs to be investigated by

researchers and individual teachers in designing and implementing the'se

tutoring programs. However, it was observed that although in some-settings,

on-task behavior and appropriate responses were less than might have been

considered optimally desirable, an examination of individual progress charts

indicates that virtually all students, in fact, gained reading competence
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from the intervention. This assertion is also supported by the fact that

all students indicated gain on the pre- and post measures.

That the students did not show significantly different gains on the

Woodcock-Johnson Total Reading Score is disappointing, but not pipticularly

surprising. First, the major question in hand was whether handicapped

students in same -age peer tutoring situations couldbe successful in

teaching critical reading skills at al l, and to this extent, the project was

quite successful. The issue of whether,generalized reading gain, as

measured on a norm-referenced test, was made is vulnerable to two specific

threats: (a) students in control group conditions were also receiving.a

similar, if not equivalent, amount of reading 'instruction in other content

areas which could also be expected to transfer to the norm-referenced

measure, and (b) the issue of whether the result of a tutoring program

resulted in general gains on'an overall reading achievement test is more an

issue of generalizability than specific training in and specific assessment

of the tutoring process. That is, did the knowledge acquired through the

tutoring process and demonWated to have been acquired through this process

generalize to another reading task? This question is somewhat removed from

the question of whether students can, in fact, impart critical reading

skills to each other even though they are at a similarly low level of

reading themselves. To this extent, the outcome was uncertain and can

hardly be dismissed as an intetiention because of this lack of gain over an

eight-week and sometimes very short-term program. It was noted, however,

that the experimental group gains in the word-attack subtest did, in'fact,

surpass those of the control group. Coupled with the significant results of

the criterion test and the individual prOgress charts, this does lend weight

to the assertion that, in fact, many of the skills did generaAze to the

norm-referenced measure.,
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The tact that students did not score differently on the measures of4

attitudes was also not surprising for two reasons:

(1) All students at pretest were seen to have extremely positive

attitudes which they expressed toward themselves, their schools, and reading

content areas. 'These attitudes were positive irrespective of level of

reading1proficiency, which in all cases, could be assumed to be low. These

positive attitudes, then, probably reflect the high level of community:7-

organization and parental involvement found in schools in the Cache_District

and are probably reflective of this fact more than others. Although the

attitudes of handicapped students toward themselves have traditionally been

reported as being low, it is clear from this investigation that this need

not be a blanket assumption of all special education children. In fact, the

result's of this particular investigation indicate that in some cases, at

least, attitudes of mildly handicapped students' can be quite high.

(2) It is also likely that, giyen the nature of the peer tutoring

intervention in which neither student is clearly "in charge" and both

students were of similar age and ability levels, positiVe changes in

attitude were less likely to result- -than in other_configurations.

In summary, therefore ,this tutoring project can generally be stated

to have been a highly successful one. Learning disabled and behaviorally

disordered students were able to successfully tutor each other aspeers and
..,....

gain critical reading skills in the process. T ese gains were significantly

greater than those made by control students. T)

/

e gains made by students

'word attack skills as measured by a norm-referenced test were significant,

while he same was not true of controls over the same time period. Although

gains made by. students acting as both tutors and tutees were strong, no

' apparent benefit to student attitude was observed. This lack of improvement
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in attitude may have been a function of the particular nature of the

intervention or the fact that general attitudes on the part of this

particular population were already quite high.
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EXPERIMENT 4,

LEARNING DISABLED AND BEHAVIORALLY DISORDERED

STUDENTS AS' CROSS-AGE TUTORS

The objective of this particular investigation was to determine

whether older.handicapped studemts could effectively tutor youAer

handicapped students in the area. of reading, Outcomes investigated in this

study included the same as those, in Experiment '3: academic functioning and

social/emotional functioning,.as measured by attitudes toward self, school,

and riding. In this investigation, tutors were chosen, to be different in

.age and ability level, with a clearly defined tutor functioning well above

the reading level of the tutee. Although handicapped students have often

been employed as tutees in investigatiOns such as this (Jenkins,ilayhall,

*eschka, & Jenkins, 1978), researchers have rarely addressed the use of

learning disabled' or behaviorally disordered students as tutors, tutoring

othtr handicapped students (see literature review in Appendix W.The
/

benefits of cross-age tutoring in special education settings-wo expected to

be that (a) "one member of the tutoring pair would he expected to have

mastery' of the material being tutored and, therefore, could be expected to

be quiteeffective in 'delivering corrective feedback without a great deal of

supervision, and It)) since previous resea
Oa.

5 ' ers such as Allen (1976)

indicated that one benefit of tutoring may be the fact that the younger

tutee may look up to the older tutor, this affective benefit would be

potentially obtainable in a crossige tutoring setting. To this extent,

cross-age tutoring in special education settings could be regarded as

potentially a very effective way of supplementing direct individual teacher-

led instruction in the clas'sroom. Although,the use of cross -age tutors was
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thought to be beneficial in the above ways, several drawbacks were

hypothesized at the beginning of this project. These potential'drawbacks

included the following: (a) only one student of each tutoring pair would

ostensibly be directly working on material at an optimal academic level,

and (b) since resource rooms tend to schedule around ability groupings,

scheduling of this type of tutoring intervention may present problems. If,

in fact, it could not be demonstrated that the tutor had also benefited on

reading measures then the use of the tutor's time would be difficult to

justify, particularly since the tutors themselves in the present instance

would be greatly in need of reading instruction. In addition, if scheduling

of students at different ability levels to be in the resource setting at the.

same. time presented great difficulties, this type of cross-age tutoring may

not be feasible even if the benefits could Fe. demonstrated. It can then be

concluded that, although the cross-age tutoring intervention addressed some

of tine problems particularly hypothesized for the peer tutoring, (i.e., more

controlled monitoring of behavilgr by the tutor..and better corrective

feedback), it also brought with it additional problems with respect to

scheduling and potential benefits.
t

Outcome or the cross-age tutoring intervention, thenefore, was far from

a foregone conclusion. Literature searches conducted by the present

investigators failed to shed light on the particular issues of importance to

utilization of cross-age tutors in tutoring interventions in special

education. In addition, similar problems for the use of appropriate

academic and social measures as Experiment 3 were also evident. For this

11,0
.teason, a pilot investigation similar to that employed' in Experiment 3 was

conceptualized and conducted. The pilot. investigation paralleled the pilot'

investigation in Experiment 3 and intended to provide information concerning
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the potential of this type of tutoring intervention and the potential of the

likkproposed measurement devices to uncover gains made by this

intervention.

Pilot Investigation

Subjects

110

Subjects were six elementary-age students involved in three tutoring

dyads from one school to Logan School District. These six students

represented grade levels 2 through 5 and had all been identified as learning

disabled by Public Law 94-142 and local school district criteria which

included a 40% discrepancy between actual performance and ability in each of

at least two wecific academic content areas. In'addition, one of the six

students had additionally been referred for behavior problems. These three

pairs had seen recommended by the resource teacher in thi's particular school

as having potential for benefiting from a tutoring intervention. Three of

the sub4 jects were boys and three were girls. One tutoring pair, was composed

of two girls, one was composed of a girl tutoring a bsy, and one pair was

composed of one boy tutoring one girl.

/Materials

Tutoring materials. Materials to be chosen for use during the pilot

investigation were the same as those in Experiment 3: Grant Von Harrison's

"Beginning Reading Materials" (1979). These materials had been previously

selected as effective in meeting the requirements of "structured .tutoring"

(Harrison, 1976) and had been, thought to be of potential for being effective

as high as that in Experiment 3. Again, these materials were chosen because
r.

thqy followed specific sequenced skills that Could be easily utilized by
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students with learning disabilities or behavior disorders, and they

presented phonetically relevant information in a manner that has been found

in the past to be particularly useful with students in special education

placements. It was also important as in Experiment 3 to provide materials

which would provide some continuity across schools and yet teach some

specific skills not necessarily being covered by the regular teacher's

regular materials. For' this reason, it would be much easier to evaluate the

effects of the tutoring materials per se and not effects of the general
b

reading program in the particular school. These materials, as in Experiment

3, were also edited to remove extraneous notes, comments, and directions to

the tutor which were interspersed throughout the materials. Although it was

thought that the tutors would be on a higher level of reading and imaturity

than the tutees, it was also felt that their level was not necessarily high

enough to benefit from the written feedback and directions provided

throughout the tutoring materials, and that, in fact, these directions may

provide a source of distraction to the tutors. The resulting materials,

then, followid Aar and simple steps, and lessons were easily utilized by

learning disabled and behaviOrally disordered students as tutors in tutoring

settings (see Appenctices M and R).

Academic measures. The two measures included for use as evaluation

procedures for the tutoring interventions were the same iv those used in

Experiment 3: that is, a criterion-referenced measure of the. exact CtRtolt

being taught in'either beginning reading level 1 or beginning reading level.

2 materiali. Although again this would provide the most direCt measure of

the ability of students to tutor other students in these particular

however, an additional measure of the ability of students to apply such

information from the materials to more general reading tasks was also
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employed', in the Woodcock-Johnson Psycho-Educational Battery, Reading

subtests, These were also considered important, materials to use in this

particular investigation because the tutors themselves may have been

assessed on a higher. level of the criterion measures than the actual

matehials they were tutoring on, and evaluation of tutor gain in this case

would be considered to'be more complex. It was thought that the use.dt the

Woodcock-Johnson in this case Would assist 'in making evaluations Of any

tutor gains which might be seen in reading (see Appendix I).

Attitude measures. Again, the ,Coopersmith, Self-Esteem Inventory was

chpsen to be used as a measure of self-esteem for this particular project.

The Coopersmith Inventory has, as mentioned before, in the past generated

adequate reliability and validity and did provide for measures of attitude

towards self, home, and school.

\

Procedure

Project personnel met with the students involved in the pilot study

individually, administered the pretests, and.introduced them to the tutoring

process. After the pretests had been administered and some rapport

established between the students and the investigators, investigators met

with individual tutors and outlined basic rules for tutoring which were the
.

sam\as Experiment 3.

I. Sitwnext to, rather than across from, the student you are tutoring.

2. Remember to .give positive feedback and praise as often- as possible,

did never criticize or ridicule the other student's performance.

3. Be certain that the student has mastered the material in each step

before proceeding to the next step.
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4. When a student does make an error, correct him or her immediakely

and ask that the student read the word or words correctly immediately

following the correction by the tutor.

In addition to the above four rules, which were the same as those

delivered to students in Experiment 3, students in this investigation were

informed that some students may make progress slowly and that the tutor

should be particularly certain to exhibit patience and not to expect the

student to make strong gains in very short periods of time. .The importance

of the student's role as tutor was also emphasized to the student, and the

importance of his role in making important changes in the.tutee's academic

functioning was also underlined.

After the basic rules for tutoring had been outlind to the student, the

investigator and the student roleplayed a tutoring situation in which the

investigator was the tutor and the student, the tutee. Following several

minutes of this in which the student declared that he understood the

situation, the roles were reversed, and the student was asked to be the

tutor. By this method, model.for prompting, correcting, modeling, and

praising student responses were given to the student and he /she immediately

was able to practice them. Finally, when the student had exhibited to the

*
satisfaction of the investigator competence as.a tutor, he was asked to-

tutor with the tutee who was brought in to be tutored under the observation

of the investigator. When it appeared that irtutor exhibited appropriate

behaviors to the tutoring situation, the tutoring intervention was

implemented. These tutoring sessions were like those in Experiment 3 in

that they took place for a 30-minute period, but were unlike those of

Experiment 3 in that one student acted as a student for the entire 30

IIe

. minutes. The pilot study was conducted in the Logan School District for a
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period of six weeks in addition to one week of pretesting and training and

one week of follow-up. As in Experimea 3, results of the post-tests were

difficult to interpret unequivocally due to the lack of a comparison group

and the fact that some ongoing reading instruction by the resource teacher
.6

may have influenoed post-test scores. As in Experiment 3, however,

substantial progress was documented between pre- and post-test measures on

the criterion measure, particularly on the part of the tutees, and it is

thought that much of this progress was due to the tutoring intervention.

Less progress was documented on the part of the tutors, although it must be

acknowledged that tutors in most cases received a criterion measure

different from that which they had been tutoring on and were clearly

perfdrming at ceiling levels. The attitude measures as reported on the

Cooper-Smith Self-Esteem Inventory as in the pilot investigation of .

Experiment 3 were also found to be extremely positive and to reflect 1

potential for a gelling effect in a lirger study.

As stated previously, it was not known foocertain whether the observed

gains' on the criterion measure were due to the tutoring intervention;

however, considering the fact that tutoring materials were different from

the classroom materials, the tutoring sessions were of relatively short

duration, and that similar gains had been obs4rved in other pilot

investigations, it was felt. that peer tutoring as employed in this instance

has provided strong supplement to the students, particularll the tutees'

educational program. The Woodcock-Johnson test, although it was determined

to be acceptable for use as a pre-post measure, was not employed as a post-

test measure because of the global nature of the assessment and the fact

that only a few short weeks had passed between pre-testing.
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IIImplications

Implications of this pilot investigation indicated to the inxestigators

that the cross-age tutoring intervention as designed was also a viable one .

with which to investigate a larger sample of students under appropriate

controls. The teacher reported being extremely positive about the tutoring

intervention; in fact, was reluctant to discoOtinue the tutoring

intervention at the end of the pilot study. This teacher felt that three

pairs of students could easily be managed at one time without unduly.

disturbing the class. The pre-post gains were encouraging to the

investigators and indicated that handicapped students could be effective

teachers of younger handicapped students with respect to critical reading

skills. It was determined also not to use the Cooper-:Smith Self4steem

Scale for the same reasons as those given in the pilot investigation of

Experiment 3, that (a) many of the questions did not directly reflect

attitudes or behaviors which were likely to be affected by tutoring, and (b)

the very positive attitude approaching a ceiling effect were observed on

this measure. It was decided to use a different measure of attitude in the

experimental study. This measure was the scale developed by Aarascuilo and

Levin (1968) which was employed in the third experiment, peer tutoring, and

has been demonstrated in the past to discriminate successfully between good

and poor readers and to exhibit strong internal Consistency and validity.

On of the basis of'the pilot investigation it was found that with A.

relatively small modifications, a larger experimental study could be

involved. It was decided to proceed with the tutoring intervention as

outlined, but to change only the attitude measure as described above.-

(see Appen
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Experimental Study! Experiment 4

40
Subjects

Subjects for the larger experimental study were 47, elementary-age

leirning and/or behaviorally disordered students attending five different

elementary schools in the Logan public school system. Participating

teachers in the Logan District were asked to idintify pairs of students who

would be appropriate for cross-age tutoring interventions (i.e., fOr each

pair, teachers were asked to select students who would get along well, read

at a differing. level with one student easily exhi4iting mastery of content

and to select pairs of students who would not present substantial scheduling

difficultfes. In this manner, a total.of 27 learning diSabled and

behaviorally disordered children were ideetified for tutors and tutees in

the experimental group. In addition, 20 children were selected for use as

control students. These students were taken from identical settings in the

identical schools and using the same resource and regular class teachers as

those in the experimental schools, with the only exception being scheduling

or matching difficulties preventing them from being,easily integrated into

the tutoring program. These 30 boys and 17 girls included 9 first grade

students, 9 second grade students, 5 third grade students, 8 fourth grade

students, 11 fifth grade students, and 5 'sixth grade students. Average

percentile reading level across all'students as assessed by the Woodcpck-

Johnson Pretest was 23 (SD = 8.2). In addition; all students had been
Ipt

officially classified by the school .districti as learning disabled and

behaviorally disordered according to Public Law 94-142 and local school

district criteria, which, for the LD children, - included a 40% discrepancy

between actievement and ability.
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Materials

Tutoring materials. Tutoring materials were the same as those employed

in the pildt investigation. Four books were compiled which -pre modified

from the two beginning books by Harrison (1979). The firSt two books

presented the content taught in Beginning Reading I, whi4le the third and

fourth tutoring books represented the first and second half of Beginning

Reading II (see Appendices M and R).

Academic measures. The criterion test from the Harrison materials were

again employed as pre- and postmeasures of correct reading skills being

taught in the tutoring setting. In addition, probe sheets were developed

based upon 100 randomly selected words covered during each reading book,

and used in the experimental study of Experiment 3. Three forms of probes

for each book, were used as continuous measurement to document progress which

may have occurred in reading skills during the course of the Program.

Although it was thought that the criterion tests were good pre- and

postmeasures by themselves, it was also felt than an annotation of these

criterion tests administered as one-minute timings at frequent intervals
A 11111/

would give a good indication of ongoing progreSs which may have occurred

during the tutoring intervention. Copies of the probes and criterion tests

0
are given in Appendix T. As can be seen, three separate versions of each

probe were developed as in Experiment 3 so that the students would not

simply be able to memorize the order of the words in each probe. Finally,

the three reading subtests from the Woodcock-Johnson Psycho-Educational

Battery were administered as pre-post measures bf word. attack, sight-word

reading, and reading comprehension.

Attitude measures. The Attitude Toward School Measures developed by

Mariscuilo and Levin (1968) were employed as measures of attitude change for

a.
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the experimental study. (see Appendix S).

t

Procedure

The total peer tutoring intervention lasted 12 weeks, including one
AO'

week of pretesting and tutoring instruction, ten weeks of direct tutoring,

and one week of posttesting and feedback. First, all experimental and

control students were administered all measures described above. Then,

students identified as tutors were met with individually by project staff

and introduced to the .methods of structured tutoring .as outlined in the

pilot study. It was not intended that even a one- or two-meeting

orientation with supervised practice would be sufficient to teach all there

was to learn about' tutoring. It was felt, however, that the best exercise

was tutoring itself. Therefore; the tutoring started soon after generil

instruction with the assumption that corrective feedback along the way on

the part-of project personnel in the best practices of tutoring would be

most helpful. Although the amount of-time spent for tutoring sessions were
0

made similar across the district at 30 minu es per session, the number of

sessions per week varied considerably. Th refore, 6 experimental.students

were involved in tutoring interventions fi e days a week. Two were involved

four days a week, and 19 were involved in tutoring two or three days a,week.,

These tutoring sessions occurred durin he spring semester of the school
>.

year, and each session -was direct y.. supervised by project staff who, without

actually delivering reading lessons or content, were available when students

had questions about a word or were available to deliver corrective feedback

on tutoring procedures. At regular intervals, tutees were administered one- .

minute timings on the criterion probes, and numbers correct and errors were

reported for each student. Since the tutors had already. demonstrated
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mastery of the tutoring materials and it seemed inappropriate t34probe on

materials not being involved in the tutoring intervention, the tutee only in

this case was liyen regular probes, and not the tutor. At the end of 10

weeks of direct tutoring sessions, students- were met with jndividually,

given all posttest measures, administered the questionnaire regarding their

own feelings about tutoring, and given feedback on the tutoring project. A.

questionnaire was also given to the teachers involved in the tutoring

project. Both questionnaires are included in Aopendix

Results on academic measures. Number words read correctly per

minute and number of errors per minute on the probes were collected, and

samples of these charts-are given in the individual progress records which

follow. Because the'different forms of the probe represent doubtless

differentially difficult items for each student, depending on which words

were presented first versus last on the'list, data are presented in graphic

form as a moving average (N 3),Ias in Experiment 3. In other words, each

data point on the following charts indicates the score on a given day

weighted with the score of the previous assessment plus the following

assessment. In this manner, a smooth moving average was computed which

provides a measure of progress unaffected by the fluctuations of different

probes being used. As can be seen on the charts which follow, substantial -

progress as assessed by these measures was observed on all tutored students.

Although, as in Experiment 3, these are not single-subject charts in4a

purely experimental sense and individual data points do not represent

specific performance on specific days

these measures to infer that handicap

t still suite possible from

students can in fact benefit

strongly from other handicapped st ts tutoring them in critical reading

skills.
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TABLE TWO

LOGAN DISTNICTESULTS

N 17

PRE

eiD)

POST
i (SO)

EERGiSlti GAIN

-'s I (SO)
POST

ADJ. ;
EFFECT

.5110

Letter Sounds - Test 1 .
.

Tutees 11 24.45 (2.94) 2/49 (2.47) .09 (.10) 27.75 .45

Tutors 3 27.33 (3,06) 26.00 (1.00) -.04 (.12), 24.60 -

Control 12 24.33 ('4.50) 24.58 (5.32) .01 (.11) 25.33

Sight Words - Test 1
.

.

.

Tutees .
11 31:82 (19.59) 51.45 825.90) .17 (.16) 65.85 .06

Tutors 3 .21.00 (22.00) 71.13 119.55) .00 (.33) 55.53 -

Control 12. 48.67 (41.751. 62.50 A35.00) .12 '(.12) 63.91

Oecdding Nonsense Words - Test 1 ,' . :,'-''

Tutees ,11 sae (5.98) 13.64,E (9.91) .26 (.22) -15.60 .33

Tutors 3 11.00 (844) .12.004.,_ (9.54) .03 (.29) 8.80 , -

Control 12 6.00 (8.05) 11.W-710.09) .16 . (.24) 12.32-

Sight Words - Test 2
Tutees .

1 131.00 A-) 85.00 (-) -.35 (-) 78.91

Tutors 10 122.00 (12.93) 130.40 (12.87) .06 (.08) 131.59 .2

Control 7 117.43 (16.78) 122.86 (16.87) .04 (.04) 127.75
Ns,

. 1-,'

Decoding Nonsense Words - Test 2
Tutees 1 38.00 (-) 32.00 (-) -.11 ' (-) 27.31 , -

Tutors 10 29.50 (7,35) 34.30 (6.38) .09 4.06) 26.12 .42'

Coln) . 7 28.14 ...(12 60) 27.57 (10.36) -.01 (.11) 30.43

OveFfil Gain on All Decoding
.

SubtOsts - Tests 1 & 2
..

Tutees 13 ,
.21 (.24) .57

Tutors - 14 .01 (.13) -.09

Control 20 .09 (.21)

8
.

.

Overall Gain on All Sight s.

Words - Tests 1 & 2
Tutees 13 .12 (.2) .27

Tutprs 14 .05 (.15) -.36

Control 20 .09 (.11)

Overall Gain on Diagnostic . I

Tests 1 & 2 .

.

Tutees 13 ,
13 (.16). (. 110 .70

Tutors 14 .06 (.11) .00

Control 20 .06 (.10)

_ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ . __ _ _

PPE POST 11A1* POST" EFFECT

N -7 ' (50 7 (SD) 7 (SD) ADJ. x SIZE
.

.

WJ Letter/Word ID

.

Tutees 13 17.46 (6.13) 19.31 (4.57) 1.85 (3.60) 24.20 -.06

Tutors 14 29.86 (6.07) 30.00 (5.13) .14 (2.96) 25.28 .07

Control . . 20 , 24.00 (9.43) 24,90 (8.24) .90 (2.97) 24.12

WJ Word Afteck
Tutees 13 5.23 (4.82) 7.54. (4.74) 2.31° (4.92) 9.31 .13

Tutors 14 11.29 (4.50) 13.7, (4.85) 2.50 (3.011 1.50 .62

Control 20 7.10 (6.09) 7.75 (5.23) .65 (3.70) 8.27

Passage Comp.
.

,

Tutees 13 4.38 (3.82) 6.54 (3.76) 2.16 (3.02) 10.45 .05

Tutors 14 13.00 (3.68) 13.07 (4.04) .07 (1.86) 9.20 -.16

Control 20 8.75 (6.12) 10.20 (6.13) 1.45 (2.09) 10'.17

WJ Percentile Score
ft m

Tutees 13 21.54 (20.82) 22,71 (21.63) 1.23 (18.32) 22.32 .00

Tutors 14 19.14 (16.85) .19.71 (16.72) .57' (1 .38) 21.12 -.05

Control 20 22.20 (19.34) 23.15 (19.884 .95 (.57) 22.19

Attitudes . .

.

Tutees 13 27.69 (t.76) 30.38 (4.96) 2.89' 31.07 .36

Tutors 14 29.86 (5.68) 28.57 (5.42) -1.29 21.93 -.15

Control 20 28.90 (5.40) 28.90 (6.16) 0.00 28.85

al --
.

Effect site computed by ividing the tutor/tutee-control difference by

control group posttest.

"Significant (.05) group or gain score difference.
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Scores on all pre-. and post meaqes are given in Table 2. fes the

criterion test, percentage of words correctly read was computed on pre- and

posttest scores, as in Experiment 3. The pretest score was subtracted from

the posttest score and anew variable, gain score on the diagnostic measure,

was developed. On this measure, gains of the tutees (21%) was double that

of the control students (10%)'... These differences were statistically

significant (2. < .05). The gain score of the 'tutors made on this diagnostic

1r...instrument, however, was only 8%, comparable to that of the control

students. In addition, the gain score exhibited by tut,prs and tutees on the

Woodcock-Johnson Word-attack subtest (means of 2.75 versus 2.83

respectively) was substantially higher than the mean gain of control

students (.65). Tutors and tutees both exhibited significant gains on. the

Word-attack subtest (t = 3.16, II< .004), with tutors independently

exhibiting significant gains (t . 3.11, 2. < .003). By contrast, control

students did not exhibit significant gains (t = .78, a < .44). Significant

differences for tutees, tutors, or control students were not observed on

word reading, reading comprehension, or total reading subscords of the

Woodcock-Johnson.

Results on the Social measures. ,On the attitude instrument, tutees

were seen to gain significantly more than the control group with mean gain

scores of 2.69 versus .00, respectively. This seems to indicate a

significant differential gain on the part of tutees. The attitude gain was

statistically significant (t = 2.08, 2. < .05) on the part of the tutees, and

non-significant on the part Of controls-(2 < 1.00) or tutors (2 > .20).

Results

In sumnary, the information gained On the criterion tests, the norm-
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referenced academic tests, and the attitude measures indicate that cross-age

tutoring is a potentially productive and effective intervention which can be

be implemented in special education classrooms with relatively little

difficulty. It was seen that tutees appeared to gain substantially more

than tutors, although the tutors did not differ fain control students on the

whole. The exception to this was the differentially superior performance.of

the tutors onthe Woodcock-Johnson word-attack subtest. It was thought that

the tutors gained substantially on this Measure. Becauseof the highly

differential amount of corrective feedback on decoding skills, they were

required to tutor students several,times a week for a period'of over 10

weeks. In fact, the tutors were descriptively lower than control groups in

gain score on other subtestslf the Woodcock-Johnson, but AS1.se differences

were not statistically significant; and, in fact, teacher reports gave no

evidence to believe that'tutors differentially lost reading skills compared

with students who did not tutor on these other measures.

The indivldua'1 progress charts and the significant gains in the

diagnostic instrument on the part of the tutees indicate that handicapped

students 5an, in fact, be quite Potent as tutors of other handicapped
j 7e 4

students and that the net result of this tutoring may be to take a

substantial amount of pressure off.the resource or special class teacher.
I

a

As mentioned in Experiment 3, one interpretive, difficulty involved in this

experiment was that, in fact, it was project staff and not resource teachers

who were actively monitoring the tutoring project. The extent to which

teachers themselves. could, in fact, monitor these pairs and conduct their

., own instruction was not determined through the present investigation,

.
\ although informally teachers expressed no concern that this could be done

\and, in fact, 6 several occasions, when project staff wet-) not available
1).
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for supervision, did4take over this responsibility with no apparent

difficulty. In addition, the scheduling dtfficulties which were foreseen as

causing problems with cross-age tutoring were not,appreciably!ealized, and

those. difficulties which did occur were overcome relatively easily. The

result' of these findings indicates then that resource and self-contained

special education teachers would benefit well from interventions in which

some of their handicapped students served as tutors for students who were

less high functioning. Although'.the academic benefits to these tutors were

less prominent than they were to the tutees, they were nonetheless tangible.

It is also possible that the tutors themselves could be utilized as tutees

in other investigations to help,. give them added additional individualized

AP
instruction.

The finding of significant gains in attitudes on the part of tutees but

not tutors came as somewhat of a surprise to the investigators,, particularly
A

in light of the commonly expressed notion (Allen,1976) that tutors would be

the individual expected to gain most in self-esteem and attitude (see \"

literature reviews and appendix). Strodtbeck, Ronchi, and Hansell (1976),

however, provide 0 rationale.fOr the observed differences in attitudes of

the tutees. ,These authors suggest that a student who is employed as a tutee

which involved a tutor to whom that student looks up may, in fact, feel more

positive towards him/herself because of the pOsitive attention he/she

receives from the older tutor. In other word, a student may feel that

fitnce he /she receives this positive tutoring support, he .may be more subject

aitive self-attitudes. It must 4e maintained, /however, that findings

i't.4.similar to the same-age tutQing project were found in that all students,

1/ , experimental and control, scored very high in attitudes on the,:pre and pOst

measureS. In 14, it could be asserted that although special education,

15P,*I
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students have typically been conside'red to exhibit 100 self-esteem and poor

attitudes, in fact, students in this rural community of northeirn Utah do

not. And, although this study indicates that these attitudes can.be

improved even higher thanethey are, it does appear that the priority Nr

improving attitudes in this particular geographical location May be lower

than other settings, for example, urban settings..

All students interviewed expressed enthusiasm for the tutoring project,

both tutors and tutees alike, and thought that it was a useful intervention

in helping students learn to read better in special education settings.

Although all students responded positively to questions about their

enjoyment of the, tutoring situation, .in fact, informal observation on the

part of project staff and teachers indicated that there may be a limit

beyond which enthusiasm for tutoring programs tends to dwindle and this

limit.may be pla6ed at from .one to-two months. In fact, a recent meta-
;

analysis of tutoring in the regular grades (Cohen, Ktilik, & Kulik, 1983)

indicates that the relative effects of tutoring after the first month tend

to dissipate. This finding is congruent with the observations of many of

those who Worked in school settings but not always supported by researchers

whose investigations are, in fact, often necessarily,short: students,

teachers, and other school personnel often report that students have a

preference for novelty and any intervention, no matter how powerful at

first, may tend to wine in interest after several weeks. In fact, it was

AP

remarked to one of the project staff by one of the teachers that the

tutoring intervention itself; would be a useful procedure because the second

semester of the year had b gun and students had begun to become tired of

"the same old thing." A what point tutoring itself becomes "the same old

thing," however, cannot be assessed from the results of the study.

N.,
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In addition, all teachers alike expressed enthusiasm for the tutoring

interventions and expressed many settings in which this type of tutoring may

be appropriite and materials which couldle used. A few isolated criticisms

of the materials similar to those in Experiment 3 were noticed: that

although the reading level was appropriate, the interest level of some of

the materials, designgd for very young, students, may have been too low for

some of the students in special education.. This apparently did not bother

the tutors who saw` themselves as teachers, but may have been a negative

influence in some cases on the tutees themselves. Nevertheless, all

teachers agreed that tutoring had been a positive intervention and was an

appropriate use of the special education student's time. Although one

regular classroom teacher expressed concern that the tutor received as much

reading instruction as possible, in fact, no special: education teacher

reported concern for loss of educational time to the tutor.
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Summary and Conclusions

The purpose of this research was to measure the, eff'cts

on reading achievement and social acceptance of involving handicapped

students as tutors. A total of 105 handicapped students were

trained as tutors With an equal number in comparison groups

who 'did not tutor. In addition to the tutors, 70 regular class

students and 15 handicapped students particpated in the project

as tutees.

Four separate experiments were conlucted in which upper

elementary grade handicapped students tutored from three to

five times each week for a total of between 10 to 14 weeks.

Tutoring sessions typically lasted 151Pto 20 minutes.' In the

first experilient self-contained mentally retarded and learning

disabled students tutored nonhandimapped- peefs -iii-'sign--1-a-ngUage.

The rimary purpose of this study was to determine the effects

74:1f tutoring on the social acceptance\of handicapped tutors through.'

multiple observation of free-play interaction during, recess.

In the second experiment handicapped tutored first grade

nonhandicapped students in reading. A combination of behaviorally

handicapped and learning disabled students in both self-cont fined

and resource settineparticipated as tutors and comparison stud nts.

To measure effects on- reading achievement and self-cOncept a

variety of standardized. and criterion referenced tests were,

administerd to tutors and tutees in both the treatment and comparison

groups. fixperiment Ahree was similar to the second experiment,

except that handicapped - students also participated as tutees.
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In the fourth experiment reading was again choen as, the tutoring

topic, but handicapped students engaged in a form of companion

study in which each continually traded roleC as tutor and tutee.

In all four experiments measures were taken of tutee performance

as well as that of the tutor.

The following conclusions can be drawn from the research conducted

during this first year of the project:

1) When given appropriate training'a dsupervision,handicapped
%

students can function effectively as utors. They can learn

to demonstrate instilictional content, monitor tutee 'performance,

and give appropriate feedback. While some students develop

these skills more readily than other sutdents, even those with

more severe handicaps were able to function in the tutoring

role.

2) Both tutors and tutees experience growth in the topic

tutor, Those in' e sign langu ge stUdy developed an impressive

signing vocabula in a relatively short period of time. Those

in the reading studies usually

than comparison ttydents. This

showed more growth 'In. reading

conclusion is important because

it implies that teaching someone else. is an effective,. but seldom

used strategy for improving learninggamong a wide variety of

handicapped' students.

3) Socially isolated handicapped students often experience
1.1

increased socwil acceptance as a result of tutoring nonhandicapped

peers. While all of the handicapped tutors iat.,fie sign language

Study did not show marked increases in social interaction, some
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made impressive gains. When the gains are compared with other

students in similar self.-contained settings, the improvements

are Apecially meaningful. In other words, self-contained studedts

(whether LD or EMR), without some intervention like reverse-role

tutoring, usually have little if any interaction with their

peers. in the regular classroom.

4Y For a variety of reasons conclusiosregarding the

effects of tutoring on self-concept cannot be sti'ed with as

much confidence as the conclusions concerning academic achievement

and socail acceptance. Data from the secordexpriment showed

that handicapped tutors improved (over controls) in their percepti*
4

of ability in tfpics related to the topic tutored (reading and

spelling). In qxperiment fourhhandicapped tutees showed similar

gains over student,' in a comparison group. While measures of

t

general self-cOncept did not show,significant gains for students

in treatmentgroups,parentsand teaher s reported that Self-concept
)

was in their opinion the primary benefit of the program.

5) Parents, teachers, and tutees perceive reverse-role\

tutoring as an effective intervention strategy in special education..

They believe that handicapped dswell as nonhandicapped students
ive

receive a variety of academic and social benefits Prom their

participation in the. program. Most parents report benefits

they hav_poticed at home in addition to the observed benefits

measured in the school. setting.

Future Research

he following questions should be ddressed uture studies
%i-

f/0P
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involving handicapped students as tutors:

1) How does reverse-role tutoring compare with other carefully

definedlOnstructional treatments. In the present project tutoring

p was often compared with a variety of forms of classroom instruction,
6

rather.. than a single, carefully controlled treatment. Future

data could give special educators more information concerning

the worth of the tutoring strategy,'when compared with alternative

approaches under consideration.

12) Is there a novelty effect of reverse-role tutoring?

With more repeated measures of tutor and tutee performance,duri.ng
1

the tutoring sessions., is there an optimum time period for tutolg
4

to occur. With longer treatment time this question could be

addressed.

3) In what tither content areas is reverse-role tutoring

effective? While sign language and reading have shoji real

promise in the present project, would other content areas be

as effective or even more appropriate?

4) Are there oth6k.side benefits to reverse-role tutoring

not measured in the present research projeCt? Does sign language

improve handicapped sutdents communication skills with spoken

English? Does reverse-role tutoring increase the social sensitivity

of behaviorally handicapped tutors?
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APPENDIX A

Meadowbrook'Sign Language Test
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IStudent:

'Examiner:

MEADOWBROO SIGWLANGUAGE TEST

Age:

raw a line through each incorrectly signed word.

"COLOR ., RED ORANGE
a.

"BLACK BROWN WHITE

"PURPLE YELLOW GREEN

BLUE ' TAN PINK

1,111 13 3. 4 5 6 7 It 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

IABCDEFGHI 3 K LM , 8..

N OPQRSTUVWXYZ
11
FATHER MOTHER GRANDFATHER GRANDMOTHER

"SISTER BROTHER BABY FRIEND

'STAND SIT WALK RUN

SLIDE SWING ROLLER SKATE ICE SKATE

"JUMP i-.

IIMILK ICE CREAM SANDWICH COOKIES

CAKE PIE ORANGE CANDY_

. .

IISOCKS SHOES COAT BOOK

"HOUSE SMILE TELEPHONE RAIN r

FLOWER FLAG TOOTHBRUSH SOUP

"CORN BREAD BANANA POTATO
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/ 111

POPCORN JAM/JELLY

IS ICK SLEEP DANCE CRY ,

ILOVE DRINK SWIM BICYCLE

BIRD CAT TIGER LION

IELEPHAcT

DENTIST /DOCTOR. NURSE TEACHER

1 . KNIFE FORK SPOON

'SHIP SHEEP COW TAT LE

°WORM ik SPIDER TYPEWRITER JUMP ROPE

I BUTTERFLY FISH. DUCK
$

POLICEMAN

LETTER BASEBALL HORSE FOOTBALL

BASKETBALL AIRPLANE
.

CAR .RABBIT

DOG

I HAPPY BIRTHDAY SPRING SUMMER.
,

1
FALL AC NT ER HELP MOUNTAIN

EAT WORK CLEAN SCHOOL

IBEAR TREE TABLE CHAIR

MUSIC. PLAY MONEY WATER

'FRENCH FRIES CHOCOLATE MILK CHEESE EGG

1115EW (TV)TE.LEVISION WH

NO .1

s. TO , DEAR

I HOW 6WHERE WHAT I.

YES

.11 AM ARE LIKE
,. ...

.

FINE

YOU YOUR MY OLD.

DO ,

N
LIVE NAME

A

I,FOOD HAIR EYES

II IN

1

174 187
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1
r.

IIHOW OLD ARE 00.

"WHERE DO YOU LIVE?

"WHAT IS YOUR NAME?

I AM

I LIVE IN

'MY NAME

WHAT IS YOUR TEACHER'S NAME? MY NAME IS

IIKHAT IS YOUR FRIEND'S liAME1 MY FRIENDS'S NAME IS.

WHAT I00D DO YOU LIKES I LIKE

IIHOW ARE YOU? IAM FINE.

iiWHATip0 YOU LIKE TO DO? I LIKE TO

WHAT COLOR DO YOU LIKE? .I LIKE

"WHAT COLOR ARE. YOUR SHOES?
.

- MY SHOES ARE,l '

WHAT COLOR IS YOUR HAIR? AMY HAIR IS

"WHAT COLOR ARE YOUR EYES -- MY EYES ARE

gWHAT COLOR IS YOUR COAT?. MY COAT IS

CHAT COLQR IS YOUR AOUSE? MY HOUSE IS

1

1

I

P.

s).
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APPENDIX B

Free-Play Interaction Form
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FREE-PLAY INTERACTION FORM

miD1S f -Or INTERACTION:

:

'DATE:
DURATION:
IINO. OF STUDENTS:
NAMES OF STUDENTS:

, ,

TUTEE OR OTHER:

DESCRIPTION OF INTERACTION:
JUDGMENT:

4.
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APPENDIX C

Parent Phone Interview Guide
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PARENT PHONE INTERVIEW GUIDE

Name Phone

' Student's Name Date Interviewed

11School t Class '

1

a. Did lyour child mention anything to you aboUt the tutbring
program that he/she was participating in? yes
no.

b. What types of things did your child say gbout the program?

c. w' How would you describe your' child's feelings about this tutoring
program?

11

very positive
no opinion

positive__, negative fiery negative.

d. How would you describe your feelings as 'a parent about your child's
participation in this tutoring program?

very positive positive negative very negative

11 no opinion

1

program had any effecs o7:711kr c'ina. Based on anything you noticed about your : child, do you feel
that this tutoring hill
the following ways:

'Types of Effects

Languag Skills
How he/ feels about himself (self-esteem)
Relating to other kids CI people

(social interaction)

If yes, give spe,cific examples:

.wear..01.1.

Na

....1.

b. Has the amount of conversing yqur c4ild does At home:

increased decreased stayed the same-

179
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3. 'Did you do anything-at home to supplement or reinforce the skills
being taught and. practiced by the tutoring program?

yes no

If yes, whaft types of things did you do?

II
4. a.

scho.ol?

-P"

Would you like to see this tutoring program continued in the-
A

yep no

II

b. , Would you like to see your child participate in this program again
next year?

s

1

yes no

Recommendations: What would you recommend we do differently in
the future to make this tutoring program more succesful?

II6c Any atlditional comments:

1

r

tip

14
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13. What was s/he like at first?

a) Is s/he different or seem
different to you now?

II

1

1

1) In what ways?

2) Do you feel differently
toward him/ker now?

3) What did you learn about
him/her that you wouldn't
have. known 11 you didn't
do this?

What did s/he,learn?

4

16. What do you think the kid, who tutored you
felt toward you before this experience?

a) Do you think they feel differently
toward you now?

17.

b) In what ways?

Do you feel differently towards
mentally retarded kids now.. that
you've had this experience?

a) In what ways?

la. Would you do it again?

.4

1 8 1 1.94
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TUTEE INTERVIEW GUIDE

Interview Questions

1. What did you like about
learning sign language?

2. What did you dislike
about it?

ee

3. What do you think. those of
you who have'done,this
have learned?

4. What have you learned?

S. What have you learned about
Mrs. kids?

6.- Did anything surprise ybu?

7. Did you fiver feel like your. tutor
knew- a lot more than you?

8. How did you feel when you realized
that Mrs. kid knew
more than you?

9. Did you. ever forget how .to sign some-.
thing or had some kind of trouble
learning a sign?

How did you feel being helped
by your tutor?

183 196
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10. Have you ever heard Mrs.
kids called names?

a), What names? 0

1) What is this class called?'

b) Were these names negative or
positive?

c).. What did you' do when you heard
them being called. names? .

d) ,Do you think you'd do anythin4
different now?

1) What?

11. In what ways are these kids
different from other kids, say
in your class?

a) Feelings?

b) Families?

c) Looks?

d) Do at recess?

e) Likes and dill:likes?

f) Personalities?

12. In what ways are these kid's,
all alike in the are's we've
%just discussed? (Ste a - f above)

13. How do you think this has helped Mrs.
kids? What have they

learned from tutoring?

a)* Why do .think we lied Mrs.
kids tutor the other kids in
sign language? Why not the
other wa y around?

.

14'. Who did most of the tutoring for
you?

134
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TUTORING SKILLS RECORD FORM
;

Date

How well, do they
Idemonstrate each
sign

"How effective is their
feedback to the learner

How well do they .monitor
learner performance of
each sign

)

s
'

How enjoyable is the
tutoring task

I/ for the tutor

How enjoyable is the
tutoring for the
tutee
it

180 19d
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October 1.

2.

,3c

,

r .

Novembet. 1.

2.

December 1.

2.

3.
I I

'4.

January 1.

2.

3.

4.

February 1.

2.

3.

4.

5.'

014

SCHEDULL. OF PROCEDURES 4

Prepare training materials.
Send home parental consent.forms.
Begin training handicapped students in sign
language.

.

Continue creating materials.
ontinue training in sign language.

rient the classroom aide.
'Train aide in sigh language and tutoring
procedures.
Aide trains handicapped students in

)

sign
e language and tutoring.skills.
Aide, conducts free-play time observations.

Train aide in sign language.
Aide continues training tutors.
Aide continues observations.
Prepare additional ttutor4ng materials.

Train aide in sign language.
Aide continues training tutors.
Aide continues observations.
Meet with fifth grade teachers to enlist
tutees.
Send home parental consent forms with tutees.
Begin tutoring:

March 1. Train Aide in*sign language.
2. Aide contuinues to train tutors.
3. Aide continues obsefvations.
4. Tutoring continues.
S. Conduct meeting with the parents of tutees.

May

June

1. Train aide in sign language.
2. Aide continues to train tutors.
'3. Aide Continues observations.
4. Tutoring continues and completes.
S. Administer sign language tests.
6. Interview tutees.

1. Interview parents.
2. Synthesize and analyze data.
3. Write report.

July' 1. Complete writing report.

t88
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Dear Parent,

Your child,
selected for participation in a special peer - tutoring research

Parenta Consent Form

has been

project at our school.

Your child will be the recipient-of tutoring in sign la&guage
from an upper grade 'special education student who has received
special tutor training. Your child will be tutored for fifteen
minutes three .times a week.

We believe that your child will receive great benefits.
from 'participating in this program. .These benpfits woyld include
,improked interpersonal relationship skills and increase& awareness
of handicapped students.

It is important 'that we receige your permiss.ion before
your child cairn participate iri this program., Enclosed is a paragtal
.permission form- kEo be filled out, signed and returned to your
Ichi'ld's,,teachet by . If you do not approve .
of your child's participation in this program please contact
us before that date. If we do not ,hear from you before thdt
date, we will assume that.you grant permission and we will allow
your child to participate.

We appreciate your prompt consideration of this matter
and look forward to a great experience with this project. If
you have questions or concerns about this project,, please fee).
free to contact either your child's principal teacher.

190

Thank you,
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Date

Parental cpbsent Form
'/ N.

4

INFO6ED CONSENT SPECIAL EDUCATION CHILDREN AS TUTORS PROJECT

ekeby give consent to have my child,
participate in'these activities-of the special education children
as tutors research. project. The project has been explained
completely to me. I'understand that,my child will be serving
as a.tutor (or tutee) of another child'in the area of sign4anguage.
I further understand that my child will be using project supplied
materials and will be properly supervised.

I understand that I may withdraw my child from the study
at any time if I so desire'.

Signature

Witness
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Student:

Examiner:

CRESTVIEW SIGN LANGUAGE TEST

b

Age:

0

Draw a line 'through each incorrectly signed word.

ABCDEFGHIJIKLM
NO'PQRSTUVWXY Z
BLACK

PINK

PURPLE

BROWN

RED

BLUE

TAN WHITE

COLOR / GREEK

YELLOW ORANGE

a

MO ER FATHER' GRANDFATHER GRANDMOTHER

SISTER.

ea

BROTHER BABY.

1 2 3 4 S 6, 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 IS

L

MILK PIE
. COOKIES CANDY

CAKE ICE CREAM ORANGES SANDWICHES

t

YES
t

NO HELLO BOOK

HAPPY . BIRTHDAY THANKYOU

WHAT HOW WHERE

YOU - YOUR . MY

ARE IS AM

193 20
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LIKE HOUSE

COAT SHOES

FINE LIVE

HAIR

NAME

FOOD

ANIMAL DOG CAT

FISH COW HORSE

RABBIT LION' TIGER

HUNTING FISHING SWIM

SPrDER

ACTIVITY COME

DANCE BICYCLE

KICK/SOCCER GO

EAT POPCORN

SPAGHETTI POTATO

FRENCH FRIES COOK

FORK SPOON

WARM TOOTHBRUSH

TIME

YEAR

WINTER

NIGHT

TOMORROW

PLAY

BASEBALL

EYES

'TEACHER

OLD

BIRD

TURKEY

ELEPHANT

BUTTERFLY

BASKETBALL

MOTORCYCLE

WATER

DOUGHNUT HAMBURGER

MEAT KNIFE

HUNGRY HOT

HOUR WEEK MONTH

SPRING /GROW -SUMMER FALL

MORNING NOON AFTERNOON

ALL NIGHT YESTERDAY TODAY

LATER

KID DOCTOR' NURSE 4 OPERATION

CLASS/GROUP FRIEND POLICEMAN MEET'

FAMILY TELEPHONE FLOWER TREE

194
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FLAG,!) BURN/FIRE TABLE (TV)T-kLEVIStON

BED

OPEN CLOSE . FAST SLOW
)

RIGHT LEFT SMART

LOUSY GOOD
...

/LOVE DISLIKE 40.
CAN'.'

#
pON'T/NOT ,.14E

FEEL AFRAID CRY '
i MAD /G?OUCHY

TIRED SLEEPY SICK CURIOUS

PROUD FUNNY

AIRPLANE CAR /DRIVE PAPER. RAIN

MOVIE 4 MUSIC/SONG

BATHROOM

AND TELL/SAY MORE SMALL

NONE/NOTHING LARGE

195
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N.

HOW OLD ARE YOU?

WHERE DO YOU LIVE?

WHAT IS YOUR NAME?

I AM

I LIVE IN

MY NAME IS

WHAT IS YOUR TEACHER'S NAME?

WHAT IS YOUR FRItND'S NAME?4

WHAT FOOD DO YOU LIFE?

WHAT DO YOU LIKE To DO?

WHAT COLOR DO YOU LIKE?

WHAT COLOR ARE YOUR SHOES?

WHAT COLOR 'IS YOUR HAIR?

WHAT COLOR ARE YOUR EYES

T COLOR IS YOUR COAT?

WHAT COLOR IS YOUR HOUSE?

HOW ARE YOU?

W

I

196

MY NAME IS

MY FRIENDS'S NAME IS

I. LIKE

I AM FILE.

I LIKE TO

I LIKE

41, SHOES ARE

MY HAIR IS

MY EYES ARE

MY COAT IS

MY HOUSE IS

209
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Testing
EXAMINER Date

A

Reason
for Testing 1.

RESPONSE
BOOKLET

WOODCOCK-JOHNSON PSYCHO-EDUCATIONAL BATTERY

' By Richard W. Woodcock and M. Bonner Johnson

NAME SEX MO PO
PARENT
GUARDIAN BIRTHOATE

SCHOOL TEACHER
AGENCY DEPARTMENT

CITY STATE AGE
.1 Yra Mos

-0

ADULTS: Occupation GRADE
PLACEMENT

Education

PERCENTILE RANK PROFILE Norms based on ED Subject's Grade Placement

Subject's Age Other (Local norms. some other grade level. etc I

READING

MATHEMATICS

WRITTEN LANGUAGE

KNOWLEDGE

SKILLS teresceooe

SCHOL INTEREST

NONSCHOL INTEREST

6 10 .20 30 _40 50 90 95 98 99

.4e

5 10 20 -30 40 SO 60 70 80 90 98 99

01977 Teaching Resources Corporation
Reproduction or duplication of this Response Booklet In any
manner is a violation of copyright law.
The inside and outside dorm pages of fkis booklet contain ill test
summary data and profiles and may be removed for IllInv
purposes.

1.93

211
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EA Resources
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O Subtest 13
Letter-Word Identification

,Basal 5 consecutive correct
Ceiling 5 consecutive failed

1 _ 0
2 _ B3_
4__Z
5 _ G
6_ H
7 U

8
9 _ go

10 to

11_tn
l2 _ dog
13 _ not

.14 _ get
15 _7 had

H 6 _
17
18

19
20 _
21 _
22 _
23 _
24
25 _

his
keep
must
got
part

light
once
knew
point
whole

26 _ piece
27 shoulder
28 _ island
29 _ whose
30 _ announcer

31 ordinary
32 _ knowledge
33 bounties
34 _ knead,
35 thermostat

36 moustache
37 courageous
38 __acrylic
39 _ sufficient
40 significance
41 _ therapeutic
42 _ silhouette
43 _ muhicipahty
44 debris ,

45 trivialities

46 _ pinochle
47 debutante
48 _ stoch stic
49 _ Vico
50 _ argot
51 _ satiate
52 _ kopie
53 ._ enceinte
54 puisne

13 RAW
SCORE

Subtest 14
Word Attack

Basal Item I
5 consecutive failed

A_ nat
B lb

1 _ tiff
2._ hap
3 nan
4 _ mell
5 iox

6 _ leak
J theh't
8 _ chur
9._ leap

10 wuss

11 shomble
12 yosh
13 _ mibgus
14 _ splaunch
15 _ saist
16 _ wroutch
17 knoink
18 _ quog
19 _. lindify
20 _ whumb

21 _ phigh
22 _ hudned
23 mafreatsun
24 _ cythe
25 _ coge
26 _ depnonlel

14 RAW
SCORE

p

Subtest 15
Passage Comprehension

Basal
Ceiling

5 consecutive correct
b.consecutive failed

A _ man
1 hat

2 _ book
3 _ box.

4 is
5 time
6 _ books

, 7 at/ 8_ is
/ 9 _ cities

10 _ his
11 _ turtles
12 _ ship

13 _ shoe
14 _ paper
15 _ water
16 _ round
17 _ read
18

19 _ alphabet
20 _ forests
21 _ nomads
22 _ capitals
23 _ except
24 _ fear

25 _ though
26 _ by

15 EDI
RAW
SCORE
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"THEINAY FEEL ABOUT MYSELF"

The Piers-Harris' Children's Self-Concept Scale
Ellen V. Piers, Phil). and Dale B. Harris, Ph.D.

Published by

. wps WESTERN PSYCHOLOGICAL SIAYICES
INAIIIshwi and OrstnAors
12031 Mgr.* Boulevard
Los Mss Ultimo 90025

Name. Today's Date:

Age: Sex (circle one: Girl Boy Grade.

School: Teacher's Name (optional) p.

Directions: Here are a set of statements that tell how some people
feel. about themselves. Read each statement and decide whether: or
not it deScribes the way you feel about yourself. If it is true Or rtripstly,
true for you, circle the word "yes" next to the statement. If it is false or
mostly false for you, circle the word "no." Answer every question, .

even if some are hard tp decide. Do not circle both "yes" and "no" for
the same statement.

Remember that there are no right or wrong answers. Only,you
ean:tell us bow you feel about yourself, so we hope you will mark the

-may you realty feel inside.

w- 180A

TOTAL SCORE; Raw Score Percentile 5tanine

CLUSTERS: I. II III IV, V VI

ji

"Reproduced by permission of Western Poychological Services
12031 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90025."

Copyright 1969 Ellen V Piers and 'Dale B. Harris
Not to be reproduced in whole or in part without written permission of Western Psychological Services
All rights reamed. 2 6 6 719. Printed in U.S.A.

. .
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1. My classmates make fun of me ..

i 2. I am a happy person r

3.1k 1s hard for me to make friends

4. I ain),Iten sad i

III
5. I am smart 1

,

6. J am shy

t nervous when the teacher calls on me
n.

.3'

8:My looks bother me

111

9. When I grow up, I will be an important person

10. I get worried when we have tests in school

11. I am unpopular

1,111

12. I am well behaved in school

13. it is usually my fault when something goes wrong

14. I cause trouble to my family

I 15. I am strong

16. I have good ideas

111 17. I am an important member of my family

I18.*I usually want my own way

. 19. I am good at making things with. my hands

a I give up easily f

a

1

.: yes 410

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no

. yes no

yes no

yes no

yes no

._.,yes no

,.
yes no

,:sit

yes no

21. I am good in my school work . yes no

22; I do many bad things yes no

23. I can draw well yes no

24. I am good in music yes no

25. I behave badly at home yes no

26. I am slow in finishing my school work j yes no

27. I am an important member of my class yes. no

28..I am nervous yes no

29. I have pretty eyes yes no

30. I can give a good report in front of the class yes no

31. In school I am a dreamer yes no

I pick on my brother(s) and sister(s) yes no

33. My friends like my ideas yes no

34. I often get into trouble yes no

35. I am obedi t at home yes no

36. I am luck yes no

37. I worry a lot yes no

38. My parents expect too much of me yet no

39. -Hike beincrthe way I am yes no

40. I feel left Out,of things yes no

215



4.

. 41. I have dice hair yes no

111
42. I often volunteer injchool yes no

43. I wish I were different yes no

44. I sleep well at night yes no

45. I hate school yes no

46. I am among the la t to be chosen for,games yes no

47. I am sick a lo yes no

48. I am often mean to ot r people -yes no

49. My classmates in school think lhave good ideas yes no

50. I am unhappy yes no
1

1

51. I have many friends yes no

52. I am cheerful yes no

53. I am dumb about most things f yes no

54. I am good-looking yes no

55. I have lots, of pep yes no

56. I get into a lot of fights yes no .

57. I am popular with boys yes no

58. People pick on me yes no

59. M /amity is disappointed in me yes no

60. I have a pleasant face yes no

le-

I

I

61. When I try to make something, everything seems to
go wrong

.0.

yes no,

62. I am picked on at home .: yes no

. ..!
63. I am a leader in games and sports yes no

, .
-

64. I am clumsy yes no

203

65. In games and sports, I watch liptead of play ye,s no

66. I forget what I learnt ,0 yes no

67. 1 am easy to getelong with yes no

68. Hose my temper easily ,.y9s no

69. I am popular with girls .1111# . no

70. I am a good reader ' res. no

71. I would rather work alone than with a group yes no

72. I like my brother (sister)

73. I have .a good figure

- yes no

.

yes -nor.

74. I am often afraid yes. -'ho"

75. I am always dropping or breaking things yes ng

76. I can be trusted yes no
)1

lam different from other people yes no

78. l'think bad thoughts yes no

79. I cry easily yes no

80. I am a good person yes no

2U
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1Th

Name

44, STUDENT'S PERCEPTION OF ABILITY SCALE

Frederic J. Boersmi and James W. Chapman

Birth Date

Boy Girl Grade School

I'

DIRECTIONS:
This booklet has a Ilst of statements about, how you feel about school. Some of these are
true and some are not. Circle the YES if the statement is usually true of you. Circle the
NO if the statement is not usually true of you. Read each question carefully and answer
every item, even if it is hard to decide which answer Is most like you. Do not circle both
answers. Circle bne answer for each siatemeht. This is not a test so there are no right
or wrong answers. PCease mark exactly, how you really feel inside about school.

1. I always understand ev rything I read.

2. My school workikusually un

3. All new words are easy ffr to to spelt . ISO

4. find it hard to undetstand.what I ha' e to dd.

5. I think .rny school work really good.

6. I usually have problems u erstandi9ewhat I read.

7. I,am one of the smartest kids in/the class-

I

. YES NO y ,

et
NO

YES NO

YES NO

'YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

g. , I have neat printing. .YES NO

9. I usually finish, my schoolwork. YES NO

10. I am unhappy with YES NO

11. I like reading. YES fib

12. My printing Is perfect. YES NO

13. I am good at spelling. YES NO

14. I make many mistakes in school. YES. . NO

15. I have problems in ;spelling.

16. I like to read to my 'parents.

17. I am happy with the Way I spell..

18. I like making up endings to stories.

19. My teacher thinks I write,poor stories.

.."205 218

YES NO

YES Na
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:MS ._ NO

NO

YES NO 1
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4

.,

20. I am poor.lat sObtraction. YES NO

21. 1 like to answer questions. YES NO

22. Working with my hands Is YES NO

23. I, like doing printing: ,

24. I have trouble drawing pictures.

YES

YES

NO

NO
.0.

25. I am pooraf silent reading. YES NO

26. I have problems printing neatly. YES NO

27. I am good with my times tables. YES NO

28. L am good at drawing. . YES NO

29. When school gets tough I give up. YES NO
7 ..

30. I like to do story problems. YES NO
04

*

31. My friends read better than I do.
. YES NO

32. I am good at printing. i YES NO

33. I always do neat work.
0

YES NO,

34. I have difficulty getting my arithmetic finished on time. YES NO

35. I have difficulty working with numbers.
I :

YES NO

36. I like spelling.,
I

YES NO

37. I like arithmetic. YES NO

38. I am a messy writer. YES NO

39. Tests are easy for me to take. YES NO

40. I like to sound out words.
w YES

11

NO

41. My teacher often makes me write my work again. YES NO

42. I have difficulty looking up words in,the dictionary. tq YES NO

43. I like to use big words when I talk,,,

44. like telling my friends about school work.

YES

YES

NO

, NO

45. My teacher thinks I am dumb in arithmetit. YES NO

46. I like going to school., YES NO

266 219..
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47. I like playing spelling games.

48. I have difficulty thinkitig up good

-49. My spelling is always right.

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO
a

50. Saying new words Is hard for me. YES NO

31. I am unhappy with how I do arithmetic. YES NO

52. I am a smart kid. YES ..NO

53. I have difficulty doing what' my teacher says. ° YES NO

54. I find spelling hard. YES NO

55. I usually get my arithmetic right. YES NO

56. I find reading hard. YES NO...

57. I am unhappy with my printing. YES NO

58. I am a good reader. YES . NO

59. I am slow at spelling. YES NO
,

60. I am'a slow reader. YES NO

61. In school .1 find new things difficult to learn.l YES NO

62. I usually spell words right. YES NO

63. My teacher thinks I am good at printing. YES NO

64. All new words are hard for me to understand. YES NO
./ .

65. I have trouble telling others what I mebn. yEs NO

66. I am good at arithmetic. YES NO
r.

67. I like to teil stork:51ln class. YES NO
; .

68. I feel I often ay the wrong things. YES NO

69. I find multipl tion fun. YE5 NO,

70. I always get erything In arithmetic right.. YES NO

40.

207
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Inferred Self-Concept Sicak'
by F. L. McDaniel, Ph.D

Published by

wps
Information on crod

wUTIRN PlITC140lOttaCAL SUNICIS
nAtistwrs are Oistrawlers
12031 ~we Sagovard
Los Anue4e Cahlognie 10010

V

Name ' Ethnic Group

Date of Birth , Age Sex

School Examiner ' Date

f
Supplementary Information (As Desired for Research)

0

Test Scores

1. Mental Maturity Test ( ) 2. Achievement Test ( )
Date Date

Lan ua e Nonlan ua e Total
Reading Arithmetic

(Comprehension) (Computation)
I.Q.

Standard Score(T)

Raw Score

Standard Score

Grade Equivalent
---%

Classifying Data (Check where appropriate)

Male Female Cl Only Child Oldest Child 0 Middle Child Youngest Child

DIRECTIONS

You are asked to describe your perception of a student's self-concept in terms of the following items. Pleas* indicate your rating on each
item by circling one of the five numbers at the right of each item.

1. Enjoys working with others. For example, student may smile, laugh, or look
pleased when engaged in productive group activity

2. Exhibits sellconlid-ence. For example, student initiates activities, goes
theld in work and play without direction

3. Plays with smaller or younger children. For example, student seeks simple
play activities in order to excel or dominate peers

4. Evidences strong pleasure in good work. For example, student ialuntanly
redoes poor or sloppy constructions, paperwork, coloring, etc. unless he
is satisfied (may smile, chuckle, sigh, look pleased) with his product

5. Is antagonistic to adults. For example, student talks back, refuses to obey,
balks in the presence of adults

6. Has unrealistic expectations for himself. For example, *dent sets minor
and/or major goals, academically and/or physically, which he is incapable
of attaining

7. Is easily discouraged. For example, student ceases activity when minor
failure or mishap occurs

8. Appears unsociable. For.example, student plays and works alone. lie may
leave setting or activity when others join him

Newt Seldom Sometimes Usually Always

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3
et

5

4 3 2 1

1 2 3 4 5

5 4 3 2 1

5 4
N3

2 1

5 4 3. 2 1

5 4 3 2 '1

Copyright 1973 by WESTERN PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
W131A Not to be raprOduced In whole or in part without written permission of Western Psychological Services.

All.rights reserved. 3 4 3 6 7 6 9 PrIrgod in U.S.A.

"Reproduced by permission of Western Psychaogical Services "

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 309
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1

a

" ...
Never Seldom Sometimes Vaulty Always

9. Cries easily. For example, student "puckers up" or tears cow to his eyes
when he has a mishap, failure, or difficulty with activity (wdlk or play) or °
with interpersonal relationships , 5 4 3 2-

10. Is unfriendly to classmates. For example, student works and plays alone.
He leaves activity when others appear and refuses (with words or gestures
or loiiks) friendly overtures 5 4 3 2 1

.. .

11. Tries to dominate or bully. For example, student attempts to lead activities I
even though this'is counter to desires of group. He attempts to force his
wishes, verbally and/or physically on others 5 4 3 2 1

12. Fights
(

13. Talks compulsively, For example, student does not await his turn, nor stop

5 4 3 2 1

talking when his turn is.over. He has to "have his say" to peers and adults 5 A 3 2 1

14. Seems afraid of teacher. For example, student never 'disagrees with teacher.
He does not voluntarily speak up or perform and seems to withdraw
physically from any contact with teacher

3 2 1...
15. Feels he is "picked on' by classmates. For example, student claims others

treat him "unfairly." He claims they make him do more "work" (and have

5 4

5 4

1 2

1 2

1 2

5 4

5 101101) 4

5 4

5 4

1 2

5 4

5 4

5

1 2

5 4

less "fun") - - 4

16. Gives up easily. For example, student meets difficulty or mishap with work
or play by ceasing activity

17. Is defiant. For example, student rejects criticism. He may do so verbally
(sass) and/or nonverbally 4tear up work, destroy game, disrupt group
activity, fight) i,.

18. Thinks he is right. For example, student does not seek verification of his
.procedures in work or play. He proceeds when his own goal is satisfied

19. Is ready to accept blame when at fault. For example, student does not try
to shift accusations or rebukes to others for hieactions

. 20. Is trusting. For example, student has unquestioning reliance in statements,
actions, and justice of others. He is not suspicious of their motives .., oi

21. Seems to have a "chip" on his shoulder. For example, student misinterprets
expressed thoughts, motives, and actions of others in both work and play
as being opposed to his best interests

22. Is quarrelsome or argumentative. For example, student may taunt others
and/or disagree with the statements of others

23. Is "oversensitive". For example, student may cry or withdraw or become
f dent when his statements or actions are questioned ..

24. Novokes hostility from classmates. For example, student may tease others
and/or disagree with statements by others. He may do these things
verbally or non-verbally

25. Thinks his teach* likes him. For example, student acts happy (may smile,.
work, or play as it contented) when in presence of teacher

26. Tattles. For example, student tells teacher of statements and actions
*hich were not intended for teacher to know about

27. Is withdrawing. For example, student does not play and/or work with
peers ...

28. Is fearful. For example, student backs away, or withdraws from routine.
activities (work and/or play) where he could be hurt, or where he might
undergo stress or be embarrassed

29. Seems satisfied with level of performance. For example, student does not
withdraw from work and/or play situations and appears visibly to be
content

30. Appears worried. For example, student may have an anxious "look"
(i.e., furrowed brow, "cowed" expression)

TOTAL SCORE =

210 22

Pa.

3 2 1

3 2 1

..

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 4 5

3 2 1

,

3 2 1

3 1

3 4 5

3 2 1
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General Instructions and Testing. Procedures

General Instructions
The three pretests are given before you begin to tutor. The, pretests will provide a

measure of the student's reading ability before he is tutored.

The three posttests are given after you have covered all the lessons in the manual or if for
some reason lou will not be able to continue to tutor the student. The posttests will provide a
measure of the student's reading ability following the tutoring.

Preparation
1. Make sore you can correctly pronounce the sounds and nonsense words in the pretests

before you administer them. (Not*: Refer to the pronunciation and 'sound guides on
pages 26, 27, and 28.)

2. Be sure you know the general and specific testing procedures before you test the student.
For example, know how to mark the test, know what is considered a correct response,
and know what is considered an incorrect response. iMr

Jesting Procedures
1. Before you meet with the student, review the directions for scoring each test on page 2.
2. Before you administer a test, a.sk the student two or three simple questions about pets,

hobbies, or special interests.°
3. If the student has not yet entered first grade, administer only Part 1 of the first test

producing sounds).
4. If he is in the first grade, administer Test 1 and 2 the first time .you meet with him.

Administer Test 3 the second time you meet with the student.
5. Whether or not you administer all three tests at one time is dependent upon the student's

attention span.
6. Make it a point to speak in a friendly voice while you are testing the student.
7. Read the "student directions" to him before each part of the test.
8. As you have a student respond to the items on a test, point to each item with the end of

your *cil.
9. Do not tell the student his answer is right or wrong.

10. Mark each item (e.g., k, th, said, fa') to which the student responds either correct or
incorrect. (Note: Make the difference betweei the marks for correct and incorrect
responses clear enough that someone other than yourself can interpret the student's
performance).

11. Praise the student generally at the conclusion of each part of the test.

II Rproduced by permivion of Grant Von Harrison"
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Scoring
Tests / and 3

If the stude t responds correctly without hesitation (within one second), circle the letter
or word(e.g., ). His response is considered incorrect if he responds in any one of the
following ways; (.1) responds incorrectly, (2) hesitates longer than one second before
responding correctly, or (3) does not respond. If a response is incorrect for any of these
reasons, make this mark CS around the letter or word (e.g., ). If he hesitates longer than
two seconds before responding, mark the item incorrect and go on to the next item and say
something like: "Don't worry if you don't know it; let's try the next one."

Test 2 4

Allow the student two attempts to correctly decode (sound out) a word. In order for a
response to be considered correct, the student must blend the sounds in the word without
drawing out the word or making a break between the sounds. For example, if the word is muf,
the student should respond "muf' or "mxrunuuu...f; muf' to be considered correct. If on his
second attempt he is still drawing out the word, consider it incorrect.

Note: If the student misses eight or more of the nonsense words in a4 group, discontinue
administration of Pretest 2 and proceed to Pretest 3.

213 226
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Diagnostic Tuts

PRETEST 1-- PART 1: PR9DUCING SOUNDS

. :

Consonant Sounds , q- ,

Student Directions (read to the student): "When I point to a letter, tell me what sound the
letter makes. For example, if I poi& to the letter z, make the zizzz Sound. If you don't know
the sound, say, 'I don't.know.' Don't worry if there are some sounds you don't know."

n r s m r
,i

I t p bc
g d h k x

Short Vowels
Student Directions (read to the student): "When I point to a vowel, you tell me the short
sound of that vowel. If you don't,know the sound the vowel makes, say, 'I don't know.' Don't
worry if there are some sounds you don't know."

Digraphs and Combinations
Student Directions (read to the student): "When I point to the letters, you tell me what sound
the letters make when they are together. If you don't know the sound, say, 'I don't know.'
Don't worry if there are some you don't know."

C:)1980 by Grant Von Harrison
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PRETEST 1 PART 2: BASIC SIGHT WORDS

Student Directions (read to the student): "When I point to a word, read the word out loud. If
you don't know a word; say, 'I don't know it.' Don't worry if there are some words you don't
know:"

the you c is

Is that my see

said to are this

where there was were
they he have could

PRETEST 2: DECODING

Student Directions (read to the student): "The words on this page are not real words; they are
what we call nonsense words. I want yo to try to sound out these nonsense words. Don't worry
If there are words you can't read; just day, 'I can't read that ope,' and go on to the next one."

Note: If the student misses eight or more of the nonsense word in any group, discontinue
administration of Pretest 2 and proceed to Pretest 3.

Group 1

luf heg jit wex dap yin

sab kern riz nuc yeg bot
Group 2

sr

shut quern' shof whing zath
shink nesh thang whub, fick

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
4
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1

1

1

1

Group 3

slef static, brum clack blun

plonk stum grash flab dying

Group 4

pent thand rell shust fest

chast Hill zist___.... mpip

Group 5

strant grant spint shun tremp

twest smill frush sprish plunt

Group 6

branlemming whurnfan fladstill

pionslam clunshet mokling

drezquit chelprib thexcon

1^
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Posttests

POSTTEST 1: PRODSCING SOUNDS

Consonant Sounds
Student Directions (read to the student): "When I point to a letter, tell me what sound the
letter makes. For example, if I point to the letter z, make the zzzzz sound. If you cion'tknc4
the sound, say, 'I don't know,' Don't worry if there are some sounds you don't know." ,

t,

Short Vowels
Student Directions (read to the student): "When I point to a vowel, you tell me the ;hon,
sound of that vowel. If y don't know the sound the vowel makes, say, 'I. don't know.' Don't'
worry if there are some sounds you don't know." °

a i.

4111b.

Digraphs and Combinations
Student Directions (read to the student): "When I point to the letters; yip tell me what sound
the letters make when they are together. If you don't know the sound,. say, 'I don't know.'
Don't worry if there are some you don't know."

'1

'1(
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POSTTEST" 2; DECODING

Student Directions (read to the student): "The words on tlilas page are hot reatwords; they are
'chat we call nonsense words. I want you to attempt to sound out these nonsense' words. Don't
vorry if there are words you,can't read; simply say, 'I can't read that ohe 1' and go on to the

group 1

fum hig tarn wee
dat nov sak 1 leb
viz .cog yop bit

. 1

Group 2

I

chink quof shan whick azsh

shem thut yang nath ming
Group 3

stank trum spash gleb fring
Plef ,stog grum flap drun

Group 4

nant panel zell fust shest

gat rill tist dulp sont

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Gratify 5
ai

smull spant brelp plash triss

clost grift flust scent glond
Group 6

bluntling , drizsOat chapthim
tradstill flamplont frobchant
thexprum yebstend .bruntifig

.7!
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V

POSTTEST 3: SIGHT 'WORDS

Student Directions (read to the student): "When: I point to a word, you read the word out
lo4d. For example, if I point to this word (point to was), you say, was.' If you don't know a
word, say, 'I don't know it.' Don't worry if them are words you don't know."

I this the

is Is that

. my-4 see said

to are - where

there was ,. were

they he have

'could you , all

any busy away
bluebe by

came come does

do down five
1

fly ,for four .

from ,funny give

go goes easytl
goodday of good

220
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POSTTEST 2SIGHT WORDS (Continued)

has here his

how into like

little long /t° look
her me

.

no

now 'once our
idea or v among
play pretty read
saw say she

so take too
two very .walk
we . what who
your about after
again always around
ate been_ because

fore both brown
buy carry CledrY

111;.k,

cold done don't

221 4,?i
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POSTTEST 2iIGHT WORDS (Continued)

today
upon

wash

work

write
put
another
between
while

enough
word
even
name
second
begun
story

change
looked

try
use

why

would

yours

people
should

Mrs.

might
since

either

place'

picture
house

almost

sure

few
large

together
warm
white

yellow
Ours

through

different
Mr.

thought
answer

same

number
sentence
above
page
knew

become
open

1980 by Grant Von Horn son
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Stilimary of_Nornuttixe Data for &Ilk-Esteem Instruments 0

The Fier, - Harms Children's Self-Concept Scale was normed

in the "Pennsylvania Public Schools with 1183 students. .111p

mean of the normative sample was 51.84 and the standard delriation

was 13.87. Reliability data indicate that coefficients of equal

difficulty of items range from .78 to .93. An application of

the Spearman-Brown odd-even formula resulted in reliability

coefficients of .90 and .87, respectively. Stability was determined
.1

by retesting fifth grade students after a four month period.

The four month test-retest coefficient was .77, giving the Piers-

Rarris Children's Self-Concept Scale internal consistency and

temporal stability CPiers, 1969).

Content validity was designed into the scale by defining

the domain to be measured as the areas about which children

reported qualities trey most liked and disliked about themselves.

Using an item analysi),.non-discriminating items were dropped

from the scale A speciman copy of this instrument of found in

Yotppendix B.

Normative data for Thq-Students' Perception o( Ability

Scale (SPAS) were collected from 642 deviation of 11.71, and

a standard error of measurement of 4.77. Subscala scores with

the exception of Confidence, vary cxom 91.17 to 7.89 for means,

from 3.01 to 2.78 for standard deviations, and from 1.51 to

1.31 for standard errors of 'measurement. For the ten-item Confidence

subscale, the mean was 4.21, the standard deviation 2.25, ana

the standard error of measurement 1.14.

Estimates of internal consistence were de.termined by Cronback's

225 238
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alpha for children in Grades 2 through The average Full

Scale alpha was .915, wherea's Avithmetik, Reading/Spelling,

and Penmanship/Neatness estimates were between .822 and .855.

For General Ability, 'the alpha was .785, School Satisfaction

was .741, and Confidence .686. Considered together, these co
.

efficientsiindicate that items within individual subscales are

relatively homogenous, and that all items pooled together appear

to be measuring a common domain.

Test-retest reliability data were collected from 603 students

over a four to six week interval.. The stability coefficient

for the.Full SPAS was .834, whereaS subscale values ranged from

.714 to .824. The most stable and internally consistent subscale,

is Reading/Spelling. These test-retest data indicate that academic

self-concept .is, as measure-d by the SPAS, a relatively stable

construct over time. In an effort to establish discriminant

validity and to support the idea that the SPAS measures academic
e

self - concept. distinct from general self-cOncept, scores on the

Piers-Harris scale were correlated with the SPAS Por'622 children.

Correlation coefficients between the SPAS and the Piers-Harris

scale ranged from -.029 to .078, with none being significant

at the .05 level. These data indicate that the two scales are

measuring two' distinct domains, and are supportive of the idea&

that academic self-concept (Chapman and Boersma, 1979).

Internal consistency of The Inferred Self-Conceot Scale

was examined by using a split-half reliability coefficients

between the sum 'of the 15 even numbered items and the -sum of

15 odd numbered items for 1) counselors, 2) teachers, ankl for

226
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3) counselors-teackers.combined. The obtained correlation co-

efficients were, respectively, .8614, .8567, and .9026. These

correlatictis indicate that this 'instrument is internally consistent

and that items do achieve a satisfactory degree 9f homogeneity.

The test-retest reliability was established with 180 subjects

over a six-month period. The overall test-retest reliability

coefficient for_ the inferred Self-Concept Scale is .66, which

is signifcant beyond the .01 level. These finding suggest that

the same attribute has been measured and that the students have

changed very little in status within the sample on the variable

measured (McDaniel, 1973).

.1

4

.
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Dear Parent:

. Your child, , been selected for
participation in a special peer-tutoring research project at our school.

This will involve your child In receiving special training in reading skills andtechniques for tutoring younger children. Your child will ten tutor a younger student
with reading difficulties about fifteen minutes three times a week.

We believe that participation In this special tutoring program will bring great
benefits not only to those students receiving the tutoring, but also to your child who willserve as a tutor. We expect these benefits to Include Improved reading ability and
interpersonal relationships.

.It is important that we receive your permission before your child can participate Inthis research project. Enclosed is a parental permission form to he filled out, signed andreturned to your child's teacher before . If you do not approveof your child's partiCipation in the program please contact us before that date. If we donot hear from you before that date, we will assume that you grant permission and we willallow your child to participate. .

We appreciate your prompt consideration of this matter and look forward to a greatexperience. If you have questions or concerns about this project, please feel \free toContact either your child's principal or teacher.

Thank you,



4

Dear Parent:

January 23, 1984

Your child has been selected for participation in a special research
project that is being conducted at our school. The purpose of the research
project is to find ways to-improve the reading skills2felementary school
students.

. Your child's participation in this iproject will, involve being tested
in reading skills.. These tests will occur at least twice during the
remainder of the year.

It is important that we receive your permission before your child can
participate in this project. Enclosed is a parental permission form to be
filled out, signed and returned to your child's' teacher by
If you do not apptove of your child being tested as a part of this project,
please contact us before that'date. If we.do not hear ffam you before _

that date, we will assume that you grant permission.

We appreciate your prompt consideration of this matter and look for- /

ward to a great experience with this pOoject. If you have any questions or
concerns about this project, please feel free to contact either your
child's teacher or the principal.

,Enclosure

Thank You

1 .230
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11

Date

INFORMED CONSENT SPECIAL EDUCATION CHILDREN AS MOBS PROJECT

I ereby give consent to have my child,
particip to in these activities of the special education children as tutors research
project. The project has been explained completely to me. I Understand that my child
will be se ing as a tutor (or tutee) of another child in the area of reading. I further
understand at my child will be using project supplied materials and will be properly
supervised.

4

I unders d that I may wIthdiaw my child from the study at any time if I so desire.

4

Signature

Witness

.
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Name

"HANDICAPPED CHILDREN AS TUTORS PROJECT"

Parental Interview

Phone'

Student's Name

School

Date Interviewed

Class

1. a. Did your child mention anything to you abgut the tutoring program that
he/she was participating in? yes 'no

b. What types of things did your child say about the program?

c. How would you describe your child's feelings about this tutoring program?

very positive

ho opinion

positive negative very negative

d. How would you describe your feelings as a parent about.yogr child's
participation in this tutoring program?

very positive

no ()Pinion

positive negative very negative

2. a. Based on anything you noticed about your child, do you feel that this
tutoring program had any effects on your child en the following days:

Types of Effects

Reading Ability
How he/she feels about himself (self-esteem)
Relating to other kids & people (social interaction)

If yes, give specific examples:

b. Has the amount of reading your child does at home:

irased decreased stayed the same-
233 246
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VI/

3. Did you do anything at home to supplement or
cm*.

reinforce reading o e

skills being taught and practiced by the tutoring program?

yes no

If yes, what types of things did yoll do?

How much time did you spend reading with him/her during the 'tutoring

(program?

4. a. Would you like to see this tutoring program continued in the schools?

yes

b. Would you like to see yoUr child participate in this program again
next year?

no

yes no

h. Recommendations: What would Au recommend we do differently in the future

to make this tutoring program more successful?

234 247
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Name

4

"HANDICAPPED CHILDREN AS TUTORS PROJECT"

let Grade Teacher, ,Interview

I

Date Interviewed

School
J'4,

1. Briefly, but specifically, explain your schedule of class ing'truction (give
examples of work thatstudents are doing).

2. Did any of the children in your class who were identified as having
reading difficulties, but who were NOT tutored, receive any additional

reading help in cliss?

Yes No

If yes, what kinds of extra reading helps were used?

40/ '

3. Describe the instructional methods that you use in your class to teach
reading skills (i.e., phonics, etc.)?

235 248
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4. a. How would you describe how your students who have participated in the
tutoring generally feel about the program?

very positive positive negative very negative

no opinion

2

What kinds of comments have you heard any of your students make about
the tutoring program?

b. 'How would you describe your own personal feelings, as a..teacher, about
the tutoring program?

very positive positive

don't know/no opinion

negative very negative

.5. a. Based on your observations, has this tutoring program had effects on:

1st Graders yes 4 no Don't know
Handicapped tutors yes no Don't knoW

b. If yes, what' types of effects (negative or positive) have you observed
as a result of the tutoring program?

1st Graders:

Handicapped tutors:

141

6. What do you consider ,to be the primary STRENGTHS and WEAKNESSES of this
tutoring program?

STRENGTHS:

/.\
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1

WEAKNESSES:

7. a. Would you like to see this type of a tutoring program co tnued and/or
expanded in the schools in the future? -

yes no

Why or why not?

b. Would you likp"to have children from your class next year participatet
in this tutoring program?

yes no

Why or why not?

8. Recommendations: What would your recommend that we do differently in

the future to make this tutoring program more successful?

237
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"HANDICAPPED CHIIDREN AS TIMM PROJECT"

Special Education reacher Interview.

Nan School

Date InterViewed

ti

1: a. How would you'describe how your students who have participated in the
tutoring generally feel about the program?

very positive positive negative very negative

no opinion

What kinds of comments have you heard any of your students make about
the tutoring progran?

b. How would you describe your own personal feelings, as a teaoher,
about the tutoring progran?

very positive positivL negative . very negative

don't know/no opinion

2. a. Based on your observations, has this tutoring program had effects
on:

1st Graders yes
Handicapped tutors yes na Don't know,

b. If yes, what types of effects (negative or positive) have you
observed as a result of the tutoring program?

1st Graders:

no Don't know

Handicapped tutors:.

238
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3. Whitt do you consider to be the primary STRENGTHS and WEAKNESSES of this
tutoring program?

4.

4'
STRENGTHS:

WEAKNESSES:

Would you like to see this type of a tutoring program continued
and/or expanded in the schools in the future?

yes no

Why or why not?

b. Wbuld you like to have children from your class next year participate
in this tutoring program?

yes -. no

Why or why not?

5. Recommendations: What would you recommend that we do differently in the
future to make this tutoring program more successful?,,

239
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LD/Tutors

1

A

Tutoring Interventions with Learning Disabled Students:

A Critical Review'

Thomas E. Scruggs and Lori Richter

Utah State University

I

trl

'Running head:. LD TUTORS
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'Abstract

Twenty-four empirical investigations of tutoring interventions

were evaluated in order to determine the nature of actual data
Mb

regarding such interventions. Although all authors clearly

favored the use of such interventions, equivocal results were

reported., Particularly weak were substantiated reports of social

benefits to tutors or tutees. Methodolggical problems associated

with such research,in field settings are discussed, and

implications for future research are given.

b
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LD /Ttors

3

Tutoring Intervention with Learning Disabled Students:

A Critical Review

Although the concept of peer tutoring in education is not new

(Allen, 1976), .there has recently been a surge of interest

generated in the utility of employing schoolchildren as tutors of

other children (Devin-Sheehan, Feldman, & Allen, 1976a). Many

potential benefits havebeen describedlegarding such

interventions.

The most obvioUs potential benefit of tutoring is the

individualization it can afford to learners of differing needs

(Harrison, 1976). To this extent, teachers can provide for

students' individual needs without sacrificing the learning of

others in the class. It may be argued, on the other hand, that

schoolchildren, enrolled to study and not to teach, may lose

valuable learning time involved in activities for which the

teacher, not the student, had been hired.. Some have replied to

this argument that tutors often are reported to gain as much as,

or more than, the student being tutored (Hassinger & Via, 1969;

McWhorter & Levy, 1971). In addition, such tutoring is thought to

develop responsibility (Allen, 1970), social skills (Argyle,

1976), self-esteem (Strodtbeck, Ronchi, & Hans 11

4
, 1976), and

improve attitude toward school (Fhdman, Devin eehan, & Allen,

1976). Harris and Aldridge (1983) have argued that tutoring (a)

allows the teacher to move ahead with instruction with those who

243
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are ready for it, (b)forces the less able student to share

responsibility for his or her own learning, and (c) fosters

cooperation, empathy, and understanding among students involved in

tutoring activities.

Such benefits would appear 'to be ideally suited to children

identified as learning disabled (LD). Cristoplos (1974)

considered peer tutoring to be a critical condition of

mainstreaming such children into regular classes. He maintained

that peer tutoring could (a) alleviate pressure on teacher time,

(b). allow Lirchildren to work in one to one relationships,/and (c)

`could help develop cooperative attitudes and mutual self- rTespect

aMbng students. Watts and Cushion (1982) argued that, gyven

adequate preparation, supervision, and follow-up, the u/e of peer

tutoring could enhanCe the self-concept of LD adoleScerits. Gerber

and Kauffman (198k), 'in the most thorough review of ttoring in

special education settings to date, concluded, "peer/tutoring is. a

technique that may provide educational benefits to/both the tutor

and the tutee" (p. 182).

Given such outcomes, peer tutoring interventions would seem

ideally suited for fhildren exhibiting learning disabilities (LD).

As tutees, they could be provided with much-needed individual
ON%

attention., As tutors, they could gain social skills,

responsibility.) and self-esteem so commonly reported to be lacking

in this population (e.g., Bryan & Bryan, 1981). Clearly, the
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claims of tutoring benefits fbr learning disabled children are

encouraging. But what evidence is there that tutoring is so

effective with LD students?' Although several investigations have

been conducted,.no review of these findings has yet been

completed. In addition, major reviews of peer tutor4ng have

intentionally omitted discussion of such interventions with

handicapped children (Devin-Sheehan, Feldman, & Allen, 1976).

Although Gerber and Kauffman (1981) described a wide range of

4

tutoring studies, they directly referred to only four

interventions involving LD students. The purpose of the following.

investigation, then, was to locate as many studies as possible

which included LD children in tutoring interventions and

synthesiie findings of these interventions. Though these

methods, it was hoped that some light could be ed on the

realities of peer tutoring with LD students.

Procedure

Several procedures were used to locate as m ny studies as

possible which investigated the use of LD childr in tutoring

interventions. The subject area wasl/first limit d to

investigations which employed LD students in actial pedagogical

interventions with peers. Use of peers in delivering reinfor ers,

or as behavioral models, therefore, wereexcluded from this

investigation. In addition, students must have been described as

"learning disabled", "reading disibled, or have been described as
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juoVioning at least two years below grade level without mention

of accompanying deficit in ability.

Studies were located by first conducting a computer-assisted

search of Dissertation Abstracts, Psychological Abstracts, and

Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) data bases.

Studies found in this manner were examined to determine whether

they contained references to other sui ble articles.- Previous

works on tutoring (e.g., Allen, 1976; Strn, 1981) were also

examined for additional studies. Through thesft procedures,

twenty-four empirical studies of the effects of tutoring

interventions on academic and/or social performance of LD students

were located.

Each study was coded for several variables, including

descriptions of tutors and tutees, research design, level of

intervention, comparison groups, procedures,-and results, and is

given in Table 1. Interriter-consistency was achieved by having

two, independent raters evaluate each article And resolve'any

disagreements by discussion.

Insert Table 1 about here

Results and Discussion

Descriptions of each tutoring investigation are given in

Table 1. As can be seen, a wide variety of tutoring interventions

`6
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and evaluations were employed: eleveneemployed LD or reading

disabled students as tutors, while 13 did not; most (14) used

reading as a subject area, but others used sp!lling (2), math (5),

or library skills (1). Although nearly all studies (20) directly

assessed possible academic benefits to tutees, many other

variables were assessed, including academic benefits to tutors (9)

and social benefits to tutors (5) as well as tutees (5). Social

benefits examined included on-task behavior, self-concept,

attitudes towards school, cooperation, and social behavior.

Variable also was the type of research designs employed.

While a number of different designs could be considered

'satisfactory, each would te00 to address a different type of

question. Pre-post designs.(in which the experimenter tests one

group of-students immediately prior to and fallowing tutoring

interventions) can be used to document gains made by students

during the intervention, but May say little about other possible

contemporaneous sources of learning or relative effectiveness of

other competing instructional strategies. Studies employing a no-

treatment control group are able toaccount for contemporaneous

sources of learning, but, if control group activities are not

clearly documented, these studies cannot allow for 4 comparison o

possible cdMpeting instructional strategies. For example,

students in a,no-treatment control group. The addition of a no-
.
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treatment control group helps demonstrate that the academic, gain

would not have occurred without the tutoring program. However,

since the corresponding activities of the no-treatment group were

not clearly specified, it is not certain how the tutoring

intervention may have compared with a specific alternative

learning strategy. (Only those studies which specified control

group treatments allow such a comparison. For example, Epstein

-(1978) compared the effects of a peer tutoring condition in

reading with four different control conditions: peer tutoring

math, self-instructional, teacher-instructed,- and no treatment

controll Such comparisons, if carefully documented, could provide

much information on the relative effectiveness of peer tutoring.

,However, it can be stated that group designs are well suited for

evaluating the general effects of competing instructional

strategies (including peer tutoring), while single subject designs

are well suited for documenting specific details of individual

learner performance under different conditions (inclUding peer

tutoring). Results of these different types of investigations are

given below.

Pre-pot Designs

Seven investigations employed pre-post group designs, and one

*mployed a single-subject AB design. All of these reported that

the tutoring had been successful in ,increasing academic

performance. Four (Jones, 1981; Landrum, 1970; Lane, Pollack, &
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Sher, 1972; 'Willis, Morris, & Crowder, 1972) compared observed

achievement with an estimation of "expected" achievement, and

reported in all cases that measured achievement levels surpassed

those that would have been estimated based upon previous learning

Three of the four employedtutors with learning or behavior

disorders, a all reported gains for tutors as well as tutees.

Theltingle su ect pre-post design (Mandoli, Mandoli, &

McLaughlin, 1982) repbrted increased spelling performance as a

resullt of peer tutoring. The remaining three pre-post group

designs (Csailo, 1975; Price & Dequine, 1980; Weiner, Goldman,

Leo, Toledano, & Rosner:, 1974) simply reported that positive

changes had occUrred24

Of the seven group investigations, five reported`that tutors
41

or tutees had benefited socially or. emotionally. Among gains

reported were fewer delinquencies, improvement in attitude toward

school, cooperation, self-esteem, greater motivation, fewer anti-

social Acts, and exhibition of less hostility toward author'-ity

figures. None of'these findings, however, were supported 1 .

"empically. Although some of these variables may be difficult to

quantify, empirical evidence supporting these particular benefits

is necessary before these commonly reported benefits of tutoring

can'be completely accepted.

Nor can the findings of the above studies be regarded as'

cohclusive with respect to academic gains. The argument of many%
gl
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that observed gains exceeded expectations provides some evidence

for the effettl;eNess of tutoring prgrams but is far from

conclusive. Such evidence may be confounded,yith other

educationftl treatments being undertaken concurrently. The fact

that all of the investigators who directly compared actual with

expected performance reported that students in tutoring

interventions had achieved ahead of expectations does lend weight

to the claims of tutoring benefits. An examination of other types

of designs, however, woultrgive more credibility to these claims.

Experimental Designs

Studies employing a no-treatment control group. Eight of the

studies reviewed employed group designs in which the control group

activities were not clearly identified. This design is more

powerful than the pre-post design in that it controls for

concurrent variables in the school, experience which could explain

part or all of the gains attributable to tutoring in the latter

design. For example, students' academic gains attributable to

tutoring in a pre-post design may have in fact reflected a new

teacher or princirial_that year. The use of a no-treatment control,.)

grout' allows researchers to make comparisons between gains due to

tutoring interventions and gains which were realized in a group

which was not involved in tutoring. On many occasions, yie exact

alternative activities are not specified, not completely known, or

perhaps the control subjects were separately involved in many
I
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different activities which would resit careful documentation.

This latter case may emerge in special education tutoring research

in which the usually small number of speCial education students

necessitates the involvement of experimental students under the
AP

type of scheduling constraints which often characterize special

education programming. The presumption in this'case is that

studehts in control conditions received an equivalent amount of
,

.

N'nstructional time as'typically delivered in that particular

school, and any gains attributable to tutoring reflect an

imprOvement over that particular school's general program. If, in

fact, tutors were involved during non-academic period of the day

(e.g., lunch, recess), the independent variable may be notbing

more than time -on -task. The weakness of such a design is that the

relative worth of tutoring compared with specific rival

instructional strategies remains uncertain.
.

All seven of the no-treatment control group studies reported

that the tutoring intervention had been successful in some way.

Unfortunately, only three (Me)lberg, 1981'; Singh, 1982; Wingert,

1981) of the seven offered evidence that these performance gains

were "statistically significant" (i.e., the differences exceeded'

those expected by samplin"g error). All the reported significant,

effects were found in-academic areas and involved secondary-aged

tutors tutoring younger LD children. Although several

investigations reported social benefits, none offered statistical
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The studies which employed no-treatment control groups offer

some evidence that tutoring can result in positive academic

effects for tutors and tutees. Without specification of control

t

group activities, however, it is difficult to determine the

precise effects of tutoring other than in some cases it apparently

is a positive supplement to regular instructional programming. In
.r.

order to further refine the effects of tutoring interventions, use

.. of specific competing instructional strategies is necessary.

Research designs in which alternativenstructional

activities are specified.. Six of the total 24 tutoring

investigations involved groups of,tutoring pairs and compared the

performance of these pairs with grovps of students involved in

alte native instructional activities. Of these six, three (Kane &

CP
A ley, 1980; McCracken, 1979; Sindelar, 1982)'failed to

d onstrate that tutoring produced learning superior to

alternative instructional conditions. Kane and Alley (1980)

compared peer tutorial instruction with teacher-led instruction

"".........

and found no statistically significant differences between thg two

conditions. McCracken (1979) Compared peer tutorial instruction .

4

with teacher-led instruction and found no significant difference

between the two (although an effect for data-based vs. non-data-

based instruction was found). ,Sindelar (1982) compared three

tutorial, procedures with each other and with teacher-led small
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group instruction. His "hypothesis/test" tutorial group scored

significantly higher on a Ooze reading comprehension measure than

a "word reading" tutorial group, but not hilher than small group

instruction. No differences were found between groups on measures

of word reading, oral reading, or a standardized measure of

reading comprehension.

II*
In spite of the lack of positive findings, the authors

remained optimiskic about the value of peer tutoring with LD

students. Sindelar asserted, "the evidence supporting the use of

cross-age tutoring as I means of providing supplemental

instruction continues to grow" (1982, p. 205).. McCracken (1979)

and Kane and Alley (1980), acknowledging non-significant

differences between tutoring and ncm- tutoring groups, relied upon

pre-post ddta to maintain that tutors and teacher-instructed

groups had both made progress in reading. Unfortunately, such

pre-post results are subject to validity threats outlined above.

),

Also, it thould be pointed out that a finding of non-significant

differences should not be interpreted to mean that both treatments

were equally effective. When two treatments are not found to

differ significantly, hypotheses other than "equal" are possible;

for example, that neither treatment exerted a tangible effect on

the dependent measure. Another possibility is that the

experimental design lacked sufficient power to detect real

differences. At best, a finding of non- significant differentes
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means any possible differences between groups was not observed.

In spite of.the above equivocal findings, however,. three

investigations which compared tutoring with specific alternative

strategies indicated that tutoring had been more effective. King

(1982) employed high achievio 6th graders tutoring LD classmates

in social studies content. ',Compared with students studying

independently, LD tutees scored higher on a class examination.

Lamport (1982) involved 6th grade LD students as tutors of younger

remedial reading or LD students and reported that tutors and

AP
tutees alike had gained in reading skills and School attitudes as

compared wittva teacher- instructed control group attending

remedial reading classes or learning disabilities classes;.

Epstein (1978) employed LD primary-level tutors tutoring each

other in reading. In this study, four control groups were

employed: (a) peer tutoring in math (apparently to control for

the effects of tutoring group per se), (b) teacher-instructed, (C)

.self-instructed, or (d) control who received no treatment other

than the normally assigned reading program. Epstein reported that

the reading tutoring group performed significantly better than all

control groups on a criterion measure of reading. Epstein

concluded. that it was important for the tutors to have a thorough

1

.Knowledge of the content being tutored.*

In addition to thkabOve glioup deSigns, two studies have

a

110

*.
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involved single subject methodology to compare instructional

strategies, ivluding tutoring, as a within-subjpct variable

(Higgins, 1902; Jenkins, Mayhall, Peshka, & Jenkins, 1974). Both

reported that the tutoring intervention had been successful,

although the LD students in Higgins' investigation did not appear

to learn more under tutoring conditions than they had learned by

free study. Jenkins et al. employed a multiple treatment design

and concluded that in each of several experiments, students had

learned more in tutoring sessions than in teacher-led groups. In

the Jenkins et al. investigation, older, non - handicapped' children

served as tutors. This investigation supported the notion that

.individual tutoring resul6 in learning superior to small group

teacher-led instruction. Higgins' investigations, on the other

-hand, did not support the notion that learnin9 disabled students

can learn more by tutoring each other than they can by independent

study.

Conclusion

The findings of contemporary researchers in the area of

tutoring .interlentions involving Lp students have provided
';

re

important information for fu ure researchers and practitioners.

441Many questions, however, re ain unanswered. Although much of the

published research ha indicated LD children can and :do learn in

tutoring situations, specific circumstances under' which tutoring

is most effective re still not completely known., Whether

P.,
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tutoring is better for LD students'N the capacity of tutor vs.

tutee has not been established. Whether tutoring can be more

profitably employed in specific skills tasks (e.g., multiplication

facts) or as general supplements to curricular programs (e.g.,

basal reading) has yet to be determined. Also, specific

instructional techniques found to be less effective than tutoring

interventions have yet to be identified. It would be important to

know, for example, whether a special education teacher could more

profitably use his or her time teaching spelling words in small

groups using direct instruction and choral responding, or whether

monitoring tutor pairs drilling each other, or perhaps Some

combination, is most effective. Although some studies have

addressed alternative instructional strategies, the precise

components of these strategies have not always been clearly

specified, and question "better than what?" remains

unansweeed.

Finally, the social benefits to be derived from tutoring

interventions with LD students remain to be documented. Although

jnecdo.tal reports abound, clear documentation that tutoring can

improve attendance, attitudes toward school, socialization, and

self-esteem is simply not availAble. 'Specific social benefits for

LD tutors and tutees remain to be established.

In spites of the fact that benefits,of tutoring interventions

with LD students are as yet equivocal, two important points are
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worth noting. First, tutoring research is most often employed as

a pragmatic intervention in a real world (school) setting. As

such, this research is rich in ecological validity but subject to

much of-the same experimental validity threats common to program

evaluations. .To this extent, the research has not been poorly

conducted as much as subject to interpretative difficulties which

commonly arise when large-scale interventions are attempted in a

real school setting. These same methodological difficulties have

been encountered in studies involving non-disabled students-

(Feldman, Devin-Sheehan, & Allen, 197,6).

The second point worth noting is that apparently all

professionals who write .about tutoring interventions in learning

disabilities research appear equally convinced of_themerits of__ _

such interventions, regardless of'whether their particular studies

provided empirical support for such In fact\it seems

diffjcult to imagine another instructional intervention in the

complex fieldkof learning disabilities which meets with such

unqualified enthusiasm and yet for which) research is so

incomplete. It must also be stated that the present authors have

also encountered both the methodological challenge and the
.

conviction that peer tutoring is an intervention of great power

and utility in special.education (Osguthorpe, Scruggs., & White,

1983). Only through further research can this complex issue be

finally clarified.
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TYPE Of DESIGNI '

SUBJECT
AREAS

DESCRIPTION
Of TUTORS'

DESCRIPTION

01 TUTEES

LEVEL Of
INTER-

MENTION

COIOARISON
GROUP

.

PROCEDURES REPORTED RESULTS

Ixper mental,
Group

Various subjects
including ,

reading, pre-

vocational arts

4th, 5th, and 6th
graders, 2years
behind academi-
(tally, aggressive
or withdrawn.

Younger special

education
students in

self-contained

classrooT.

Daily
for

6 months,
including

2 month
training
period

No treat-
went control

'

,_______

Tutors came to special
education classroom to
help tutees with
assignments and class
projects. No measure-
ments were reported.
Control group was
mentioned but not
described.

Anecdotal; 5th and 6th
graders improiied mue tho
4th graders in %chat and

social behavior. Play on

the playgroud was
"friendlier", Tutees fel
more accepted.

.

(sew), 1975 Pre-post Reading Adolescents on
probation, reading
levels 3 to 5

years behind age-
grade expectancy
level, ages 13-15,

ri.6

Reading levels
at least 2 years
behind age-grade
expectancy level
ages 8-9,
n8

Daily,
10 weeks

.

None Tutors were paid to
teach reading to
younger childr during
summer school.rPre-
and post-tests in
readigg were

administered to tutors
and tutees. Data was
collected on several
tutor behaviors.

Tutors and tutees improve
on reading achievement
tests and showed we

increase in number of
words'read per minute.

Tutors made more positive
remarks, were involved
in fewer delinquencies,
and came home earlier
at night.

Oecium and
Smith, 1080

.

Ex rimental,
Gro

Library skills
(using card

tatalogt,
running

projectors, etc)

..

.

4th, 5th, and 6th

CD
.12

.

'2nd graders,
nonhandicapped,

nlZ__

.

? to 4
times per
week

,

No Vestment
control

446.

Tutors received 15
training sessions and
met with tutees As soon
as -they had Mastered 1

eachllskill. Tests were

administered at the '

beginning of the study
( "pretests"), after the
final tutoring session
("midlests"), and 2
weeks later ("post-
tests").

Mean test scores remained
almost constant acrqs
the 3 administrations
for control group. Mid-
test scores increased
for tutors And tutees

over pretest scores.
Increase-4as greater
for-tutees. Posttest
steteswere lower than
midtest scores,
especially for tutors.

Posttest scores were
lower for tutors than
for tutees.

(Wein, 1978

8

Experimental,
Group

.

Reading

0

10 inself-
contained class-
rooms, nI00

,

ID in self-

contained crass-
rooms, prtpary
left.), n..100

A

A

'

\ik

15 min.

daily,
1st half
of

acAdethic

yP de

I. peer
tutoring
math

Z. teacher-
instructed

3, self-
instructed

4, blind

control

Students scoring low
on word recognition
test were tutors.
Tutees were randomly
assigned to expert-
mental and control
conditions.

1. Experimental group
performed significantly
better than control
groups on criterion-
referenced test.
2. Experimental group
covered more words than
control group 3 but not

control group 7.
.1. There were no
cant ddfferences between
the groups on time used
to cover the words.
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and Andrews.
1901

Jenkins, May -
hall,

May-
ball, Peschka,
And Jenkins.
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tYPI OP DESIGN

'Experimental,
Group.

.
. -

.

SUBJECT

AREAS
DESCRIPTION
OF TUTORS

,

DESCRIPTION
OF IMES

LEVEL Of
INTER-

VENT1ON
COMPARISON

GROUP

.

PRODURES

.

REPOROORESULTS
.

"Tutees' mean at task be-
havior equalled or sur-
passed that of the contro
group"

Subject area
varied, time-at-
task was depen-

dent measure

9th graders, ace-
demically and
socially outstan-
ding, n-I4

------

Mainstreamed 86
and 9th graders,
n -13 '

18 weeks
to acade-

mic year
...

No treatment
control (5
controls per
tutee)

Pre- and post-interven-
lion data on attending

behavior veri recorded

.-----
Single subject,
alternating
treatment design

.

Spelling

.

10 in self-contained classrooms
alternated as tutors and tutees,
n-8

.

_ ..

.

-
rit

2 weeks

P--
2 10-min.
sessions
daily
(1) 4 to
8 days;
(2) 4
days;
(3) 5
days

.

3 treat -,

ments: (1)
peer tutor-

Ing; (2) in-

study; (3)
no remedia-

Mon control

Both interventions used
team learning technique
called "Student Team
Achievement Divisions'

.

Both Interventions were
significantly better than
control condition In in-
creasing spelling perfor-

, There were no dlf-
ferentes In the tutoring

condition as compared to
the Independent study tom
ditfbn. Serving as tutee
resulted In sIgnIfItantly

better spelling performam
than did serving as tutor.

Single subject,
multiple'treat-
ments design

. s

(I) Word recog-

nition;

(2) Spelling;
(3) Multiplica-

Lion

Older, nonbandi-

capped children

.

....

(1) tD and EMR,
ages-0-10, n "13;

(2) 3rd graders,
LD, n-4;

(3) 4th gradeil
referred to re--
source room for
assistance In
multiplication,
11.5

Teacher-in-
strutted
small groups

Each child was Involved
in daily sessions under
both one-to-one cross-
age tutoring and small

group ceraditions. Stu-
dents were tested after
each sesOon

,

. .

In each study, children
made greater gains in tu-
torte' condition.

.

.

.

,

Pre- iota Reading Students (usually
former tutees) at
least 2 years

ahead of tutees in
reading .-.

6th and 7th gra-
ders scoring 2
nr more years
below grade le-
vet on Gates

McGinitte Rea-
ding Test

45 min.
per days,

4 days
per week

.

one Gates McGinitie pre-
and posttest scores

were analyzed for tu-
Oh and tutees. Inter-
views, questionnaires
and surveys were also
used

Tutees and tutors made SI
nificant reading gains ov
expected gains. Anecdotal
improvements In self-con-
cepts, attitu es toward
school, attenJ$Iance, cove'
ation and set -confidence
were also reported.
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LfVfl OF
SUOJITI nisiRIPIION 01 S( RIO iON 'MIER - COIU'ARISON

I YI'l (II 01 \ 16N AREAS Of TUTORS OF IUI U.S MENTION 'GROUP PROCEDURES REPORVO RESUL TSit xpel 'mental, Math Nonhandicapped 10 residing in daily, teacher -In- Each math class (which There were no significant
Group students residing minimum security 8 weeks ttructed was composed of LO and differences in achievemen

in minimum securl- correctional in- group nonhandicapped stn- test stores between peer-
ty correctional stitution, ages dents) had two tutors tutoredand teacher -in-
institEtions, ages 12-17, n38 who worked as instruc- strutted groups.
15-17 tional delivery agents.

.

Peer tutor to LO stto-

den't ratio was 1 to 1
or 1 to 2

._...

leper imental. Social studies 6th graders 6th graders, LO 30 min. Independent Tetor /tutee pairs Tutored students stored
Group (classmates of (major area of 7 days study worked in resoucte significantly higher

tutees) above 4 disability was room Mating IA text- on class examination
grade level ' book and learning the than control group.i

n20 answers to 60 social
C

studies questions.
.

Experimental, Reading ith graders, Elementary 30 min., Control Pre- and post - treatment Tutors achieved signifies
Group reading disabled, school students 3 days group atten- measures were taken on ly higher scores In phone

. n24 in remedial per week, ded remedia) auditory vocabulary, tics analysis skills and
(

reading or ED 8 weeks reading. phonetic analysis mermrpositive reactions b
class class skills, reading compre- weird school than control.

. hension, classroom dis- Si. Tutees achieved highe
1; turbance behaviors, scores In auditory vocabu

withdrawn - inattentive lary and more positive re
behaviors and reactions actions to school than
toward school students in their control.,

groups.

Pre-post Reading high.school stu- 4th, Sth, and 2 hours None - Tillers were paid to Tutors gained 8.3 months
dents witl reading 6th graders, per day, work with tutees during reading. Tutees gained 4J
scores 2 years or reading disabled 6 weeks' summer school months. ,

more below grade
AOplacement, drop-

outs or excessive -
absenteeism, IA .

family inconT, n
.

100
_

.

54
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REFERENCE TYPE Of DESIGN
SUBJECT

AREAS
DESCRIPTION
OF TUTORS

DESCRIPTION
Of TUTEES

LEVEL OF

INTER-

VENTION
COMPARE

GRO PROCEDURES REPORTED RESULTS
Lane, Pollack,
and Stier, 191

.

..

Pre-post

-

.

Reading 8th and 9th gra-
ders with "mat-

adaptive behavior"
according to the
Burk's. Beharior

Rating Scale, n "8

. .

3rd and 4th

grade patients -per
at community
health center,
referred for
learning or be-
havior problems,
n-8

2 days
week,

7 months

None
.

Pre- and posttest

scores of Metropolitan
Achievement Test were
analyzed A

.

Tutors gained 19 months a
tutees 14 months on readh
scores. Teacher ratings 01
tutor behavior improved.
Reported changes included

greater motivation to
achieve In class, less he
tility toward authority f
gures, exhibition of more
mature and goal-oriented
behavior, fewer antisocia
acts in school.

.

Mc(racken,

9

.

.

.

..,t

Experimental,
Group

.

.

.

...

Reading

1

.

Secondary level,
nonhandicapped,
n.15

.,

Secondary level
in special edu-
cation resource
program, n.5I

e

I

Daily,

12 weeks

.

Teacher-in-
strutted

Tutees were tutored
daily either by tea-
cher or peer tutors,
with half of the Ss
using data-based in-
struction which involv-
ed daily self-charting
of progress (Subjects
were assigned to treat-
ment conditions based
on intact predetermined
groups). Si were pre-

and post-tested on the
Slosso0 Oral Reading
Test and a teacher-made

comprehension test

(1) There was no signific,
difference between teache
taught and peer-tutored
groups on word recognitie
or reading comprehension
scores.

(2) Students taught by to
chers using data-based in
truction scored higher 40
word recognition than sty
dents not using data-base
instruction taught by pee
or teachers.
(3) There were no signifi

cant differences between
reading comprehension sco
of students taught using
data-based instruction an
students taught not using
data-based instruction.
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LEVEL Of 1

SUIIJECT 'DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION INTER- COMPARISONlimpiNct TYPE Of DESIGN ARIAS . OF lUIORS OF TUTEES VENTION GROUP PROCEDURES REPORTED RESULT?
,

--- -- -----------
.clihevq. 1981 l.perimental, Reading, arith- tconomially dis- Elementary age 1 weeks 1No'treatment Pre- and posttest

Academic achievement was
Group metic advantaged adoles-

control scores of Wide-Range
significantly greater forcents, one sub-

' AchAe4ement Jest (Rea- tutors than control group.group was handi-
.
.' di 4(4400 ion and There were no significantcapped (LO and

ArifillWati4ebbtests) differences betweeW:handi-EPIR)
" were analgied tapped and nortAndicipped

,

tutors. Tutees taught .by
i

handicapped tutor did
,':,. 1

oqi
.1.. differ significantly in

demic achievement from tie
4'..-. tees tAgght by nonhaidla
... -.,- ..

_pell(1446Fi. Apparently. II
'tees had significantly ,;

greater achievement thatt;
non-tutored controls. °(A
thOr does not make this.4
clear.)Prre and Pre-post (anec- English as a ED students Non-English 30 min./ None Tutors used Whisman After seeeral months of ti

Ueolne dotal) second language speaking dflY, , Language Tutor Program boring, the tutees startestudents
to teach non-English speaking some English. Tu.

. speaking students tors reportedly gained
,

self-esteem.
SIndelar, 1982 Experimental, Reading i Elementary 2nd, 3rd, 4, 4th 20 IS-min Students

Subjects were pretested The HIT tutorial'groupGroup
students - graders in sessions receiving and posttested oh non- performed signtficantli

.

et
I

resource program hypothesis/ standardized measures better than the HR
.

for leading test of NR, OR fluency, and tutorial group on the.
instruction clone comprehension clone comprehension
from peer and comprehension as measure. All other .

tutors were measured by the pare- coeparison% yielded non-
compared graph meaning subtest significant results..

. with groups of the Stanford Thus, the tutored N/T
receiving: Achievement Test. children scored at .

(1) oral
least as well as, though:

reading (OR)
not better than, thepractice
children receiving HIT

from tutors
small group instruction.

(2) word ,

.

recognition. .

. training
from tutors

(3) hypo- 0

thesis/test v. ,
.

.

.
-

instruction
(rem

resource..

teachers in
.

small groups______-___ _______ ______ _ __ .________ __
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Weiner.
Goldman

Toledan
Rosner,
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IAA 1YPE OF DESIGN
SUBJECT
AREAS

Math

DESCRIPTION
OF TUTORS

,,

11th and 12th

graders, 1.0

(Tutors and tutees

combined: n-100)

DISCRIPT&ON
OF TUTEES

--k-
9th and 10th

graders, LD

LEVEL OF

INTER-

VENT ION

15 min.
per day,

4 days
per week,
9 weeks

COMPARISON

GROUP

No treatment
control

.

PROCEDURES

Pre- and posttest
scores of California

Achievement Test

(math computation and
math concepts /appllca-

Lions subtests were
analyzed for tutors
and tutees)

REPORTED RESULTS

Tutees made significant
gaips on both subtests
over non-tutored LO
students. Tutors made
significant gains on

conceptl/applications
subtest over non-tutored
ID students.

982 Experimental.
Group

.

. .

1915 Experimental,
Group .

Arithmetic

S

,

.

Group 1: "Slow
learning" 4th
grade boys ante-
grated in regular
classrooms,

n24
Group 2: High
achieving 4th
grade boys,

n24 -

"Slow learning"
3rd grade boys

"SI arning"
4t e boys,
in regular

classrooms,

6 weeks

o
No treatment
control

,,

4th geode subjects were

randomly assigned to
group 1, group 2, or
control group. Pre-,
mid-, and posttest .

measures on sociometric
status, self esteem,
and arithmetic achieve-
ment were taken for
each subject.

No significant difference
were found between

expel-Oriental and control
groups.

,

.

, ley.

i, and
19/4

--

and

, 19/7

V

19111

.

Pre-post
I inecdotal)

Not specified 4th and Sth
graders, n6,
4 had learning

and behavior
problems

2nd graders with
specific

learning pro-
bleats but with

no severe
behayior pro-
blems, n6

I day per
week,

4 to 6,
weeks .

None Three undergraduate
students supervised
the tutoring sessions.

Anecdotal Improvements
in behavior, self
concept, and grades
of tutors were reported.

Pre-post

txpertmertal,
troop (i,

0

Reading Normal grade

_

4th grade LD,
n1

.4.

30 min.

daily,
15 weeks

.

None Six students tutored
each other under super-
vislop of an older
student. Four students
were tutored indivi-
dually by an older
student.

Both groups made academic
gains greater than .

eApected.

'

Readino High school
students

.

D

Elementary
school students
in self-

contained class-
rooms and

reseurce rooms.

75 min.

daily,
10 weeks

No treatment
control

Pre- and posttest
scores of E-B Beginning
Reading Placement Test
and Woodcock Reading
Mastery Test were
analyzed fo, tutees
and control group.

There were no significant
differences on WRMT.
Tutees made significantly
greater gains than
controls on E-BORPT.
Tutees mastered at
least 04% of all skills
taught by tutor,

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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June 13, 1984

114k

I.

Phyllis L...Newcomer, Editor

LelpfinoDis0b1 Quarterly
c/o Beaver College
Plenside, PA 19038

Dear Newcome:.

p.

Please consider the enclosed manuscript, "T.utoring
Interventions with Learning Qisabled Students:

' 'Critical Review," for publication in yOur journal.
Four copies of the.manuscript are duly enclosed.
If you have any questions, please feel ftee to call
me. Thank .you.

I

.Sincerely,

"(homes E. Scruggs, Ph.D.
Research/Evaluation Specialist
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BOOK 1 aid BOOK 2
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When the letters ",ew" or flue" are together in a word, the usually have

1

THE EW Art1P UE COMBINATIONS

LESSON 1

Step 1

the "oo" sound as in "boot". For example':

a
1.

glue stew

But sometimes "ew" and flue" have the "oo" sound as in "cue" and "few".
There is no rule to-help you to know which sound to say. Theonly.way
to learn these words is through practice and memorization.

1

1

few

cue

blue

flew

knot

stew

I

ste.p 2

a

nephew threw new` true
.

glue chew grew view

statue flue jewel drew

sue' hue blew 'strewn

pew renew due mew

clue unglue .crew strew

27? 292
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'

Dr.

scissors

. guarantee

as

wonder

necessary

shriek

could

again.

r

)

LESSON 2

Step 1

therefore already

/ wound I

definitely

schedule

use

gauze

said

might

some

ready

only

Step 3

4

lo

through

really

medicine

finger

one

The Adventurps of Howard and Lois
Part 3

"I would like to speak with Dr, Drew," said Dad. Dad waited for

6 minute and then.said, "Dr. Drew, this is Mr. Stewart. My Little girl,

Lois, was biften on the finger by a mouse a few minutes ago. We

wondered if,you thought it necessary to bring her in ? ".

"Did the mous chew at her finger?" Dr; Drew asked.

"No; we con only see one tooth rrork," replied Did.

"Is it brue.oround the bite? Dr. Crew a ed.
274



u..1
well take a look at it," said Dr. Drew.

CO

"Thanks, Dr. Drew. Can you,fit us into your schedule? Good.

Come on, Leis. The doctor would like to look at yourfinger."

"I don't want to go to the doCtor," shrieked" Lois again. "Please,

Cs

a few minutes."

"Lois, you have to go. Come on."

At the doctor's office, Lois went-Into a little room, and pretty
soon Dr. Drew came in to take a look. He squeezed the biter very.

hard to make it, bleed and then scrubbed it with soap and water., He

put some medicine on the would that smelled like glue and covered

it with gauze. Then he took some scissors and cut some tape_ to-hold

the gauze in place.

Lois said, "Peeuuu, that medicine smells like

"Don't worry about the smell; there are few medicines for bites

"A little,"little," said Dad.
6

..

"You better bring her to my office and let me look at it," the

doctor told Dad.

You really thing it is necessary?" asked Dad.

"Well, she definitely needs a tetanus shot; therefore, I might as

Daddy, don't make me. go to the doctor. Rlease Mommy, I don't

want, to go to the doctor. I already feel better. I'll stop crying in

.40

I.

IP

as good as this one," said Dr. Drew.

"My nurse, Sue, will give you a shot to make sure you don't

get sick from the bite. I think the mouse had a good reason to bite.

you. If I were a mouse,--I'd try to bite you, too. Never play with wild

animals..again, will you Lois? They could hurt y9u very badly. You

were lucky this time. 'It won't take long, and I guarantee` you will be

cs good as new. Y.Ou'll be ready to use that finger again in less

than a,week;" said. Dr. Drew.

"Thanks, Dr. Drew, for fixing. my finger all better. I'll never play

with wild animals again," replied Lois.

$tep.4

s'

1: Why did Mr SteWart call Dr. Drew?
2. What questions did Dr."Drew osk Mr. Stewart?
3. Tell me the story in your own waros from the par! when Mr.

'Stewqrt"!ola Lois !ne dcc:or wonleR;;.p ook at her finger.
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Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Group 4

Groups

Group 6

Group 7 -

Group 8

Group 9

REVIEW CHECK #6

Part 1

O

stime strilp vide thipe.

meap fent weent fez

krold ming sold frold

coth cish ceth ricim.

stamb fub slomb famp

knith knas kam knish

gillet gelit strig sigim

writh wrish wras wust

gry glay ny smu

ronkey fey mly whay

Group 10 "For this group of words,
common sound for y: Own

shoe

voant
,

maid

milp

stroampr.

void

bracit cath

sliinP

knam

Mc:1g

wrint

kra y

thay

namb

km(

illigim

. wrop

smy

chy

read each word twice. First read the word using the most
read it again using the other sound of. ."

prady chingy zinky matrify. mengy pratly

smylit hyfrum mvshin. pyclop snypht tystoc

Group 11 prim nerk fram furmp rif sticker

Group 12 goiter broil pound ; ^ loin shout pouch

Group 13 look broom moose hoot stood took

Group 14 threw true knew flew glue stew'

1.
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Cornmon Idord Segments

I

UNIT TEST

Parte!

w V.

ab 'able ace ack ad. ade

ag age aid
s

.ail , ain air

ake all am ame amp an

and . ane ang ank ap t' ant
;

ape - ar and ark arm arn, -3"

art lase ash ast at atch .

.
ate ave . aw ay aze dis

each eak eal ° earn
1

can eap ..

v.-.
eat eck ed ee . eed eel

een cep eet eg , ell elp
.1

elt en en end ent ep'
, -:°-

MS eSt - et ew ib ice ...

ick id ide lie iffy ift
)

ig ike ilk ill im in

ine sing ink ip ipe ire ,

isi it itch he ive ix

° mAnt oad -oan ob , ock og
4. -/

oil oke old Ole one ong

op ope , ork orn .ose oss

OSt of oz , 0 y bu uck

ud ue uff k, ug ull um

unap .un unCh ung unk unt
277
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. Y

I Y''

. N 1., I do as well as most students in my classes.

In .school my teachers go too fast for, m_ e

to understand them:

4: My teachers give too much homework.

5, . II like to do homework.

Y N 6. I like my teachers'.

Y .N 8. My teachers misunderstand what I say

'My'teachers ppy attention to me.

Y 10: SchoOl is a:waste of time.

Y. N 11. School grades mean a lot to met

. Y N 12. 41omework assignments are,tdo

Y N 14., .My teachers pick on me.,

Y. N 16. Most books we lead in school are for ,ybunger oeo6le,.

.y N 17. I enjoy reading-.

Y. N- 18. I-like-td,read magailnes.

N: 19., I like. to read comic books.

Y No' 20., I 1 i ke to read the newspaoer.

Y N '21. I re0d only in school.
y

.

Y N 23.', I likile.to read love stories.

Y N 24... I lik to read adventure stories.

Y N. 2.- I like t .read soOrt sto'r'ies.
t ,

Y N . Mit<e;q use the library:

DY N. pring 1:160k's tO:closlps.

,

S.

280
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Y.

Y

Y 1141

Y

35. I stay home 'from. school when I can.

N '36. I get bored in 6ass.

N 3g. MathematicsAil.s Useful;
4. j

My friends.Ahink reading is a waste at time.

I enjoy reading to' younger. kids.
A

41. .School books are.too. difficult to read.

Y h 42. The public library.ls boring.

Y h- 44.- I can answer questions about what I read.

Y N 45. I like*to, fell people aOout what-I read.

Y N I like to talk about TV programs.

Y N 59. There are too. many rules, at school.

N 60. My friends help me with school probjems.

4

N* 61. Teachers will help you when yOu need it,

Y N. 62. Other.kids pick on me.

Y N 63. i-am friendly.

Y 65. I get, poor Egrades.:.

Y. N 69. The klks at home ask Me. about my_report card. -*

Y N I.think 1'1 be a success..-

Y

281 3016'
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; Diagnostic TeSfs

PRETEST 1 PART PRODUCING SOUNDS

'Consonant Sounds

sib

Student Directions (read to the student): "When I point t6 a letter, tell me -irhat sound the
letter makes. For example, if I point to the letter z, make the zzzzz sound: if you don't know

. the sound, say, 'I dan't.knoW.' D9n't worry if there are some sounds_ you don't know."

Nib

Short,V0wols
Student Directions (read Jo" the student): 'When I. point to a vowel, you tel ne the short
sound of that vowel. If you don't know the sound the vowel makes, say; '1 don't know.' Don't
worry if there are.some sounds you don't know."

_a i u e

Digraphs and Combinations
Student Directions (road to the student): "When I point to the letters, you tell-rne what sound
the letters make when they are together. If you don't know the sound, say, 'I don't:know.'
Don't.worry if there arc some you don't know."

1

4

.283 302.
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PRE4ILIT 1. PART 2: BASIC SIGHT WORDS

Student Directions (read tathe student): "When 1 pOirit to a word, read the word out loud: If
you don't.don't. know a word, say, '1 don't know it.' Don't*worry if there are/sonic words you don't
know

.r 416

'I the you. 7is

Is that
.

my see'

said to. , are 1:his-

where. there. was were
they . he have , could

PRETEST 2: DECODING

Student Directions (read to the student): 'The words on this page arc not red words; they are
what we call nonsense words. I want yo to'try to sound out these nontInse words. Don't worry
if there arc words you can't read; just day, '1 can't read that one,' and go on to the next one."

Noto: If the student misses eight or more of the nonsense word in any group, discontinue
administration of Pretest 2 and proceed to ?retest 3.

;Group 1

luf heg jit wex dap vine

4

Group 2
4

shink nesh than whub'. fick

284 '303



sle staffi brum clack bILin

Group 4

Groub 5

1

Wr

chast- pill zist melp bin.

4

4

strarai pram spint sift tremp, yl

r.

branlemmin whumfan flad5.1111

plonslam .cicinshot molding

285
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1'RETEST3: ADDITIONAL SIGHT WORDS

Note: If the student is six years of,age, administer Pretest 3 at the second meeting with hint.
N's

&indent Directions (read to the student): "Whvit I,point to a word, read the word out loud.
For example, if I point to this word (potira, to be), you say, be.' If you don't know a word, stly,

'I don't knowsit.' Don't worry if there are some words you doit't know." Jtr

away blue

does

.four

easy

his

loolk

our

do. clown

frOm funny

day

how

her

idea

among . play

sho

I.

of

,into

car

pretty

SO a tIke
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PREI ES 1.3A1)DITIONAL Si cirr WORDS (Co)Ltiued)
IS

walk whwe ar

after again always

been beforft. both

clean cold done
. ,

I ', eighf every fall

. ,i I. full gave- those

grow d hold burl
1

i keep . kind know
A

I made make w,- , many
.4t.

I new
, off old

A

ut over
v

ownepI
roand ride shall

soon their these

Ii

1'



ritutsT 3ADDITIONAL SWIIT WORDS (Coniinued)

upon use

work' would

pui." pe.ople

another differerit

whilp.. might

word. either

name , picture

seven begun

ctiange-

Wcirrn

yellow

through

between

thought

same

second

almost
.

lipcome

a.



1,

J

DIAGNOSTIC TEST. 2: BASIC SIGHT WORDS

cr

this is Is

there was were

busy -, away
.

be
.

five fly Tor.

day of' -, good

his- how' into
/'

now Alice - -our.
, ..

say she so .,

your about

e befor Jmth -brawn

c
clean. cold' done

first 'found full.

hurt keep .. kind.

may . much myself

over own please

-sleep, scrre soon

warm wash why

put- p-elle through

-might thought enough

story . sure knew
.

number name picture

289
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DIAtNtli Ce TEST JJECODING

branlemmIng whummTg

-drezquit cltinshetted
6 A

thexcon bIentnink

fladstIll plonslan

chenprib q yakling

tradstIll thexprun

AI

DIAGIOSTIC TEST 4: PHONETIC <11.1.S t

4'

Group 1 :nid

Group ref

Group 3. fold

Group 4 cas

Group 5 .. stun

Group 6 .kot

I

grabe

beeg.

void

cet

jute

mash

50th

cint

strat

Group 8 wakket
,

Group 10 .tabby



DIAGNOSTIC TEST 5: M5DIFIED V01.143

Group 1 furt

11 Group 2 clown t couch

Group 3 door,

11 Group 4 chew

mirk ler

count Spoil
-

. %

mirm

how

A

'hoof stool hoot boost

hue, flew cue .

DIAGNOSTIC TET 6: WORD SEGMENTS
1.1

teration pield krought

di9ht faNe shantive

1.

bould , sild .Baste

DIAGNOSTIC TEST 7: MULTIPLE-SYLLABLE WORDS

bridpubtedly.

mathgrat I cal

congr4tul8te

nevertheless

parvernickel

simolicity

1243. 3.10

10'

.ar

instructional.

exceedingly

SUbtrcal cal



4

NOSTIC TEST 8r SIGHT WORDS'

Part ,1 field . move

adventures' wanted

chocolate --okay

other ago

, beard! break

blood heart

neither : toward .

science, Itrniture"

bey instead

wedicine phone-.

.m -care ourselveS

Part 2 .ahead breath-

'child basis curiosity

brilliant '. astronaut conscious-
a

magazine- heaven thieves

notice imagine these

marriage liable unit.
al

against sufficient. geHgraphy

answer united . guide..

become tournament.

cause' loose museum

again Wye "he'll

;

don't , isn' t 4 i theyrve'.

wouldn't tNssn't ddesrilt

ad.
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DIAGNOSTIC .TEST 10; READING RATE

')

Ike was _sicksof sitting around the house. He had been watching T.W.

all day. He was sick of watching T.V, There just wasn't anything fun.t&,,.

watch. Ike asked his mother -if he could go over to Mr, Blake's fielci

fly his kite. His mother. asked, "How far is it?" Ike answered,

blocks." "Yes, you rn3y* go if you are hare by dimer time," she said:
Ike ran out fl the house. as fast as he could run and jurped on tits ake

- When I got to the first. stoplight, he: saw_ his friend, Zeke; caning

out of the drug store:

a

I

d

a

4

293

312,

1,4

a.
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Teacher and Student Survey

r.
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I

I '

#

cr

O
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IS"

Do you think tutoring is a good idea jluspecia1 education?

i /" ) .

.

Do you think your students benefited from this project?
O. ..

.

3. Do you think tutoring could help improve social skills?,

4. Can you think of any thmappliations (besidNeading) for which
tutoring could be hel ful?

AL

5. Do you think the material we employed were appropriate?

Can you think of any limitations of tutoring intervention
applied fin special education?

at,

.11

295

314

t

to

I

a

V re
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